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Abstract

This dissertation reports a single case study about design integration
in complex and networked product development. Design integration is
of central importance for beneficially using design in industry and for
improving environmental sustainability. Literature on design often defines successful design integration as 1) the early integration of design
and 2) the use of design in an extended role in product development to
enable the envisioning of ideal future products and systems. However,
studies on the position of design in product development have challenged the feasibility of such an integration strategy in different development contexts. Such an integration strategy is further challenged
by research on complex products and business networks, which both
underscore the uncertainty and unpredictability associated with the
early phases of new product development.
Shipbuilding well represents a complex and networked product
development context. The particular case studied in this dissertation
is the development process of the Viking Line’s MS Viking Grace cruise
ferry, in which innovative design and environmental sustainability
improvements were central drivers. In the study, design integration is
framed as the role and activities that designers hold in a product development process. The results of the study are based on the analysis
of documents, interviews and participant observation data on the role
of industrial and interior designers (known as architectural designers
in shipbuilding) within the Viking Grace project.
The study shows that architectural designers were used as experts
who developed the passenger interfaces of the ship, primarily relying
on visual means, and were brought into the project gradually over time
rather than being integrated early on in an extended role. Furthermore, the study characterises the Viking Grace development process
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as progressive boundary development, where boundaries enabled the
designers and developers to build on previous work in the project while
simultaneously giving them sufficient latitude to make use of emerging knowledge in the later phases. It is further proposed that different
complexity management devices were used as essential means for
reducing uncertainty, storing complexity and facilitating progressive
boundary development in the process.
Based on these results, the thesis suggests that successful design
integration in complex and networked product development hinges on
prolonged participation, which means that designers should ideally
be involved both 1) in the development of boundaries and 2) when
complexity management devices are used in the process. As such, the
study adds to previous research in design management and environmentally sustainable design about the role and use of design in industry, particularly in terms of how to adapt design integration strategies
and what capabilities designers need in the complex and networked
product development context. Understanding generated in the study
can support designers and design managers in making more informed
decisions about what kinds of design contributions are required in the
different phases of complex and networked product development.
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Introduction

1

“Compared with all the other highly sophisticated problems which had to be
solved when building the Queen Elizabeth 2, the design of the funnel would seem
to be a comparatively simple task – nothing more than building a stack big enough
and high enough to push all the fumes and exhaust from the engine rooms up into
the sky. But when one is actually faced with coping with the wet sea winds which
blow around the stack and upset the flow of everything that comes out of it, the
task is extremely difficult, especially when the aim is a funnel which is not only
functional, but elegant as well” (Hughes-Stanton et al., 1969, p. 46).

This opening quote comes from a special feature about the design of the
passenger ship Queen Elizabeth 2, published in the April 1969 issue of
Design magazine in the UK. Built in an age when air travel had already
significantly eroded the relevance of ships as the primary mode of travel
across continents, the experience of being on a ship became an increasingly important issue in the design and development process as a means of attracting passengers. The particular article cited above discusses how James
Gardner, an industrial designer commissioned to perform various design
tasks in the project, designed the funnel of the ship. Despite initial difficulties in integrating the vision of the industrial designer and the knowl-
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edge generated through wind-tunnel tests by engineers and laboratory
technicians, a balanced funnel design was developed. The final design was
conceived at the last possible hour in the project – on the same day when
the funnel design had to be approved. In essence, the funnel design task
and the integration of the required knowledge, activities and resources in
the development process proved to be far more complex than expected.
To a great extent, the complexity of ship design and building reflects
the character of the sea as an operational environment – and how to deal
with the sea through design and engineering choices such as hull shape,
balance, trim and so forth (it is common for the operational environment
to be reflected in the design of complex systems in general, see Simon,
1996). The difficulty of predicting how ship behaviour and manoeuvring
is influenced by “alterations apparently the most trivial” (Atwood, 1796,
p. 127) in different parameters of a ship has been long acknowledged.
Also, as the opening quote highlights, addressing unpredictable wind conditions and multiple design criteria in the funnel design of Queen Elizabeth 2 required far more effort to solve than initially anticipated.
Still today, the complexity of design and integration of different knowledge bases, activities and resources remain central concerns and challenges
to designers and developers working in the shipbuilding industry (Andrews,
2011; Gale, 2003; Gaspar et al., 2012). Discussed in general terms, ships can
be characterised as complex products or systems, with “complex” referring to
something “having parts that connect or go together in complicated1 ways”
(Merriam Webster, 2016a). The development process of complex products
is highly knowledge-intensive and requires effective integration of various different specialist and complementary knowledge bases to be successful. Consequently, collaboration between different specialist domains is an integral
part of the development process of complex products (Andrews, 1998; Hills,
1995; Hobday, 1998; Kash and Rycroft, 2000; Stoyell et al., 2001).
As in the funnel design example – and even more so today – the capabilities and resources required for developing complex products typically
exceed those possessed by single actors, companies or organisations2
(Kash and Rycroft, 2000; Nightingale, 2000). As competition has tightened and product complexity has increased, many companies and entire
industries have shifted to operating in networks. In networks, individual
companies specialise in fewer competencies in order to improve efficiency,
and interact with other companies to access complementary resources
necessary for developing new resource combinations3 and final products
(Håkansson, 1982; Ford et al., 2011; Möller et al., 2004; Jarillo, 1993).
Therefore, complex product development is essentially an interaction and
integration process between different knowledge bases, skills, activities,
resources, individuals and organisations in a network.

1
2

3

“Complicated” further refers to “consisting of parts intricately combined”
(Merriam Webster, 2016b).
The shipbuilding industry is a case in point. In the 1970s, shipyards would still
manufacture virtually everything needed for a ship, from ropes to furniture to engines
to steel structures (Holmström, 2000; see also a documentary by Auvinen, 1971).
Today, shipyards are assembly sites where various organisations come to build ships
collaboratively (Gale, 2003; Holmström, 2000; Taiminen, 2000).
Resource combinations are developed when actors in networks perform certain activities
that combine their resources with other actors, activities and resources (see Håkansson
and Snehota, 1995; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; Ford et al., 2011).
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Within the networks of organisations and actors where ships and other
complex products are developed, designers perform certain roles and activities in the process of resource combination development. Traditionally,
design has been positioned in an operational role in product development
in defining what will be made prior to manufacturing, focusing on the
human-centred aspects of products and artefacts, typically through visual
means (e.g. Heskett, 1980; Valtonen, 2007; Julier, 2007). In this role,
design can improve, for instance, the usability (e.g. Keinonen, 2010) and
desirability of products (e.g. Cagan and Vogel, 2002). Today, understanding of the contributions and role of design has expanded, leading to discussion on the wider contributions that design can make in organisations
and management (Cooper and Junginger, 2011a; Julier, 2007). Design
is now viewed as an integrative function in itself (e.g. Borja de Mozota,
2003; Svengren Holm, 2011), one that is involved in increasingly strategic
tasks in product development and organisations such as leadership and
strategy (e.g. Perks et al., 2005; Keinonen, 2008; Ravasi and Lojacono,
2005; Stevens and Moultrie, 2011) and applied more widely in society to
the development of services, processes and systems (e.g. Keinonen et al.,
2013; Jyrämä and Mattelmäki, 2015; Valtonen, 2007). In both operational and leading roles, design is commonly concerned with what could be
and what should be.
One specific example of the extended role of design is environmental
sustainability4 (among other forms of sustainability). Designers are viewed
as having a decisive influence on the environmental qualities of products
because of their mediating role between producers and markets (Thompson and Sherwin, 2001) or ideas and realised artefacts (Lewis et al.,
2001; Papanek, 1985). Thus, the environmental consequences of design
decisions and the responsibility of design have become widely discussed
in textbooks on sustainable design (e.g. Shedroff, 2009; McDonough and
Braungart, 2002; Lewis et al., 2001) as well as discipline-specific works
on – to name a few – industrial design (e.g. Papanek, 1985, 1995; Brezet
and Hemel, 1997; Bhamra and Lofthouse, 2007; Vezzoli and Manzini,
2008a), textiles and fashion (e.g. Niinimäki, 2011; Fletcher, 2008) and
architecture (e.g. Van der Ryn and Cowan, 1996).
The benefits of design are not automatically gained by simply employing designers in companies and other organisations, but instead require
effective design management and integration (e.g. in product development, marketing or company culture) (Valencia et al., 2013; Kristensen
and Grønhaug, 2007; Lockwood, 2011; Bruce and Bessant, 2002; Svengren Holm, 2011; Chiva and Alegre, 2009; Jevnaker and Bruce, 1998;
Von Stamm, 1998). Previous studies in design management and product
development have yielded significant understanding on integration questions, such as the types of design integration (Svengren, 1997; Svengren
Holm, 2011), how to organise design in relation to the company (e.g.
Lockwood, 2011; Von Stamm, 1998; Jevnaker and Bruce, 1998), how to
support strategy through design (e.g. Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005; Person
et al., 2008; Hertenstein and Platt, 1997), what activities to use design
for (e.g. Valencia et al., 2013; Perks et al., 2005; Veryzer, 2005; Bohemia,
4

Sustainability refers to sustainable development, which is development that does not
jeopardise future development, either environmentally, socially or economically
(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987).
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2002), when to integrate design (e.g. Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000; Veryzer,
2005) and how to build a company culture around design (e.g. Svengren
Holm, 2011; Dumas and Mintzberg, 1989). Studies on the role of design
in improving environmental sustainability also point to the relevance of
effective design management and integration in terms of when to integrate
design (Sherwin and Bhamra, 2000; Lewis et al., 2001) and what supporting activities are required for effectively responding to environmental
challenges through design (Boks, 2006; Brones and Monteiro de Carvalho, 2015; Hallstedt et al., 2010).
At the same time, many authors have recognised that the roles and
activities of design – and both the possibility and capability of design to
perform certain roles and activities – are not static, but are instead dependent on issues such as the product under development (Veryzer, 2005;
Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000), industry conditions (Perks et al., 2005; Chang
et al., 2013) and where design is integrated in an organisation (Valencia
et al., 2013). So, as suggested both in older (e.g. Walsh et al., 1992; Walsh,
1996) and more recent literature in design management (e.g. Ravasi and
Stigliani, 2012; Tombesi and Whyte, 2011; Cooper and Junginger, 2011a),
more research is needed on how changes in organisational and institutional contexts influence design, design integration and transferability of
design competence and skills at various different levels of organisations.
The complex and networked product development context intensifies the
need for in-depth research on design integration, following arguments presented in complex product development and network literatures. The design
procedures and rules in complex product development are generally argued
to be substantially different from those of mass-manufactured and simple
products as they are, for instance, typically made and customised to order
instead of being mass produced (Hobday, 1998; Stoyell et al., 2001; also
Rothwell and Gardiner, 1985). Furthermore, operating in networks holds
direct implications for company strategy and management as, for example,
the network entails increasing specialisation that both enables and hinders
companies’ freedom of action (Ford et al., 2011; Håkansson and Ford,
2002). As a consequence, it is reasonable to expect that there are distinct
qualities in design integration to complex and networked product development that influence design management. The principal aim of this thesis is
to better understand design integration in complex and networked product
development by studying how design is integrated into shipbuilding.
This study focuses on design as a “planning process for artefacts” and design management as “the management of that process” (Gorb, 2011, p. xxx;
for a similar definition, see Best, 2006). Following this line of reasoning, I set
out to study design integration as the role of designers within a complex and
networked product development process. Following Hogg (2010, p. 1174)
(see also Biddle, 1986) I conceptualise roles within groups to:

“[R]epresent a division of labor, provide clear-cut social expectations, provide
information about how members relate to one another, and furnish members
with a self-distinction and place within the group.”

This conceptualisation of roles is based on the idea that they are complementary to each other in product development (Berends et al., 2011;
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Cagan and Vogel, 2002; Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; see also Van de Ven
et al., 2008 for a discussion on roles in innovation processes). Complementarity does not mean that different roles and competences always fit
together seamlessly, as collaborative processes themselves are complex
and challenging (Kleinsmann et al., 2010; Kleinsmann and Valkenburg,
2008; Bucciarelli, 2002), but rather that the roles relate to different activities required for developing products (e.g. design, engineering, marketing,
management, etc.). Hence, my focus in this thesis is both on designers as
actors in product development as well as on design as the activity performed (primarily) by designers in product development5. By the process
of product development I mean a temporal sequence in which the activities of product development are woven together by a variety of actors,
resulting in the successful launch or delivery of a new product. As such,
this view corresponds to a process research perspective in which time and
the development of activities over time are central questions of interest
(Langley et al., 2013; Van de Ven and Poole, 2005). As the overarching
context for this process, I approach the network as “a structure where a
number of nodes are related to each other by specific threads” (Ford et al.,
2011, p. 182), in which the nodes are companies and/or other organisa-

Figure 1.1.

The MS Viking Grace.
(Source: Viking Line, 2014a).

5

Throughout the thesis, I use the terms design and designers more or less interchangeably, with design referring to what designers do and designers collectively referring to
product developers who do design. This use of terminology reflects the strong association
between roles and activities/labour (Hogg, 2010; Van de Ven et al., 2008). Put otherwise,
a general assumption in the thesis is that roles and activities are two sides of a coin,
i.e. having a role in product development entails participation in the activities of
product development in one way or the other (and vice versa). Similar use of terminology is also reflected in the empirical data, where design, the roles and/or activities of
designers are often discussed in a mixed fashion (for an example magazine article, see
Anteroinen, 2012).
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tions, and the threads are the relationships between them.
To understand design integration (or the role of design within a process) in complex and networked product development, this thesis presents
results from a single case study on the use and integration of design in a
shipbuilding project – the development project of Viking Line’s MS Viking
Grace cruise ferry, which was delivered in January 2013 (Figure 1.1). The
218-metre long and 32-metre wide Viking Grace operates between Turku
(Finland) and Stockholm (Sweden), has room for 2876 passengers and
1275 lane metres for cars and cargo, and was among the first large passenger ships to use liquefied natural gas (LNG) as fuel (Viking Line, 2014a).
The theoretical relevance of the Viking Grace project stems from two
characteristics. First, shipbuilding generally represents a context where
complex products are developed in networks. Second, design and sustainability were high-profile drivers in the Viking Grace project, making
the case particularly relevant from the perspective of design integration
and environmental sustainability (the title of the dissertation also reflects
Viking Line’s strong emphasis on developing a “greener” passenger ship).

1.1

Studying design in the
shipbuilding context
Design can be commonly referred to as an activity, a process, an outcome, a family of professions, a recognisable pattern in a product or a
capability, to name some common definitions (Borja de Mozota, 2003;
Cooper and Press, 1995; Hobday et al., 2012; Julier, 2007; Walsh et al.,
1992). Defined broadly, design can be considered as the central activity
of companies (Dumas and Mintzberg, 1991) and practically anyone who
plans actions ahead (Potter, 1969) or “devises courses of action aimed at
changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, p. 111)
can be defined as doing design and being a designer.
Although taking a broad or integrated view on design can help manage
design by improving the general understanding of design as an activity
and how it connects to various areas of human and organisational life
(see e.g. Lockwood, 2011; Walsh et al., 1992), it is less helpful in understanding the specific roles of different kinds of designers, developers and
design outputs in “real” situations (Person et al., 2012; Kristensen and
Gabrielsen, 2011; Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008; Veryzer, 2005;
Darke, 1979)6. A broad definition of design activity and designers would
also be problematic in this study. A passenger ship, such as the Viking
Grace, is indeed a result of masterful design in a broad sense of the word.
Yet, lumping all of the specific design, engineering, development and
manufacturing activities of shipbuilding together under the same broad
umbrella of design would result in a view of design and designers that is

6

It should be noted that the broad and fine-grained views are complementary to each other
rather than conflicting.
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far removed from the reality of shipbuilding activities and professions.
Hence, I take the view that there are meaningful differences between the
roles, activities, skills, knowledge bases and work methods of different
professions and how they are integrated into development processes (Bucciarelli, 2002; Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008).
In this study, I focus on the activity of architectural design in shipbuilding. In the study, I address both architectural design integration in general
and the sustainability improvements implemented in the Viking Grace
project to understand design integration issues in detail. Architectural
design can be best described as an application of industrial and interior
design in the shipbuilding industry, with a focus on designing the passenger interfaces7 of ships from a human-centred and “outside-in” perspective
(corresponding to definitions of design in Bonsiepe, 1999; Junginger, 2008;
Walsh et al., 1992). As I learned over the course of conducting the empirical
part of this research, industry experts frequently use the term architectural
design when referring to exterior, interior and cabin design, but the term
is rarely seen in the shipbuilding or design literatures. The importance of
developing a pleasing ship exterior, interior and cabin appearance and
experience for passengers and improving sustainability are mentioned as
being important in shipbuilding literature, but often in relation to naval architecture, rather than architectural design or industrial and interior design.
For example, a small body of literature discussing the aesthetic aspects of
ship design (Guiton, 1971; Roach and Meier, 1979) frames aesthetics as a
concern for engineering (i.e. naval architecture, see below). Also, in discussing passenger ship development, Levander (2004) argues for the importance
of good interior and exterior styling and environmental improvements, but
does not go into detail regarding how they are to be achieved in the shipbuilding process, and by whom. In design literature, architectural design
has received indirect attention under the headings of industrial and concept
design (Keinonen, 2008, 2006; Keinonen et al., 2004), industrial design
(Linder, 2014; Loewy, 1979) and interior design (Anderson, 1966; Massey,
2009) in shipbuilding, but not as an activity in its own right.
Architectural design and architectural designers are not to be confused
with naval architecture and naval architects. Naval architecture is a specific discipline of engineering primarily “concerned with ship safety, ship
performance and ship geometry”(Rawson and Tupper, 2001, p. 2) and
often aided by techno-economical assessments and extensive use of scientific knowledge rather than craft knowledge or art (Eyres, 2007; Lamb,
2003; Rawson and Tupper, 2001; Tupper, 2004; Watson Taylor, 1917). In
general, the relationship between architectural design and the engineering discipline of naval architecture bears a resemblance to the division
between industrial and engineering design discussed in much literature
on design management and product development, which suggests that
industrial designers are generally more interested in the human interfaces
and use of products (“outside-in”) whereas engineers often begin with
the internals of the product, such as function or reliability (“inside-out”)
(e.g. Cross, 2000; Walsh et al., 1992; for a similar division in engineering
design, see Sydenham, 2004).

7

Design is also used for other tasks in shipping, such as bridge design (Wahlström et al.,
2016).
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1.2

Previous research at the intersection
of design integration, shipbuilding,
complexity and networks
The influence of complexity and networks on design has received limited attention in previous research in design management and integration
(see e.g. Erichsen and Christensen, 2013, p. 116 on the limited focus on
collaborative networks and alliances in design management research).
As such, the topics of complexity and networks are not entirely new to
design, but their influence on design integration in product development
has not been thoroughly addressed in previous studies. Additionally, much
research in design addressing network aspects has focused predominantly
on the act of collaboration, with less emphasis on the contextual influences that networks may hold for the integration of design and designers
(i.e. how designers enter collaborative settings in the first place). Finally,
although shipbuilding has received attention as a context of study in
industrial and interior design, previous research has neglected the study
of architectural design and its integration into shipbuilding. Next, I look
deeper into these bordering areas of research to help frame the position
and contribution of my study.
Many researchers in design have studied how designers tackle (or
should tackle) complexity and complex problems (e.g. Dorst, 2015;
Hyvärinen et al., 2015; Johnson, 2005; Jyrämä and Mattelmäki, 2015;
Keinonen et al., 2013; Norman, 2011; Simon, 1996; Soini, 2015;
Tannen, 2012; Siegel, 2012)(see also Thackara, 2005; Kolko, 2015 for
conceptual and practitioner-oriented writing on the topic). This research
typically outlines two roles and activities for design. First, design plays
a central role in tackling complexity by making products, systems and
services and their interfaces understandable from the user perspective
through emphatic and user-centred design (Hyvärinen et al., 2015;
Norman, 2011; Tannen, 2012; Siegel, 2012). For example, Hyvärinen
et al. (2015) emphasise the role of designers in making complex service networks understandable from the user perspective and Norman
(2011) discusses how designers should organise and structure systems
so that they are understandable to their users. Second, design is often
put forward as a central aid in structuring, organising and facilitating
the solving of complex problems, specifically ones that are open-ended
and occur in complex networks of stakeholders (Dorst, 2015; Keinonen et al., 2013; Johnson, 2005; Jyrämä and Mattelmäki, 2015; Soini,
2015; Simon, 1996). For example, Dorst (2015) outlines how design
can contribute to better problem framing to deal with the complexity of
real-world problems. In both cases, the use of collaborative design with
relevant stakeholders is central to addressing complexity, representing
an integrative and prominent role for design in envisioning what should
be the outcomes of development processes.
However, the research cited above provides limited insights into design
integration in complex and networked product development processes,
where challenges concerning who should collaborate with whom and
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whether the end product makes sense for users are generally well contained (at least in shipbuilding). Furthermore, much of the research cited
above deals with the design of intangibles, such as healthcare services
(Hyvärinen et al., 2015; Jyrämä and Mattelmäki, 2015; Keinonen et al.,
2013), problem framing (Dorst, 2015) or change facilitation (Soini, 2015).
Thus, as complexity and its understanding are typically context-specific
(Simon, 1996) and the design of intangibles, such as services, generally
requires different approaches than product design (Polaine et al., 2013),
existing research in design and complexity provides only partial insight
into design management and integration in complex and networked product development.
Some previous design literature has focused on product design issues
specifically from a network perspective (Capaldo, 2014, 2007; Christensen and Bang, 2013; Daniels, 1992; Dell’Era and Verganti, 2010;
Kristensen and Lojacono, 2002; Hakatie and Haltsonen, 2006; Hakatie
and Ryynänen, 2007). This literature further underscores the relevance of
the development context and product type as concerns in design management and integration. On the one hand, studies conducted in design-intensive industries (such as furniture, lighting and textiles) often indicate
that industrial (and textile) design plays a central role in innovation and
new product development in networked contexts (Capaldo, 2014, 2007;
Christensen and Bang, 2013; Dell’Era and Verganti, 2010; Kristensen and
Lojacono, 2002). For example, studies on Italian furniture, lighting and
furnishing companies by Capaldo (2014, 2007) and Dell’Era and Verganti
(2010) show that deep partnerships with a wide portfolio of designers
have important benefits for companies in terms of innovation and product
development. Capaldo (2007, p. 590) refers to the companies in his study
as: “a number of manufacturers are major international players, whose
success is largely dependent on their ability to leverage industrial design
as a primary source of continuous product innovation”. Hence, these
works suggest that design holds a prominent and central role in ensuring
business success in certain network contexts (even if the design strategies of individual companies may vary substantially, see Kristensen and
Lojacono, 2002).
On the other hand, studies on the use of Finnish industrial design in
more engineering-intensive industries (such as transportation systems,
construction elements, paper and timber) show that design plays far less
prominent roles in such industries (Hakatie and Ryynänen, 2007; Hakatie
and Haltsonen, 2006). Hakatie and Ryynänen (2007, p. 29) argue that
while Finnish design has been strong in furniture and household utensils
(similarly to the design-intensive industries above), design “competence is
not used effectively in industry”. Moreover, design consultancies are generally viewed as being poorly capable of handling network management
issues due to their small size in comparison to their clients and a general
lack of appropriate professional motivation and education (Hakatie and
Ryynänen, 2007). In another study, Hakatie and Haltsonen (2006) present a typology of design service contributions in three types of networks
(following business net types in Möller and Svahn, 2003 and Möller et al.,
2004). Here, design is closely aligned with visual and human-centric activities and put forward as an activity supporting the basic purposes of each
network type (as opposed to an extended or leading role). In a general
review of networks in design management, Daniels (1992, p. 44) suggests
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that network management is meant to “help keep designers focused on
design rather than management problems”. These contradicting insights
on the extended and/or supporting role of design in networks point to
the relevance of addressing the context of design when studying design
management and integration.
The relevance of understanding the context of design is further emphasised by findings from design management research, which implicitly addresses network-related issues under the topic of how to best use
internal and/or external design expertise (e.g. Lockwood, 2011; Linder,
2014; Jevnaker and Bruce, 1998; Bruce and Morris, 1994; Das, 2012;
Von Stamm, 1998; Bethge and Faust, 2011). This research has contributed
to a clearer understanding of the general roles in relation to each other,
what capabilities they generally hold and what challenges may be faced in
their integration. Yet, as Jevnaker and Bruce (1998, p. 38) conclude, successful integration of design depends on the individuals and context and
that “[d]esign-client relationships are, in essence, tailor-made”. Similarly,
Von Stamm (1998) argues that successful use of (external) design expertise hinges on the sensitivity of designers to the organisational context in
question and their integration into the development team.
Network-related issues have also been discussed in studies of collaborative design as product development has become increasingly
multidisciplinary and distributed (for a recent review, see Bergema,
2015; also Kleinsmann et al., 2010; Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008;
Feast, 2012; McDonough, 2000; Kvan, 2000; Charnley et al., 2011;
Valkenburg, 1998). In these studies, the main focus is typically on the
act of collaboration and recognition of barriers and enablers of collaboration. For example, Bergema’s (2015) dissertation on networked
innovation and design collaboration provides an action repertoire for
improving team collaboration across organisations while McDonough
(2000) addresses what factors contribute to success in cross-functional
projects. While this stream of literature does not discuss in depth how
different project members are integrated into development processes,
insights on the influence of company-level resourcing and design team
organisation (Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008) and contextual factors (McDonough, 2000) on collaboration quality amplify the need to
understand design within different company structures (e.g. networks)
and across different product types (in terms of e.g. complexity). Hence,
through a focus on the role of design in a complex and networked
product development process, the present study complements general
understanding on collaborative design in a specific context previously
underexplored by design management research.
Finally, professional writing and research on the use of industrial,
interior and concept design in shipbuilding provide useful insights for
outlining the position of the present study. In this literature, design is
generally assigned a human-centred role in designing appealing concepts
(Keinonen, 2008) and spaces on board (Anderson, 1966; Linder, 2014)
to satisfy passenger and customer needs. Furthermore, design takes part
in strategic tasks such as developing a shared vision, improving creativity
and providing new development directions in shipbuilding (Keinonen et
al., 2004; Keinonen, 2006), with Keinonen (2008) arguing for the centrality of design in these activities. Overall, literature on design in shipbuilding highlights the importance of close integration between design and
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engineering/naval architecture, with design framed not only as subservient
to naval architecture and engineering (Anderson, 1966; Linder, 2014),
but also as a potential source of new technological directions in shipbuilding (Keinonen, 2008). Even then, industry-specific knowledge and
understanding of the organisation of product development in the industry
– which reflects the complexity of the product – is considered essential for
designers (Linder, 2014). This further underscores the relevance of shedding light on the challenges that design faces in complex and networked
product development.
Based on the literature discussed in this section, it is evident that the
context in which design operates is a crucial factor for effective design
management and design integration. At the same time, present understanding of design and complexity is based strongly on research on the
design of services and intangibles, while research on product design and
networks has only touched the surface of product complexity as a relevant factor in design management. Since product complexity and networks are typically coupled (Kash and Rycroft, 2000; Håkansson, 1982;
Nightingale, 2000), the present study focuses on complexity and networks
as a context for design and environmentally sustainable design management and integration.

1.3

Research questions
and contributions
The overarching research question explored in this thesis is how does the
complex and networked product development context (shipbuilding in
particular) influence design integration? To find an answer to the question,
I present results from a case study on the development of the cruise ferry
MS Viking Grace. The case study focuses on architectural design integration in the development process of Viking Grace – and the environmental
improvements made in that process. The dissertation investigates three
further sub-questions that serve to shed light on both design integration in
general and design integration in relation to environmental sustainability:
1)

2)
3)

What role does design play in complex and networked product
development? That is to say, how is design integrated into the
activities of complex and networked product development (Q1)?
How is design integrated into the process of complex and
networked product development (Q2)?
How do the common premises of design integration hold in
complex and networked product development (Q3)?

As a first contribution, this dissertation responds to research needs in
design management in the organisational and institutional contexts of
design (e.g. Ravasi and Stigliani, 2012), with a particular focus on design
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integration in complex and networked product development. As such, the
study contributes to ongoing discussion on the role of design in industry
(e.g. Perks et al., 2005), networks (e.g. Capaldo, 2007) and companies
(e.g. Valencia et al., 2013) as well as the management of design activities,
design competence and designers across organisational boundaries (e.g.
Linder, 2014). In parallel to contemporary design management research
focusing on the integrative and managerial capabilities of design (Cooper and Junginger, 2011a; Erichsen and Christensen, 2013), the study of
design integration in product development remains a relevant line of inquiry in design management research because of the core role of product
development as an activity for design (Valencia et al., 2013; Cooper and
Junginger, 2011a). Furthermore, as product development can be considered as an initial entry point to using design in industry (Storvang et al.,
2014) and even an agent of organisational change (Junginger, 2008), it
constitutes a logical point of departure for understanding design integration in a context that has not yet been studied extensively from a design
management perspective.
Second, this study contributes to the theory and practice of shipbuilding by addressing architectural design – the practical application
of industrial and interior design in shipbuilding – as a distinct role and
activity. As such, the term architectural design is not new to the industry.
Yet, by explicitly anchoring the term and practical role of architectural
design in shipbuilding to existing literature on design in shipbuilding (e.g.
Anderson, 1966; Linder, 2014; Keinonen, 2008) and naval architecture
(e.g. Gale, 2003; Levander and Sillanpää, 2000) – and bridging it with
literature in design management and integration – the study supports
both shipbuilding education and the practice of integrating and managing
architectural design (and the capabilities of architectural designers) in
shipbuilding projects.
Third, by studying design integration in a case with a strong environmental focus, I contribute to an understanding of the possibility of
designers to take on a more central role in improving environmental
sustainability in a complex and networked product development context.
While the general scope of environmentally sustainable design has focused
increasingly on intangible development tasks (e.g. product-service system design, see Vezzoli et al., 2014), the present study aims to extend the
understanding on product-level design issues relevant from the perspective
of environmental sustainability.

1.4

Structure of the dissertation
This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 outlines the basic
premises of design integration that are often put forward in literature in
design management, design integration and environmentally sustainable
design. In Chapter 3, I discuss how the basic premises of design management and integration are problematic when viewed from the perspective
of complex product development and network theory. Chapter 4 presents the methodological approach followed in the study. In the chapter, I
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discuss the epistemological and ontological assumptions behind the study,
introduce the case study approach and the data used in the study and
discuss how the quality of the study has been ensured. After introducing
the methods and data of the study, I present the empirical chapters of the
thesis. As a reflection of the research approach employed in the study, the
empirical chapters are presented as theorised stories, where descriptive
and interpretive accounts of the Viking Grace case alternate with each
other in the text. Chapter 5 describes the Viking Grace ship and project in
more detail with the help of publicly available documentation about the
project. The chapter provides the background of the Viking Grace project
and a first empirical layer on the challenges of design integration in complex and networked product development. Chapter 6 analyses the role of
architectural design in the Grace project. The chapter discusses both the
general role and activities of architectural design as well as its role in contributing to the environmental improvements achieved in the Grace project. Chapter 7 explores the process of development in the Grace project in
greater depth by analysing the way in which the different temporal phases
of the project were linked together. The chapter shows how boundaries
were used as a central object of design in the Viking Grace project to
ensure the cumulation and consolidation of different streams of development. Chapter 8 is the final empirical chapter of the thesis, in which
I analyse how architectural designers contributed to the development of
resource combinations in the Grace project. In the chapter, I outline how
various different complexity management devices were central to design
and development, and how they were connected to different roles in
development. In Chapter 9, I summarise the findings and outline how the
dissertation contributes to design management, environmentally sustainable design and shipbuilding. The chapter ends the thesis with a discussion on the limitations of the thesis and suggestions for future research.
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Integrating design into product
development

2

To better understand design integration8 in complex and networked
product development, I begin this chapter by reviewing design management and product development literature to form an overall picture of the
premises of design integration – specifically in terms of what role design
can hold in product development processes. I use sustainable design as a
specific example of design integration to display the wider relevance of
design integration premises (with a particular focus on environmental
sustainability). In the chapter, I argue that design is centrally concerned
with envisioning new products, services and systems. Furthermore, based
on the analysis of existing literature, I put forward that design integration
commonly revolves around two underlying premises in the design management and environmentally sustainable design literatures: the leading
use of design and early integration into development processes.

8

My focus in this chapter follows the somewhat narrow and exclusive perspective on design
defined in the Introduction. I use the word development when referring to design work
that includes engineering design, especially in the next chapter, to avoid confusion
in terminology (shipbuilding and complex product development literature frequently refer
to engineering design simply as design). Hence, I conceptualise design activities as
a subset of development activities.
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2.1

Role of design in product development
(and beyond)
To develop a better understanding of design management and integration
premises, this section builds on previous research and conceptual work in
design management and the role of design in product development. The
purpose of the section is to underline the general role and benefits that
design and designers are considered to bring to product development. As
a general structure, the section is built loosely around previous research
on the changing role of design in industry (Valtonen, 2007; Perks et al.,
2005) and the changing focus of design management research (Cooper
and Junginger, 2011a), where change is commonly presented as an expansion of the role of design.
Design is generally concerned with creatively envisioning what does
not exist yet and conveying those visions in a visual format across different disciplines from engineering design to industrial design (Cross, 2000;
Ferguson, 1977; Lorenz, 1994; Bruce and Bessant, 2002). In a very basic
way, the use of design and drawings prior to manufacturing facilitates the
evaluation and assessment of plans prior to committing more resources
in development (Cross, 2000; Heskett, 1980). Additionally, the use of
drawings enables split production, the development of increasingly large
artefacts and increase of production rate (Jones, 1992) as well as the
integration of various different knowledge areas in product development
(Henderson, 1999). Thus, design is a useful tool for coordinating manufacturing and building activities and reducing uncertainty in the process
(i.e. if parts are made to design specification, they will fit together as they
do on the drawing board). In this role, design is integrated into the early
phases of product development as a means to conceptualise and visualise
what will be made and interpret ideas in terms of manufacturing possibilities. In addition to helping define the inputs for production, design can
help in conceptualising the expected or desired outcomes of the product
development process, i.e. what could be (e.g. Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000).
For example, in a historical review on industrial design, Heskett (1980, p.
10) states that the core of design revolves particularly around “creation,
invention and definition separated from the means of production” (see
also Ferguson, 1994).
More specifically, design often adopts an “outside-in”, human-centred
perspective to the development of products (Junginger, 2008; Veryzer
and Borja de Mozota, 2005; Walsh et al., 1992), which translates to a
focus on the user interfaces of artefacts (Bonsiepe, 1999). Developing the
interfaces of artefacts consists of various different roles and activities. A
common role and activity of design – acknowledged not only in design
literature (Person et al., 2012; Lockwood, 2011; Creusen and Schoormans, 2005; Pile, 1995) but also in literature on product development
(e.g. Cagan and Vogel, 2002; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000; Krishnan and
Ulrich, 2001) and marketing (e.g. Kristensen and Grønhaug, 2007; Bloch,
1995) – is the shaping of the look and feel of products and spaces. In
this work, designers manipulate the form, size, colour, texture, material
and other visual and tactile characteristics of artefacts to create visually
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pleasing artefacts that meet the tastes and preferences of the intended users. A focus on the end user is also commonly associated with improving
the ergonomics, usability and experience of products, services and spaces
across different streams of design (e.g. Keinonen, 2010; Blaich, 1988;
Pile, 1995; Hyvärinen et al., 2015), product development (e.g. Cagan and
Vogel, 2002; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000) and marketing literature (e.g.
Luchs and Swan, 2011; Bitner, 1992). Other roles, such as ease of maintenance and reduction of costs are also sometimes mentioned as benefits of
using design (e.g. Valencia et al., 2013; Luchs and Swan, 2011; Ulrich and
Eppinger, 2000), but most commonly the role of design is defined as dealing with the appearance, ergonomics and utility of artefacts. For example,
Blaich (1988, p. 297) states that “[t]he design attributes of a product
constitute a value that is quickly observable to consumers”, positioning
design specifically in the interface of products and their users/consumers
and highlighting the “outside-in” perspective associated with design.
The capability of design to envision what will be or what could be has
further relevance for strategy9 in business, innovation and technological development. The human-centred approach of design is widely acknowledged
as a powerful means to enhance business performance through improvements in the desirability of products, services and spaces, whether related
to appearance, usability or both (e.g. Hertenstein et al., 2005; Borja de Mozota, 2006; Kristensen and Gabrielsen, 2011; Gemser and Leenders, 2001;
Lorenz, 1990; Yamamoto and Lambert, 1994; Luchs and Swan, 2011;
Kotler and Rath, 1984). Hence, especially in the context of marketing and
branding, design is considered useful because of its capability to differentiate products and offerings (Luchs and Swan, 2011; Borja de Mozota, 2006;
Stevens and Moultrie, 2011; Best, 2006). In this role, design is an integral
part of marketing strategy as it takes part in developing, for instance, different products for different market segments or the overall brand image (Karjalainen and Snelders, 2010; Person et al., 2007). For example, Sanderson
and Uzumeri (1995) describe how a globally distributed industrial design
function, capable of matching local user needs and lifestyles, played a central role in the commercial success of the Sony Walkman range of products
after a stable technical platform was established (making the engineering of
new Walkman products relatively straightforward).
Drawing on the skills of designers to creatively visualise new ideas
and translate them into possible future products, design can be used as
a source of new directions for strategy, products and services (Verganti,
2009; Borja de Mozota, 2006; Junginger, 2008; Keinonen, 2008; Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005; Stevens and Moultrie, 2011). In this role, new
product and service concepts or visions (Keinonen, 2008) or new products
(Junginger, 2008; Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005) can provide tangibility to
new strategic directions. In its most rudimentary form, this could mean
that designers, for example, explore different options for what kind of a
product-service mix would best satisfy customers in a new market. Thus,
in addition to supporting existing firm strategies by making better products, design can be utilised in the strategy creation and modification processes of companies. For example, Verganti (2009) describes how Alessi

9

I frame strategy here broadly (following Mintzberg et al., 2009) as a plan, pattern,
position, perspective or ploy (to achieve company and business goals).
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used a research-oriented design approach in developing a new, radically
different toy-like category of household utensils.
Design can also be viewed as an integrator in product development due
to the overlap of design with marketing and engineering (Junginger, 2008;
Valencia et al., 2013; Borja de Mozota, 2006; Stevens and Moultrie,
2011; Walsh and Roy, 1985; Beardsley, 1994). Similarly, the user-orientation of design is considered to act as a bridge between users and manufacturers, connecting user needs to technology and manufacturing10 (Junginger, 2008; Walsh and Roy, 1985; Beardsley, 1994). From these angles,
design becomes a central and strategic function within companies and
organisations that can help align company processes with user, customer
or human needs. For example, Beardsley (1994) argues that the capability of design to visualise things that do not exist yet improves common
understanding and coordination in product development.
The strategic and integrative contributions of design have helped
scholars and practioners to recognise the potential of design as a driver
of innovation, promoting design to a leading role in product development
and organisations in both academic (Perks et al., 2005; Valtonen, 2007;
Verganti, 2009; Hobday et al., 2012, 2011; Keinonen, 2008; Svengren
Holm, 2011) and professional (Brown, 2008; Kelley and Littman, 2004)
discussion on design. For example, Perks et al. (2005, p. 123) suggest that
“nurturing a more central role for the designer may bring benefits to the
development process“ when creativity and radically different products are
needed in an industry. The perspective of using design in a leading role
is especially prominent in contemporary professional writing on design
thinking (e.g. Brown, 2008; Kolko, 2015), which emphasises the use of
design methods and approaches in managing product development and
even entire companies. For example, Kolko (2015) argues that design
thinking is especially useful in handling complexity of offerings and in
making complex offerings understandable to users and consumers (see
also Tannen, 2012; Siegel, 2012).
Finally, designers are often considered to be skilful in dealing with
open-ended and complex projects that require co-development of solutions and problems, and tolerance for ambiguity (Dorst, 2015; Buchanan,
1992; Rittel and Webber, 1973). Hence, design is associated with an ability to facilitate sense-making and provide a participatory infrastructure
for dealing with complex development tasks, especially when the tasks are
open-ended and difficult to define (e.g. Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Dorst,
2015; Buchanan, 1992; Hyvärinen et al., 2015; Keinonen et al., 2013;
Soini, 2015). In this role, the human-centred and outcome-oriented nature
of design is viewed to provide a platform for various different actors to
collaboratively develop complex offerings. Thus, design is related not only
to the outcomes of development processes, but also to a way of doing and
thinking about how products, services and systems are developed (e.g.
through prototyping and experimentation).
A common aspect that emerges from previous studies on the role and
contribution of design is the centrality of envisioning – often visually –
10

Note that this type of integration is not practically different from the role of the
designer as being concerned with the interfaces of artefacts. Instead, integration
between users and manufacturing can be defined as a strategic interpretation of that
role (as are the reasons why businesses should use design for differentiation).
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potential outcomes of development processes as the core activity of design. On an operational level in manufacturing, the devising of drawings
and plans by designers is a very literal example of such a role. However,
the same core characteristic is also present higher up in the hierarchy
of potential roles for design (or in roles portrayed as being higher up in
the hierarchy from operational to strategic and leading). For example, in
discussions on design in business, Bruce and Bessant (2002) and Lorenz
(1994) outline creativity (or imagination) and visualisation as core skills
and contributions of design. Cooper et al. (2009, p. 49) view that design
thinking is specifically concerned with the “discovery of unmet needs
and opportunities, as well as the creation of new visions and alternative
scenarios, that can reorient an organization around the people it serves”,
with the visualisation of alternatives as a key tool in design (see specifically Cooper et al., 2009, p. 53). Similarly, in professional writing on design,
Brown (2008, p. 85) conceptualises design thinking as envisioning what
people need and engineering “toward that insight”. Brown (2008, p. 92)
further discusses the importance of prototyping as a key component in
design thinking and displays the central characteristics of envisioning and
giving form to better experiences by stating that “[d]esign thinking is a
tool for imagining these experiences as well as giving them a desirable
form”. In studying design and change, Soini (2015) argues that one of the
key contributions designers can make is the reifying of visions with the
help of visualisation and storytelling. Hence, whether used in an operational or leadership role, the core focus of design is on human-centred
envisioning of what could be – typically in visual format – and proceeding towards that vision by aligning development to serve the desired end
results (even if the role would require the learning of new skills, see e.g.
Keinonen, 2008; Perks et al., 2005; Valtonen, 2007).
In addition to the relatively generic ones discussed above, more specific new roles and areas of contribution for design have been raised up in
writing on design (see e.g. Valtonen, 2007). Next, I discuss environmental
sustainability as a particular extension to the role of design. Environmental sustainability is a particularly relevant role extension not only from
the perspective of the empirical part of this study, but also because role
extension and active redefinition of design are central points of discussion in literature dealing with environmental sustainability in design (see
e.g. Julier, 2007, p. 44; Papanek, 1985). As such, the purpose of the next
section is to strengthen the argument about the basic premises of design
integration by providing a focused example of how the core role of design
is managed and applied to solving particular kinds of design challenges.

2.1.1

Environmental sustainability
as a role of design

Critiques of the environmental and societal impact of design led to the
emergence of a more socially and environmentally conscious design agenda in the 1960s (Clarke, 2013; Valtonen, 2007; Papanek, 1985), which
can be in contemporary terms referred to as sustainable design or design
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for sustainability (e.g. Ceschin, 2014; Gaziulusoy and Brezet, 2015).
Today, sustainable design covers a wide range of issues from social to
economical to environmental, and aims at systemic improvements to sustainability (rather than solely environmental, social or economic improvements to individual problems)(e.g. Gaziulusoy et al., 2013). Following
the particular focus on environmental improvement in the case studied in
this dissertation (see Introduction and Chapter 5), my focus in this section
is specifically on sustainable design from the perspective of the environment. Although various interpretations of the terminology (see e.g. Lewis
et al., 2001 p. 18) and appropriate definitions of sustainable design in its
various dimensions (e.g. Fuad-Luke, 2009; Sherwin, 2004) have been put
forward, I have chosen to use the term environmentally sustainable design
to refer to approaches and means that can help design managers and designers improve the environmental sustainability of products, services and
systems under development. Also, given the focus of the dissertation on
complex product development, this section frames design in the product
development context. Thus, as contemporary approaches to sustainable
design cover wider ground than the environmental considerations involved in product development only, the following discussion on environmentally sustainable design is purposefully limited in scope to illustrate a
distinct role extension of design in greater depth.
The importance of environmentally sustainable design is acknowledged
both in general textbooks on design management (e.g. Cooper et al.,
2011; Walsh et al., 1992) and in many specific works on environmentally
sustainable design (e.g. Lewis et al., 2001; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008a).
Additionally, a vast range of methods, tools and standards exists on how
to design and develop more environmentally sustainable products and
what is required of companies to facilitate environmentally sustainable
design11 (see e.g. Bovea and Pérez-Belis, 2012; Luttropp and Lagerstedt,
2006; Blizzard and Klotz, 2012; Brones and Monteiro de Carvalho,
2015). These guidelines range from micro-level methods to be used by
designers in product development (e.g. Lewis et al., 2001) to macro-level
organisational guidelines and standards for integrating environmental
considerations into company operations (e.g. ISO, 2011).
From the perspective of design and design management, environmental
sustainability simply brings a new set of issues and actions to the design
and development of products. The single most important building block
of environmentally sustainable design in product development is the acknowledgement of the whole lifecycle of a product, and the impacts that
the product generates in each phase of its lifecycle. Commonly, the product lifecycle is conceptualised as beginning with raw material extraction,
which proceeds to manufacturing and use, and concludes in the disposal
of the product at the end of its useful lifetime (Brezet and Hemel, 1997;
ISO, 2011; Lewis et al., 2001; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008a). Each phase of
the lifecycle has certain environmental impacts associated with the inputs
used and outputs caused during the phase, e.g. the use of energy in manufacturing (input) and emissions caused by the use of energy (output).
11

Recent reviews of environmentally sustainable design methods and tools have featured
anywhere from forty-nine (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012) to fifty-two (Brones and Monteiro
de Carvalho, 2015) to twenty-nine (Bovea and Pérez-Belis, 2012) different methods and
tools for design and design integration.
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In the process of development, the idea of the product lifecycle translates to lifecycle analysis and design approaches. Lifecycle analysis methods are central to understanding the environmental impact of a product
or system throughout its lifecycle and steering design and development,
while various lifecycle design methods provide a structured approach
to solving environmental issues of products and systems (Bovea and
Pérez-Belis, 2012; Brezet and Hemel, 1997; Lewis et al., 2001; Tischner,
2001; Vallet et al., 2013; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008a)(see Figure 2.1 for
an example). In addition to focusing on the physical properties of products, the minimisation and elimination of impacts can also mean intelligent steering of user behaviour towards sustainable use12 (Bhamra et al.,
2011; Lilley, 2009; Wever et al., 2008).
Much discussion in environmentally sustainable design has focused on
the limited impact that a product-level focus on sustainability can have
(e.g. it does not decouple financial benefits from product and material
throughput) (Ceschin, 2014; Manzini and Vezzoli, 2003; McDonough
and Braungart, 2002; Gaziulusoy et al., 2013). As a result, increasingly
comprehensive, strategic and systemic approaches for environmentally
sustainable design have been put forward, in which the wider system that
products are part of becomes the focus of design and development activities. These system-level approaches come in many forms, but they typically
add elements from systems thinking literature to address the limitations of
traditional lifecycle design models. For example, many models in industrial
ecology, such as the cradle-to-cradle model (McDonough and Braungart,
2002), are founded on the aim of closing material loops and generating
positive impacts through the outputs of production and consumption.
On a more strategic business level, designers are recommended to adopt
a solution-oriented design focus in which combinations of products and
services (product-service systems13) jointly satisfy the needs of users, resulting in dematerialisation, changes in business logics of companies and
product ownership (Ceschin, 2014; Fletcher and Goggin, 2001; Mont,
2002; Roy, 2000; Vezzoli et al., 2014; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b). In
principle, product-service systems are meant to combine the interests of
actors and companies in different phases of the lifecycle for the benefit
of environmental sustainability at the system level. Finally, guidelines for
whole systems design combine various ideas from systems thinking and
sustainable design together to develop sustainable systems or systemic
solutions to development problems (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012; Charnley et
al., 2011). In essence, these guidelines emphasise the holistic and strategic
contributions that design can – and should – make to improve environmental sustainability.
The preceding discussion on sustainable design indicates that the key
reason why design is considered to be a central contributor to environ12

13

A car that displays fuel consumption information is an example of a simple form of
steering behaviour. This information can help drivers acknowledge the impact of their
driving style. In more advanced forms, behaviour could be steered with incentives,
penalties and constraints, among other things (see Bhamra et al., 2011).
Substituting products with services (or dematerialisation) is often viewed as a powerful
means to reduce the resource-dependency of human action. For example, a library is
a product-service system that provides access to books instead of selling physical books
to each and every individual wishing to read them; this reduces resource consumption,
as fewer new books have to be printed. As such, product-service systems enable the
decoupling of environmental degradation and economic growth.
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mental sustainability relates fundamentally to the general role of design in
envisioning what will be or what could be. As outlined, design occupies a
position in between ideas and manufacturing and plays a role in defining
what will be. In this view, designers are interpreters between producers
and the users of products and they are considered to have direct influence
over the environmental impact of products and systems by choosing,
among other things, less hazardous materials, more efficient manufacturing processes and technologies (Lewis et al., 2001; Papanek, 1985;
Thompson and Sherwin, 2001; Whiteley, 1993). As Lewis et al. (2001, p.
14) state:
“[i]t is at the product planning and design stage that waste avoidance, source
reduction, water conservation and energy efficiency can be locked into products,
services and buildings.”

Additionally, the capability of designers to envision what could be is
considered a potent tool in developing visions of sustainable futures. For
example, in a conceptual article on design and sustainability, Manzini and
Cullars (1992, p. 19) suggest that:

“…the designer provides scenarios that visualize some aspects of how the world
could be and, at the same time, presents it with such characteristics that can be
supported by complex ecological equilibria, which are acceptable socially and
attractive culturally.”

In this role, design is positioned to steer scientific and technological
development towards a more sustainable future through envisioning and
visualising alternative scenarios (Manzini and Cullars, 1992). Wahl and
Baxter (2008) view design as important in challenging existing views and
value systems that would help align how production and consumption
operate, with envisioning as a central aid in doing so. Similarly, Gaziulusoy et al. (2013) and Ceschin (2014) propose the development of
sustainable future visions and transition paths towards these visions as a
key way in which design can improve environmental sustainability (and
sustainability on a wider scale). In this sense, design is proposed to function as an important leadership tool in defining what could be and steer
development towards more sustainable lifestyles and societies.
Overall, the role of design in improving environmental sustainability
has the same core as in general design management14: envisioning what
will be or what could be, but with environmental sustainability as an
added or the new central concern in design (depending on the viewpoint
of the authors).

14

There are also differences in emphasis. Most notably, the differentiating role of design
from a marketing perspective is generally less prominent in environmentally sustainable
design literature (see Murto et al., 2014; Rex and Baumann, 2007).
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2.2

Basic premises of design and
environmentally sustainable design
integration
As discussed in the Introduction, effective management and integration
is essential in order to reap the benefits of using design. In this section, I
discuss the basic premises that govern design integration in both design
management and environmentally sustainable design literature to provide a baseline for evaluating design integration into shipbuilding and the
complex and networked product development context. I approach design
integration in the thesis as the roles (and activities) that designers perform
within the temporal process of complex product development. In practice,
this conceptualisation points to two basic premises of design integration
that exist in both design management and environmentally sustainable
design literature. As a key in understanding the basic premises, I use the
previously developed understanding of design as envisioning what future
products will be like and what they could be like as an anchor.

2.2.1
Premise of extended role of design

The first premise of design integration that is commonly put forward
in models of good design management is the view that companies (and
designers) are better off when design is used in an extended rather than
operational role in organisations (as also noted by Storvang et al., 2014
and Bohemia, 2002). For example, the Design Value Index put forward
by the Design Management Institute evaluates the stock market performance of design-centric companies and frames design orientation as
(among other things) the use of design on a wide scale and as part of
the leadership functions of companies (Rae et al., 2016). Similarly, in
an older study, Walsh et al. (1992) report a significant statistical association between high profit growth and companies with design directors
(or technologists) on the company board. In discussing the barriers to
effective design integration, Bruce and Bessant (2002, p. 50) suggest that
problems occur when the objectives of design consultants are too narrow,
a “limited scope to influence any other aspect of the business beyond
the project in hand”, and when management is averse to risk taking
and new market development “through design”. Dumas and Mintzberg
(1989, p. 41) have discussed design infusion – design as “a way of life in
the organisation” – as an optimal strategy for integrating design within
companies (see also conceptual integration of design in Svengren Holm,
2011). Additionally, Blaich and Blaich (1993, p. 12), suggest that “[i]n
an ideal world, the designer could lead interdisciplinary teams to think
about problems in new ways”.
A similar tendency to promote design in an extended role can also be
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seen in reflections on the traditional role of design as dealing with the
look and feel of products. Folkmann (2011) and Person et al. (2012)
have noted that much discussion on the role of design in organisations
is critical towards the view of design as dealing only with aesthetics
and function on a product level (even when it could support strategy,
see Person et al., 2008; 2012). For example, Cooper et al. (2009, p. 38,
emphasis added) state that “design thinking frees design activities from
the product”.
In environmentally sustainable design, a sole focus on product-level
design activities – not to mention a focus on product aesthetics15 – is
considered problematic due to the limited impact it can have in improving sustainability (e.g. Ceschin, 2014; Mackenzie, 1997; Margolin,
1998; Tischner, 2008). Hence, both professional (e.g. Sotamaa, 2009)
and academic (Edwards, 2011; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b; Lewis et al.,
2001; Margolin, 1998) writing on environmentally sustainable design
encourages designers to actively take a wider role and more responsibility in the case of not only the product, but also the service and business.
For example, Vezzoli and Manzini (2008b, p. 141) state that design must
“abandon the product-oriented nature that has characterised it up to
now” and adopt a more solutions-oriented and less resource-intensive
approach. Similarly, Margolin (1998) calls for a reinvention of industrial
design to avoid design becoming part of the environmental problems
that other professions need to solve. In practice, such an active and
extended role could mean the use of, for example, product-service system
or industrial ecology approaches that by default have a wider design
perspective, entail business-level changes and aim for radical discontinuity in how companies and organisations operate. Moreover, envisioning
of future sustainable systems and what stakeholders need to be involved
is commonly referred to as the integral aspect of such solution-oriented,
strategic work (Ceschin, 2014; Wahl and Baxter, 2008). Hence, environmentally sustainable design literature emphasises the importance of an
extended role of design, where not only products but also services, the
business models of companies and organisational arrangements should
be addressed in design.
Combined with the understanding of design as envisioning what will
be and what could be, using design in an extended role can be generally
expected to enhance human-centred and environmentally sustainable
envisioning of new products, services and solutions through design. For
example, in a product development context, design would become increasingly concerned with determining what markets or opportunities to
pursue, what are the key design parameters and how effective the product concepts are overall (following Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; Brown
and Eisenhardt, 1995). So, used in an extended role, envisioning through
design would become a more central means to steer development towards the outcomes and outputs of product development.

15

Some attempts to bring aesthetics to the discussion on sustainable design have been
made in recent years in professional (Hosey, 2012) and academic writing (Luchs et al.,
2012; Murto et al., 2014) but systematic efforts to develop this stream of research
further are lacking.
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2.2.2
Premise of early integration into product
development

The second premise that emerges from the reviewed literature on design
management, product development and environmentally sustainable design relates specifically to when design should be integrated into the temporal sequence of product (and other) development processes. Typically,
integration in the early phases of development stands out as the optimal
time to integrate design into processes in design management (e.g. Borja
de Mozota, 2003; Moultrie et al., 2007; Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005;
Bruce and Bessant, 2002; Rajabalinejad and Spitas, 2011; Lorenz, 1994)
and product development literature (e.g. Veryzer, 2005). For example,
Ravasi and Lojacono (2005, p. 72) regard late inclusion of designers as a
common pitfall in design management. Similarly, Moultrie et al. (2007)
describe a design audit tool that considers early input and strategic input
of design to be more advanced than late or nonexistent use of design,
and the authors discuss problematic cases in which designers have been
“involved too late to make a real difference” (Moultrie et al., 2007, p.
349). In a case of design thinking in product development, Brown (2008,
p. 90) discusses how “the application of design thinking in the earliest stages
of innovation is what led to this complete solution”.
Environmentally sustainable design is also considered to be most effective
in the early phases of development as design is estimated to lock in approximately 70 per cent of the environmental impact of products (Bhamra and
Lofthouse, 2007, see also Figure 2.2). Furthermore, the early phase of product development is generally considered to be open to radical development
ideas, major changes in the product/offering and how it is realised (Bovea and
Pérez-Belis, 2012; Lofthouse, 2004; Luttropp and Lagerstedt, 2006; Sherwin
and Bhamra, 2000; Sherwin, 2004; Haemmerle et al., 2012; Moultrie et al.,
2015; ISO, 2011, 2002). As discussed by Sherwin and Bhamra (2000, p. 54):

“The concept or early stages of product design and development do appear
to lead to greater ecodesign innovation and potentially higher environmental
benefits.”

In a related fashion, system-level guidelines on environmentally sustainable design promote designing “on a clean sheet”, emphasising the importance of taking advantage of the openness of the early phase (Blizzard and
Klotz, 2012, p. 470). In this respect, the timing of integrating environmentally sustainable design follows a similar logic as in design management
and product development.
The premise of early integration is closely associated with the envisioning activities of design, as it is considered to enable the setting of optimal
outcomes of development prior to expending further development resources (thereby avoiding mistakes from an environmental perspective).
As such, early integration is a logical component in the use of design in
an extended role in envisioning new products, as it locates design within
strategy, product policy formulation and planning in product develop-
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ment (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000; Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995) and
innovation processes (Bruce and Bessant, 2002). It also underscores the
general mode of envisioning of optimal solutions and proceeding towards
them as in, for instance, design thinking (e.g. Brown, 2008) and environmentally sustainable design (e.g. Wahl and Baxter, 2008; Manzini and
Cullars, 1992).

Cumulative lock-in of
environmental impact

Figure 2.2.
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Conceptual representation of environmental “lock-in”
over a product’s development cycle. (Source: Lewis et al., 2001).
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2.3

Design integration premises in different
development contexts
As the discussion above outlines, design is commonly used for its capability to creatively envision new and alternative products and solutions.
To make best use of that capability, ideal design integration is often put
forward as positioning designers in an extended role in the early phases of
product development processes (and development processes in general).
In such a role, design is considered to have a powerful position in defining
not only what will be (e.g. by drawing up products and their components)
but also what could be (e.g. by envisioning alternative opportunities and
desirable future scenarios).
At the same time, there is a growing recognition in research on design
management and environmentally sustainable design that design integration may not necessarily be that simple. In discussing research on the
design capabilities of organisations, Ravasi and Stigliani (2012, p. 476)
contemplate whether “hiring ‘better’ designers, giving them plenty of
resources, and involving them early in the development process” are sufficient conditions for managing design in different industries and contexts.
Furthermore, although the role of design has been extended and it holds
strategic relevance, variables in the industry and development context may
influence the extent to which design can be used in an extended or strategic role and/or the early phase of development and what an extended role
of design means in practice (Perks et al., 2005; Veryzer, 2005; Walsh, 1996;
Moultrie et al., 2007). For example, Veryzer (2005) argues that the discontinuity level of a product influences how (industrial) design is best integrated into the process. The applicability of design across contexts is also addressed by Walsh (1996, p. 522), who argues that although new chemical
compounds are indeed “designed”, their design is concerned with chemistry rather than “imaginative ‘design’ of new arrangements of atoms”.
Additionally, in reference to a design audit tool, Moultrie et al. (2007, p.
364) note that “a potential limitation of this research is the lack of time
both to develop a robust tool in specific contexts and to demonstrate wider
generalizability”. Previous research also points to significant differences in
how design can be used in a prominent role. Design-driven approaches are
sometimes viewed as more risky and adventurous (e.g. Bruce and Bessant,
2002; Kolko, 2015) while other studies describe how building a relatively
stable technological platform and adopting a low-risk approach to product
development facilitated giving a prominent role to design (Sanderson and
Uzumeri, 1995). Hence, it is not entirely clear how well the premises of
design integration hold in different industries and development contexts.
In environmentally sustainable design, a great many of the design approaches introduced in the literature are meant to be generally applicable
and hence easy to integrate (e.g. Anastas and Zimmerman, 2003; Blizzard
and Klotz, 2012; ISO, 2002; Lewis et al., 2001; Vezzoli and Manzini,
2008a). Still, integration of environmentally sustainable design approaches into product development and company operations (or the lack thereof) has received considerable attention in research (Boks, 2006; Brones
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and Monteiro de Carvalho, 2015; de Medeiros et al., 2014; Pigosso et al.,
2013; Vezzoli and Sciama, 2006; Sherwin, 2004; Lofthouse, 2006, 2004).
These studies have discovered that companies need methods and tools
that are specific and tailored to their development needs in both early and
later phases of product development (Boks, 2006; Vezzoli and Sciama,
2006), that (industrial) designers do not necessarily hold the kinds of roles
depicted in sustainable design literature (Sherwin, 2004; Lofthouse, 2006,
2004) and that the applicability of environmentally sustainable design
models may be questionable as companies move from manufacturing to
outsourcing (and networks)(Charter, 2001). Hence, studies on environmentally sustainable design further underscore the relevance of context in
understanding design integration.

2.4

Chapter summary
In this chapter, I have reviewed design management, product development
and sustainable design literature to uncover the basic premises behind design integration. As discussed in the chapter, design is centrally concerned
with envisioning what will be or what could be, often from a visual format and an “outside-in” perspective on products and offerings. From this
angle, design integration is strongly governed by two central premises: the
use of design in an extended role and its introduction in the early phases
of the development process.
Furthermore, the chapter discussed the need to tailor and modify
design integration approaches and methods to different contexts. In this
light, the premises of using design in an extended role in the early phases
of product development to envision what could be must be critically
evaluated in different product development contexts. In the next chapter,
I draw from theories in shipbuilding, complex product development and
business networks to outline the general characteristics of shipbuilding as
a complex and networked product development context – and how that
context is problematic for design integration.
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Design in complex and
networked product
development

3

In this chapter, I build on a problematisation approach (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011) to advance design management and environmentally sustainable design practice and theory, particularly in the complex and networked
product development context. As an approach to research, problematisation
aims to uncover underlying assumptions in bodies of research by contrasting
them with theory and findings from other research areas. In the words of
Alvesson and Sandberg (2011, p. 267), the key goal of problematisation is
“through a dialectical interrogation of our own familiar position, other theoretical stances, and the literature domain targeted — to identify, articulate,
and challenge different types of assumptions underlying existing literature”.
Problematisation can therefore be considered a useful approach for studying
phenomena that lie on the border of different domains of research.
In practice, I perform the problematisation in this chapter by challenging
the design integration premises outlined in the previous chapter with theories
in complex product development (shipbuilding in particular) and networks.
As a result, the chapter uncovers discrepancies between how to manage
design and how complexity and networks may influence design management,
specifically in terms of the two premises of design integration outlined in the
previous chapter. These discrepancies are used later in the study to steer the
research effort.
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3.1

Passenger ship as a context for design
A passenger ship16 is a fertile environment for the use of design (or architectural design as an applied form of industrial and interior design). The
need for good architectural design in ships has also been long recognised
in academia and industry (Anderson, 1966; Guiton, 1971; Loewy, 1979;
Quartermaine and Peter, 2006; Xie et al., 2012). As the length of a passenger’s stay on a ship increases, so does the importance of comfort and
choice of activities and amenities on board (Levander, 2004; Levander
and Sillanpää, 2000). Levander (2004, p. 3) suggests that “[t]he passenger
capacity and onboard service are the most important requirements for the
design” of passenger ships and discusses size, passenger facilities, service
and styling as key considerations in targeting and attracting different
customer segments. Passenger comfort is important on ferries as well,
although ferry development and operation tend to prioritise cargo and
people flow (Knox, 2004).
Environmental sustainability has become increasingly important in ship
design and building in recent decades (Karikoski, 2000; Papanikolaou
et al., 2009; Takarada, 1996). Levander and Sillanpää (2000) argue that
environmental friendliness has become a must-have feature on ships after
the 1990s, along with safety and reliability, which have traditionally been
the central concerns of ship development. In addition to general trends to
improve environmental sustainability, tourism is a considerable influence
that further drives passenger and cruise shipping operators to adopt more
environmentally sound technologies and operations (Brida and Zapata,
2010; Johnson, 2002).
The environmental impacts created by ships are manifold. In brief,
not only do ships require extensive amounts of material to build, they
also consume large amounts of fuel, generate waves that may erode their
surroundings, produce waste and emissions during operation (as outlined
in Table 3.1) and are troublesome to scrap once they exit service. Since
1973, the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships (MARPOL) has been the main convention to regulate the environmental qualities of ships; it initially focused on alleviating cargo-based
pollution, but was later expanded to also cover sewage and other waste
from ships (see IMO, 2015 for an overview of the conventions). Today,
issues such as the Energy-Efficiency Design Index (EEDI), ballast water
convention and ship recycling guidelines top the agenda for improving the
environmental sustainability of ships.
Passenger comfort and environmental sustainability are by no means
the only concerns in ship design. Ships operate in highly unpredictable
and difficult conditions on the sea. As Votolato (2011, p. 10) puts it, the
16

A passenger ship is a vessel that carries over 12 people. Passenger ships can be roughly divided into cruise ships, ferries and fast ferries. Ferries and fast ferries are
used mainly for transporting passengers and cargo over short routes, while cruise ships
operate longer routes and times and focus more on leisure activities on board, instead
of cargo (see e.g. Levander, 2004). However, the distinction is not clear-cut, as many
passenger ships have both cargo- and passenger-related missions. This is the case with
cruise ferries, which are commonly used in waters such as the Baltic Sea.
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Table 3.1.

Sea pollution

Oil spills
Domestic wastewater
Disposal of substances from ships
Contaminated water ballast and
washing water from cargo holds
Bottom paint

Air pollution

Carbon dioxide
Sulphur oxides
Nitrogen oxides
Ozone-layer depleting substances
Cargo dust
Vapor control system
Volatile organic compounds

On-board related
health issues

Asbestos
Vibration and noise

Ship environmental impacts. (Source: Takarada, 1996).

operational environment of ships “remains the most regularly hostile and
unpredictable of environments” where failure can have devastating consequences for ship passengers and the environment. Indeed, although modern ship design and building is supported by a great amount of scientific
knowledge and extensive computer modelling, sea trials are still today
among the most significant events in the shipbuilding process for ensuring that the ship actually performs as intended by design and engineering
(Ashe and Lantz, 2003). Due to such a difficult operational environment,
it is perhaps unsurprising that the capability of a ship to carry out its
mission economically and remain safe in variable conditions are primary
criteria that all other attributes of a new ship are based on (see Figure
3.1 for general concerns involved in ship design and building). Safety of
ships has been and still is a particularly important design criterion in ship
design and building – perhaps the most important one in passenger ships.
Initiated in 1914 after the sinking of the Titanic two years earlier, the
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) convention determines the safety aspects that
ships must meet in terms of structure, fire protection, life-saving appliances, radio communications, navigation, cargo and operation, to name
a few of the focal areas of the convention (IMO, 2016). Ships must also
be suitable for their intended purpose (Lamb, 2003; Rawson and Tupper,
2001; Tupper, 2004). In commercial ships, this means in practice that the
ship should be economically sound to operate for the owner. In a passenger ship, the economy of use is tied to the provision of desirable on-board
services and activities to a sufficiently large volume of passengers. Additionally, cargo is an important source of income for many passenger ships,
and ferries in particular. Hence, while passenger comfort is a key issue,
it has to be satisfied within reasonably economical limits in terms of, for
instance, space use. Therefore, it is commonly acknowledged that ship
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spaces and services need to capable of serving multiple tastes (Anderson,
1966; Xie et al., 2012).
Next, I discuss complexity as a specific contextual characteristic of ship
development. In the discussion, I focus specifically on issues that are relevant from the perspective of design integration (as a role within product
development processes) in order to problematise the design integration
premises outlined in the previous chapter.

Figure 3.1.
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Crude representation of the process of creating a ship.
(Source: Rawson and Tupper, 2001).
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3.2

Passenger ships as complex products
Passenger ships (and ships in general) are a commonly used example of a
complex product in research17 on complex products and systems (Hobday,
2000, 1998), made-to-order products (Hills, 1995), large-made-to-order
products (Stoyell et al., 2001, 1999) and physically large and complex
systems (Andrews, 2011). As such, the development and building of ships
shares many characteristics with the development of other complex products and systems such as offshore equipment, power plants and civil engineering constructions (for a comprehensive list, see Hobday, 1998). From
an economic perspective, complex products are major capital goods and
therefore play an important role in society through, for instance, the jobs
they create (Hobday, 1998; Kash and Rycroft, 2000). In practice, the high
price of complex products implies that they are commonly customised,
tailored and made-to-order for individual customers and produced in small
batches or as one-of-a-kind products (Hobday, 1998; Stoyell et al., 2001).
There are two related sources of complexity in ships and complex
products in general that are particularly relevant for design integration.
The first source of complexity is the multiple functions and requirements
that ships and complex products often need to fulfil (Andrews, 1998;
Gale, 2003; Tupper, 2004; Hills, 1995; Hobday, 1998). For example, Tupper (2004, p. 5) well illustrates the variety of functions and requirements
of a passenger ship:
“A ship can be a veritable floating township of several thousand people remaining at sea for several weeks. It needs electrics, air conditioning, sewage treatment
plant, galleys, bakeries, shops, restaurants, cinemas and other leisure facilities.
All these, and the general layout must be arranged so that the ship can carry out
its intended tasks efficiently. The naval architect has not only the problems of the
building and town designer but a ship must float, move, be capable of surviving
in a very rough environment and withstand a reasonable level of accident.”

The practical implication of such a multiplicity of functions and requirements is that ships consist of a very large number of individual parts
and components18, which belong to a variety of systems and subsystems
(such as air conditioning or electricity). A high volume of parts belonging
to a variety of systems and subsystems is a common feature of complex
products in general. Taken together, the parts, subsystems and systems of
ships and complex products can form elaborate and complex hierarchies
(Hobday, 1998; Nightingale, 2000).
17

18

§As displayed in terminology, there are nuanced differences in research perspectives,
with size (i.e. large), production mode (i.e. made-to-order) and outcome (i.e. product
or system) as central variables.
For instance, a very large crude carrier ship can consist of up to 250,000 unique parts
(Lamb, 2003), while the engineering database and 3D model of Viking Grace was described
to consist of 16,200 components, 112 km of pipes with 14,300 elbows and 4,660 pipelines,
25,000 prefabricated outfitting parts and about 10,000 cables (FIMECC, 2014).
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The different functions and requirements that must be fulfilled in ships are
often interdependent and sometimes in conflict with each other (Andrews,
1998; Rawson and Tupper, 2001; Tupper, 2004). For example, the power
required for propulsion can be decided only after the displacement and
shape of the ship are known. These features are, however, dependent on the
size and weight of the system required for the propulsion of the ship (Tupper, 2004). This “multidomain world with potentially conflicting goals and
requirements” (Hills, 1995, p. 490; also Andrews, 1998) in which changes
in one aspect of the product can influence various other factors is a common
characteristic shared by other complex products and systems as well19.
The second source of complexity is the process in which the different
functions and requirements of ships and complex products are embedded
into the final products. The process of complex product development is
knowledge-intensive and requires knowledge inputs from a wide range of
different specialist domains, both in ship development (Gale, 2003; Gaspar et al., 2012; Karikoski, 2000; Lamb, 2003; Watson Taylor, 1917) and
in complex product development in general (Gann and Salter, 2000; Hills,
1995; Hobday, 1998; Stoyell et al., 2001). The variety of knowledge and
resources needed to develop ships or complex products and systems rarely
resides within the boundaries of a single company (Hobday, 2000; Stoyell
et al., 2001; Gann and Salter, 2000; Karikoski, 2000). For example, the
various activities previously performed by shipyards are today distributed
across various different companies and suppliers (Karikoski, 2000).

3.2.1
Implications of complexity for development activities

The complexity of both the products and the process of complex product
development has profound practical implications for their design and development. To start with, the complexity of the products themselves makes complex
product development generally risky and uncertain, particularly in the early
phases. The history of shipbuilding provides many vivid examples of materialised risks: delays, production cancellations, financing difficulties and national
shipbuilding industry crises (see e.g. Sjöström, 2009a, p. 71 and p. 149). In
terms of the product development process, the early phases of ship development
are described as “rather unpredictable” (Gale, 2003, p. 2), and the shipbuilding
literature accordingly emphasises the importance of knowledge accumulation
during the development process (Andrews, 2011; Gale, 2003; Lamb, 2003).
Uncertainty and risk are also central characteristics discussed in complex product development literature (Hobday, 2000, 1998; Nightingale, 2000; Stoyell et
al., 1999). Hence, as Nightingale (2000, p. 919) suggests, complex product development is centrally concerned with “coordinated uncertainty management”.

19

To add to functional complexity, complex products are subject to much regulation and
interest from various governing bodies (Hobday, 1998; Stoyell et al., 2001). Ships are
no exception to this rule. In addition to safety and national regulation, classification
societies (such as Lloyds) provide verification for ship structural strength and quality,
imposing further rules for ship designers to follow (see e.g. Andrews, 1998; Eyres, 2007;
Karikoski, 2000).
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There are various ways in which uncertainty is managed in shipbuilding and complex product development. Historically, shipbuilding was a
craft skill, or art, guided by trial, error and experimentation (Fincham,
1851). Although craft methods of ship design were highly advanced in
the 17th and 18th centuries, shipbuilders and scholars of that era noted
that these methods were insufficient for predicting the effect that seemingly minor changes in ship shape or structure would have on its qualities
at sea (Atwood, 1796; Fincham, 1851). To manage such uncertainties,
shipbuilding was among the first industries to use measured plans and
drawings as an aid in development (McGee, 1999). Moreover, scientific
and mathematical methods were promoted in shipbuilding as a means to
build better ships and manage the complexity of the task, giving birth to
the discipline of naval architecture (Fincham, 1851; Watson Taylor, 1917).
Uncertainty and complexity have distinct influences on the procedures of
shipbuilding and complex product development. Ship development requires
multiple rounds of development, planning and revision due to the structural
complexity of a ship and the impossibility of defining everything on a ship
once and for all (Eyres, 2007; Gale, 2003; Lamb, 2003; Tupper, 2004). Complexity of ships is well reflected in the design spiral that is commonly used
to describe how the shipbuilding process unfolds (Figure 3.2). As displayed,

Figure 3.2.
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The design spiral represents the ship development process and the various
iterations of the process where development issues are revisited over the
course of development. (Source: Gale, 2003).
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the spiral moves from the overall parameters of the ship to increasing detail
during development. In reference to the spiral, Gale (2003) points out that
ship design rarely proceeds sequentially. Instead, the different areas and
tasks in the spiral are attended to when required and when “knowledge
is gained and problems are encountered” (Gale, 2003, p. 2). Similarly, the
development of complex products requires multiple rounds of iteration
and revisiting previous work in the later phases of development as development issues are attended to in increasing detail (Hobday, 1998; Hills,
1995; Nightingale, 2000; Vincenti, 1990). Process models similar to the
design spiral are also an emerging topic in design management research
(see specifically Lockwood, 2011; also Cooper and Junginger, 2011b).
In combination with the knowledge-intensity of ship development, the
multiplicity of different requirements that ships need to fulfil translates
into a need to achieve compromises and balance in the development of
the ship and its overall systems20 (Karikoski, 2000; Lamb, 2003; Tupper,
2004). Hence, there exists a tendency to favour design solutions and
technologies that have been proven to work. As Karikoski (2000) puts
it, ship technology has historically been good enough as opposed to
being state-of-the-art. Moreover, as ships are typically one-off designs,
they rarely have prototypes that could be used to help balance between
the different functions and trade-offs of the design (Andrews, 2011).
Therefore, knowledge of previous ships is typically utilised in defining
the specifications and calculating the price of a new ship (Deschamps
and Trumbule, 2003; Gale, 2003; Watson Taylor, 1917). Systematic approaches, uncertainty management and a general tendency to avoid risk
are discussed also in literature on the development of complex products
and systems (Hobday, 1998; Hills, 1995; Nightingale, 2000). For example, the use of previously tested technology, old designs as a point of
departure and simulation are suggested as useful approaches for reducing
uncertainty and the need for rework in complex product development
(Nightingale, 2000).
Finally, knowledge-intensity – and the distribution of that knowledge
across various individuals and organisations – makes collaboration
a central characteristic in shipbuilding (Gale, 2003; Karikoski, 2000)
and complex product development (Hobday, 1998; Stoyell et al., 2001;
Hills, 1995). A central concern in such collaborative development is the
integration of the different development streams and knowledge, which
is a challenging task in its own right in all collaborative product development (Kleinsmann et al., 2008, 2007; Kleinsmann and Valkenburg,
2010). In shipbuilding, knowledge integration is performed by naval
architects (Lamb, 2003), who represent the kind of “super heavyweight”
project managers with the necessary competence in integrating technical
and commercial functions in complex product development projects
(Hobday, 2000, p. 878). Moreover, as different companies and actors
participate in complex product development, the collaboration process
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Systems engineering is frequently cited as an overall framework for ship design (see e.g.
Gaspar et al., 2012; Lamb, 2003; Levander, 2004). Its characteristics – such as interdisciplinary collaboration, iteration and system balance (see e.g. Faulconbridge and Ryan,
2003) – are closely similar to those of ship design. Historically, systems engineering
emerged as a means to reduce and manage risk in complex technological delivery projects
(Faulconbridge and Ryan, 2003).
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itself becomes a complex interaction process in a network-type organisational arrangement (Hobday, 1998; Kash and Rycroft, 2000; Rycroft
and Kash, 1999).
While interaction and networks are acknowledged as integral in the
literature on complex product development, the challenges of operating in networks have not been discussed in detail in the literature (e.g.
Kash and Rycroft, 2000 and Rycroft and Kash, 1999 discuss the overall
company- and industry-level innovation patterns in complex product
development networks). I next turn to literature on business interaction
and business networks that specifically addresses the challenges emerging from interactive and collaborative development processes. This
understanding is pursued to further problematise the premises of design
integration in developing complex products in networks.

3.3

Shipbuilding as interaction in
a business network
Interaction, relationships and network-like arrangements that companies have with others have been discussed with a variety of terms21 and
from various theoretical angles, as they relate to many important areas
of company life, such as strategy, structure, innovation and product development (see e.g. Ford et al., 2011; Gulati, 1998; Möller et al., 2004;
Jarillo, 1993; Turnbull et al., 1996; Osborn and Hagedoorn, 1997;
Van de Ven et al., 2008; Rycroft and Kash, 1999; Kash and Rycroft,
2000; Verganti, 2009; Chesbrough, 2006). The basic premise in business interaction and network literature is that companies are not fully
self-sufficient and do not necessarily even benefit from trying to perform
all activities on their own (Kash and Rycroft, 2000; Teece, 1986; Ford et
al., 2011; in design, see Verganti, 2009). Instead, companies are recommended to interact closely with other organisations to develop complete
products and focus only on those core competences that provide them
with a lasting source of differentiation (on core competences see Prahalad, 1993; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). Such a mode of operation is generally driven by increases in the complexity of business environments;
speed of technology, business and product cycles; and globalisation of
business (Möller et al., 2004; Rycroft and Kash, 1999). The Finnish
marine industry is a prime example of an industry built on specialisation
and collaboration (Karvonen et al., 2008).
As defined in the Introduction, companies and their relationships with
each other are central building blocks of networks. From a company
structure perspective, a network is a combination of a vertically integrat-

21

The term business network is also commonly used as are terms such as interorganisational
relationships (Ring and van de Ven, 1994) and webs (Van de Ven et al., 2008) in discussing essentially the same phenomenona. Some literature (Verganti, 2009; Chesbrough, 2006)
discusses innovation from perspectives where interorganisational network arrangements are
a key component, but not the primary focal point.
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ed and a market-based company, in which close relationships with other
companies help with coordination (as in a vertically integrated company)
whereas using market mechanisms (as in a market-based company) to
tender suppliers ensures competitive pricing of the activities and resources
that are bought in22 (Jarillo, 1993, 1988; Möller et al., 2004).
The network (or net 23) can be framed from a strategic organising
perspective as an intentionally built combination of relationships (Jarillo, 1993, 1988; Möller et al., 2004) or simply as the full spectrum of
interactions and relationships that a company has with other companies
and organisations (whether those relationships have been intentionally
developed or not)(Ford et al., 2011; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2007;
Thorelli, 1986). In this research, I adopt the latter view24 as it better
accounts for possible influences of historical product generations (following theory in complex product development) and actors beyond the
immediate reach of companies in the network.
As companies interact in networks, they create resource combinations
and interfaces (Ford et al., 2011; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2007,
2002; Van de Ven and Walker, 1984), that support them in their basic operations, business renewal and innovation (Möller et al., 2004; Kash and
Rycroft, 2000). Resource combinations are created when actors combine
the activities they perform and the resources they have access to with those
of other actors in the network. For example, in the modern shipbuilding
context, shipyards act primarily as integrators of the various technologies,
systems and materials that ships are made of and co-develop them with clients and contractors during projects. On their own, shipyards cannot build
their final products, as they do not possess the resources or capabilities to
manufacture, for example, engines and other components absolutely vital
to a ship. This way, in developing their final products, shipyards combine
outputs of other companies’ activities and resources.
A key issue that is implicitly indicated above and which is not typically discussed in literature on complex product development is the
paradoxical nature of business interaction and operating in networks,
which influence company choices within relationships, choices about
position and choices about how to network (Håkansson and Ford,
2002). Although companies use their relationships and networks as
devices for developing new products and business, those very same
networks may also restrict the freedom, actions and possibilities of
the companies and become problematic over time (Ford et al., 2011;
Håkansson and Ford, 2002; Van de Ven et al., 2008). Put simply, companies cannot fully control the networks in which they are involved.
The paradoxical nature of networks is displayed in various ways. First,
companies and actors in a network operate under different operating
logics, which may at times conflict with each other, especially when
projects move towards realisation (Baraldi et al., 2011). For example, in
the 1990s, the furniture giant IKEA demanded a more sustainable paper

22
23
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In-depth discussion on the pros and cons of vertical integration and market-based
operation can be found from e.g. Jarillo (1988, 1993) and Snow and Miles (1992).
Möller and Svahn (2003) distinguish between nets as intentionally built combinations of
relationships and networks as the wider portfolio of relationships that a company has.
This view aligns with the so-called IMP perspective (Industrial Marketing and Purchasing)
(see Möller et al., 2004 for different approaches to network studies).
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quality for its printed catalogue, but its paper suppliers initially ignored
this demand because it conflicted with the needs of publishing houses
that were more frequently involved in paper supplier product development (see Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002). Second, networks are
often strongly influenced by past resource combinations and historical
accumulation of knowledge and resources25. For example, as Waluszewski and Håkansson (2007, p. 3) discuss in reference to material use, “using
a certain material implies the use of a whole set of resources combined
in a specific way”. Thus, when new resource combinations are developed
interactively in networks, the new must always be combined with the old.
Third, as activities are performed beyond the boundaries of the company, companies face uncertainty over the capabilities of their interaction
partners in, for instance, fulfilling their needs and solving their problems (Ford et al., 2011), especially when the end products are complex
(Håkansson, 1982). Uncertainty further increases the importance of past
resource combinations and trust in the relationships, as trust “is based on
reputation, and more importantly, past performance” (Thorelli, 1986, p.
41; Ring and Van de Ven, 1994). Thus, operating in networks induces an
organisational layer to the complexity of product development.
Development processes in networks and interactive development projects are often non-linear and the outcomes of development do not directly
follow from intentions set in the early phases (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; Ford et al., 2011; Van de Ven et al., 2008; Baraldi et al., 2011).
For example, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) suggest that as companies interact, their interests generate friction, which steers development
into new directions (which are sometimes previously unimagined). Van
de Ven et al. (2008) argue that interactive development processes do not
follow a rational model in which companies first negotiate what to do,
commit to development and then execute – instead, negotiation, commitment and execution occur in multiple waves during development processes. Part of the non-linearity is associated with changes of the development
network itself as companies or individuals enter and exit development
(Baraldi et al., 2011; Van de Ven et al., 2008). Thus, networks are rarely
fully stable but rather evolve over the course of projects and time.

3.3.1
Implications of networks for development activities

A view of shipbuilding and complex product development through the
network lens adds depth to the organisational challenges involved in
developing complex products. As the discussion above highlights, the
complexity of a product is often reflected in the relationships and interaction in the development network. As complex products are developed, it is
not enough to solve the technical challenges associated with development;
25

This path-dependency and the existence of technological and developmental trajectories
are closely associated with evolutionary views of economical and technological development (see e.g. Dosi, 1982; Dosi and Nelson, 1994; Geels, 2002; Nelson and Winter, 1982),
which are frequently cited in network literature.
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one must also address organisational issues in terms of relationships with
other network members, overall position in the network and how to operate in the network (Håkansson and Ford, 2002; Ford et al., 2011).
Such organisational aspects are well exemplified with discussions on
specialisation and the distribution of competencies and resources in a
network. From a business network perspective, specialisation commonly
revolves around the core competences or distinct capabilities of a given
organisation (and not only different knowledge bases) and can translate
to specific company-level roles in the network (Möller et al., 2004). Therefore, as companies depend on their network partners for key components
or elements of their final offerings, issues of uncertainty and trust are
central concerns in development processes and integration of knowledge
from different sources. This means that access to different knowledge bases is not governed solely on the basis of what knowledge they provide to
the development process, but also on the basis of organisational fit, trust
and reputation of the providing organisation or actor (see e.g. Ruuska et
al., 2013 on supplier selection in shipbuilding).
The uncertainty associated with the early phases of complex product development can also be interpreted as useful from the network perspective.
As it is not always known what knowledge is needed in a project, who can
provide that knowledge and/or how the involvement of new network members influences the overall development agenda, it is not necessarily realistic
or wise to lock the design and development agenda early on. As Baraldi et
al. (2011) propose, the possibility of a technology or product to assume different forms is vital in attracting companies and actors to become involved
in its development. For example, if the developers already involved in the
network cannot answer key design and development issues, it may be wiser
to leave the issues open and involve new actors to solve them – even if this
requires modifications to the initial plans and ideas (for similar arguments
see Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002).
Finally, resource combination development as a central activity in
networks well illuminates the paradoxical nature of networks as both enabling and restricting action. As historical resource combinations play an
important role in the development of new ones (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2007; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002), designers and developers are faced with challenges especially when aiming to develop radical
departures from previously developed resource combinations, both technically and organisationally. That is, they not only must solve the technical
problems involved in introducing radical changes in new products and
offerings, but also likely need to develop and overhaul the organisational
roles in the network in order to make radical changes to the end products
of the network. This facet of networks is addressed specifically in Möller
and Svahn (2003) and Möller et al. (2004) as a conceptualisation of
networks for basic, renewal and innovation operations in which the roles
and capabilities of the involved organisations differ based on the type of
network. Thus, whereas complex product development literature suggests
that radical changes in products are typically avoided because of the
potential ripple effects they can create in the entire product system (e.g.
Nightingale, 2000; Hobday, 1998), theory on business interaction and
networks indicates that such radical changes may also be unrealistic from
an organisational perspective as individual companies are influenced by
their network partners and position in the network.
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3.4

Problematising design integration
premises in complex and networked
product development
As discussed in Chapter 2, much literature in design management and
sustainable design suggests that design is best used as a means to envision future products and systems in an extended role in the early phases
of product and service development. However, discussion in this chapter
about the characteristics of shipbuilding raises questions about how well
the common premises of design integration hold in the complex and networked product development context.
What are the specific problematic questions and issues that product
complexity and networks raise in reference to managing and integrating
architectural design in shipbuilding, or design in complex product development in general? First, the basic premise of the early integration of
design into development processes is rock solid: if earlier phase development is irrelevant to later phase development, it would be hardly possible
to develop products, as the work would repeatedly return to the beginning (for an illustrative example, see Simon, 1962). However, an emphasis
on the early phases of product development as the appropriate time to
integrate design needs to be elaborated in the complex26 and networked
product development context. As discussed, the early phases of complex
product development are often too uncertain to enable decisively defining
all possible project outputs. Thus, the extent and scope to which the early
phases influence later phases in complex and networked product development requires more investigation given the need to iterate and modify
designs in the later phases of development (in other words, what is it in
the early phase that stays and what is it that goes out during iteration). An
important question is how the early phase influences later ones and what
general mechanism drives the influence. This question is amplified by the
non-linear dynamics of interactive and networked development processes,
in which bargaining, commitments and execution are performed in multiple iterative rounds (Ring and van de Ven, 1994).
Moreover, the creation of new resource combinations in networked
development projects is an activity in which the new is combined with the
old. As a development context, the network is therefore not necessarily fully
conducive to designing ideal products, solutions or systems on a clean sheet
in the early phases of development (as recommended especially in environmentally sustainable design literature, see e.g. Blizzard and Klotz, 2012;
Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b). Instead, new projects tend to start from
certain existing resource combinations that are a result of potentially many
years of development and investment (as illustrated well in Håkansson and

26

Stoyell et al. (2001, 1999) argue for the importance of the early phase in determining
environmental impact (as a widely known fact) also in large-made-to-order product development. Even then, Stoyell et al. (2001, 1999) do acknowledge the limitations of using
environmentally sustainable design principles and tools because information is uncertain
in the early phases and there is a need to customise the tools to suit the development
context.
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Waluszewski, 2007, 2002). Similarly, complex product development tends
to favour incremental improvement and development because of the technical and financial risk associated with completely new designs (Gale, 2003;
Linder, 2014; Nightingale, 2000). This is not to say that change is impossible in complex product development or networks (e.g. Rycroft and Kash,
1999 show how technologies and their development networks co-evolve).
Yet, it certainly casts doubt on the effectiveness of early phase integration
(as an integration premise) in complex and networked product development – one of the key questions investigated in this thesis.
Second, the knowledge required for developing complex products is
distributed and resides with various specialists that may represent different companies in the business network. These specialist capabilities and
competences are associated with certain roles in the network. From a
design management and environmentally sustainable design perspective,
designers and architectural designers could be assigned to act as integrators of the various knowledge bases required in complex product development and shipbuilding and thereby facilitate the process of development
(e.g. Walsh and Roy, 1985; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b). However, as has
been discussed, the role of integration and leadership in complex product
development and shipbuilding is typically associated with capabilities to
assess trade-offs in technical and economical dimensions of the product
(Hobday, 2000; Lamb, 2003). For example, in shipbuilding, such knowledge and skill in integration and assessment of trade-offs is associated
with naval architects, who are – in spite of their knowledge of all the
required areas and issues in developing ships – not “able to successfully
complete a marine design project, because such an activity requires additional skills and knowledge” (Lamb, 2003, p. 9). Furthermore, instead of
generally viewing internal designers as less innovative but better integrated, and external designers as innovative but poorly integrated (see e.g.
Bruce and Morris, 1994), relationships between companies in general (e.g.
Ford et al., 2011) and designers and companies (e.g. Jevnaker and Bruce,
1998) should be understood as unique and context-dependent. Thus,
previous studies show that a closer examination of the role of design is
needed to further understanding on design management and integration
in complex and networked product development. This dissertation builds
further understanding on the role of design by studying the activities of
designers in the complex and networked product development context.
Third, the knowledge-intensity of complex product development seems
to induce a distinct facet to how design and development are conceptualised. As discussed in this chapter, development of complex products
such as ships is typically framed as a process of increasing knowledge
and reducing uncertainty in the process (e.g. Hobday, 1998; Lamb,
2003; Nightingale, 2000). As such, complex product development tends
to frame complexity as a matter of how many possible permutations or
development paths exist in the development process and highlights the importance of knowledge in development (without underestimating the need
for creativity either). Therefore, the knowledge embodied in the work of
designers and architectural designers emerges as a key issue in complex
product development (as discussed in the previous chapter, visualisation
is often brought forward as a key contribution of design also in extended
roles). Although drawings and visualisations can act as a central glue in
product development by translating and embedding different kinds of
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knowledge into them (Henderson, 1999), many researchers in design have
acknowledged the limitations of drawings in addressing development
issues of high complexity (Cross, 2000; Jones, 1992; Kurvinen, 2005). In
a service design context, Keinonen (2013) also notes that visualisations
and prototyping are not necessarily always the best possible tools to use
because of the complexity of the development tasks. In shipbuilding, the
use of drawings has been complemented and partly replaced by the use
of science and calculation (McGee, 1999). So, while design drawings can
be considered as a holistic tool of development to which knowledge (e.g.
of the environmental impact of design choices) can be embedded27 (Henderson, 1999), the relationship of design drawings to knowledge in the
process of complex product development is a central question in assessing
design integration. Indeed, looking at the wider context of product development, Bucciarelli (2002, p. 222) notes that while different knowledge
bases in design and engineering design are in the end integrated into a
final product, the development process is characterised by a clash and reconciliation of the different knowledge bases or object worlds (Bucciarelli,
2002)28, all with “their own unique instruments, reference texts, prototypical bits of hardware, tools, suppliers’ catalogues, codes and unwritten
rules”. These insights raise the question of what other tools designers and
product developers use in gaining knowledge and handling uncertainty
in the process of developing complex products, services and systems (i.e.
what are the sources of important knowledge for the drawings in the first
place and how is the knowledge in the drawings used in the process)(following similar argumentation by Jones, 1992). Answering this question
holds direct relevance for design management and integration in terms
of what skills and capabilities designers need in complex and networked
product development. In this thesis, the question of design and uncertainty
is addressed by a closer examination of the role of design in new resource
combination development.

3.5

Chapter summary
In this chapter, I have used a problematisation approach to confront
the premises of design integration outlined in Chapter 2 with theory in
complex product development and networks. As discussed, the knowledge-intensity and uncertainty associated with complex products, and the
following specialisation of companies and actors in networks challenges
the possibility to use design in an extended role. This was shown to be
particularly problematic in the shipbuilding context, where naval architecture has traditionally been the discipline handling the key activity of

27

28

For example, in an engineering design context, Henderson (1999) discusses how the knowledge of welders can be incorporated into drawings, improving the capability of the drawings to support manufacturing.
Bucciarelli (2002) views that a fully clear translation of information and knowledge
between different object worlds is impossible (but still something one should aim to
achieve).
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uncertainty management. Additionally, the uncertainty and complexity of
processes in complex product development and business networks questions the relevance of early integration as a guiding premise.
In the next chapter, I discuss how this study aims to respond to questions about the role of design and its integration into complex and networked product development processes.
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Methods and data

4

In this chapter, I present the research approach, methods and data that
were used in investigating the research questions of the study. The aim
of this chapter is to provide a clear picture of the research process by
discussing the common principles employed and steps that were taken in
handling and analysing the data, and the steps and procedures used to ensure the general quality of the research. As such, the chapter is motivated
by a general concern for quality control in reporting qualitative research
(Miles and Huberman, 1994; Zalan and Lewis, 2004).
The focus of this study is on the role and activity of architectural design and architectural designers as the primary units of analysis within the
Viking Grace development project. By nature, shipbuilding is a complex
and interactive process that is carried out in networks. Hence, the general research approach in this study must capture an understanding of
architectural design within the context of networked ship development.
In defining the research approach and methods, I frame shipbuilding as
a process of interaction in a network, as it captures both the complexity
of the ship as a product and the interaction required for designing and
developing the product. Furthermore, I study architectural design integration both from a general perspective and with a specific focus on environmental sustainability. Here, the study of how architectural design was
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integrated into the efforts to improve the environmental sustainability of
the ship provides a distinct unit of analysis that helps add depth to design
integration issues in complex and networked product development.
A case study research approach is generally put forward as useful, particularly in the study of networks (Easton, 1995; Halinen and Törnroos, 2005),
organisational processes (Van de Ven and Poole, 2005) and design integration
challenges (Svengren, 1993), as it can cope well with dynamic research subjects rich in detail. For its suitability regarding the study focus and subject, a
case study approach has been selected as the research approach in this study.

4.1

Basic assumptions behind the research
approach
The ontological and epistemological assumptions of the case study reported in this thesis are closely related to the general assumptions behind
network case studies and process research. In the study, I take a moderate
constructionist perspective to the case study, which “rejects the positivist
argument of a universal truth but accepts the possibility of specific local,
personal, and community forms of knowledge” (Järvensivu and Törnroos,
2010, p. 101). Such a perspective well accounts for the understanding of
networks as being different for the individual companies and actors in
the network (Ford et al., 2011; Halinen et al., 2013) and the usefulness of
knowledge as dependent on where and how it is applied (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2007). The research approach is therefore characterised by
the aim of understanding architectural design in the network through a
critical dialogue between various viewpoints surfacing from existing theory and empirical evidence (Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010).
Additionally, from the perspective of process studies, I approach the
case as a change process in an organisation (Van de Ven and Poole, 2005,
p. 1389), addressing “how change unfolds in organizational entities”. In
this study, the change in focus is the development process of Viking Grace.
Following a process study approach, a central characteristic of the study
is the conceptualisation of the development process as a succession of certain phases and events (Langley et al., 2013; Van de Ven and Poole, 2005).
As design integration is generally concerned with the place of events
within a temporal sequence (i.e. early vs. late integration), a process study
approach is well suited to the present study. A process study approach
is also close to the moderate constructionist perspective adopted in the
study as they both hold that observations of phases, events and networks
are dependent on the observers and time of observation (Hyysalo, 2004,
2010; Halinen et al., 2012; Van de Ven and Poole, 2005).
Finally, the research approach in the study has followed an approach
of systematic combining, where new knowledge is developed through an
iterative matching of theory and data in the research process (Dubois and
Gadde, 2014, 2002). Such an approach has been recommended as useful
both in moderate constructionist research (Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010)
and in process research. As Langley (Langley, 1999, p. 708) suggests,
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“we should not have to be shy about mobilizing both inductive (data-driven) approaches and deductive (theory-driven) approaches iteratively or simultaneously
as inspiration guides us.”

Similarly, cycling between theory and data is recommended because
it allows “for a logic of discovery rather than only a logic of validation”
(Van Maanen et al., 2007, p. 1146). In this study, the formulation of the
research questions and the problematisation of design integration premises – which were not seen as problematic at all prior to engaging in data
collection and analysis – is a central example of systematic combining.
The systematic combining approach has also been taken into account in
writing the empirical chapters of the thesis (see Section 4.6).
In the next section, I provide an overview of the case study approach
and how it relates to the methodological choices made in the study (Section 4.2), followed by a detailed discussion on how the study was conducted (Section 4.3 onwards).

4.2

Case study approach
Case studies have been conducted from a broad range of epistemological,
ontological and methodological perspectives, covering the entire spectrum
from positivistic to constructivist and deductive to inductive approaches
(Platt, 1992; Welch et al., 2011). Following a broad definition, case studies can be characterised by the pursuit of deep empirical understanding of
phenomena in the context in which they occur by confronting previous
theory with data collected from multiple different sources (Eisenhardt,
1989; Flyvbjerg, 2006; Piekkari et al., 2009; Stake, 2000, 1995; Yin,
2009). Typically, case studies answer questions concerning how and why
certain phenomena take place (Yin, 2009).
The in-depth focus on single settings in case studies means that they
typically do not examine a great number of cases – and, as in this study,
may be solely focused on a single case29. For this reason, theory building
in the present study and case studies in general is carried out through
theoretical or analytic generalisation “in which a previously developed
theory is used as a template with which to compare the empirical results
of the case study” (Yin, 2009, p. 38; see also Eisenhardt, 1989). To do so,
the present case has been selected because if includes certain attributes
or phenomena existing in the real world, such as the critical qualities
or degree of intensity of a phenomenon (following recommendations of
Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2010; Flick,
29

The number of cases to study has been subject to much debate in case study methodology
writing (Dubois and Gadde, 2014; Dyer and Wilkins, 1991; Eisenhardt, 1991; Stake, 2000;
Yin, 2009). In general, the proponents of multiple case studies suggest that replication and comparisons increase the validity of conclusions. Proponents of the single case
study consider that such comparative analysis of multiple case studies brushes over the
contextual insights of cases and undermines the depth of the unique case study, which are
strengths of the single case study.
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2009; Stake, 2000)(see Section 4.3 for more detail).
As a unit of analysis, a case can be virtually any phenomenon or entity
occurring in a certain context or within a certain boundary (Miles and Huberman, 1994), such as a person, product, process, company or an entire
industry. Furthermore, a case study can contain multiple levels of inquiry
and analysis, as in an embedded case study where, for instance, a unit of a
company is studied along with processes within it and the wider networks
of relations in which it is embedded (Hyysalo, 2010). In the present study,
a focus on the overall Viking Grace development project case is further
detailed by examining architectural design as an embedded unit of analysis. Following Ragin (1992) and Stake (2000), the definition of the case,
or casing of the study, has taken place throughout the research process,
as I have linked theory, ideas and evidence together iteratively (see also
Eisenhardt, 1989; Dubois and Gadde, 2002). This has enabled me to take
advantage of the adaptability of the case study approach to different kinds
of phenomena, with varying levels and units of analysis.
Customary to in-depth case studies in general, I have retained a close
connection to the data of the study in analysis and reporting. Proximity
to data is considered to improve objectivity and increase the potential of
researchers to revise their preconceived views and assumptions about the
phenomena under study when faced with conflicting evidence (Eisenhardt,
1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007; Flyvbjerg, 2006). Additionally,
I have aimed to follow up on surprising findings in the study when the
evidence has run counter to my expectations, which is generally considered
a good strategy for strengthening the quality of qualitative research (Miles
and Huberman, 1994). In this respect, the case study approach adopted in
this study is useful for answering the research questions generated through
problematisation and discovering discrepancies between theory and data.

4.2.1
Case study of design in network processes

The subject and theoretical foundation of my study have posed a number
of implications for studying the Viking Grace case. The study of networks
entails a need to account for the connectedness of actors, activities and
resources in the network30 (Halinen and Törnroos, 2005; Easton, 1995).
Thus, the network and the connections between actors, resources and
activities have provided specific requirements and means for understanding how architectural design is set to context in the Viking Grace case.
Additionally, the dynamics of network processes have required me to
capture the temporal dynamics of the case study (as discussed by Hyysalo,
2010; Halinen and Törnroos, 2005) by, for example, collecting data from
multiple temporal points and time scales (Hyysalo, 2010) and addressing
future and past events in data collection (Halinen and Törnroos, 2005).
The implications of the study of design for the case study approach
30

For a wider discussion of methodological issues in networks and case studies of networks,
see Easton (1995); Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002); Halinen and Törnroos (2005; 2012);
Dubois and Gadde (2014); and Piekkari et al. (2010).
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have been less thoroughly discussed in previous design literature (see
Buchanan, 2008). In general, the choice of the case study approach in this
study follows Svengren’s (1993) view that case studies are useful for identifying the problems and challenges of design integration. Additionally,
the adoption of a moderate constructionist perspective in the study aligns
with the views of Breslin and Buchanan (2008), who argue that design
case studies should build not only theory, but also a bridge to design practice (emphasising the educative and practical role of design case studies).
General issues in the study of design have provided further direction
for my case study. This study is no exception to the notion that design
research is commonly concerned with the study of man-made objects
and the artificial, and how they have been developed (Bayazit, 2004;
Koskinen et al., 2011). As Koskinen et al. (2011, p. 75) aptly state, “[i]f
there is something specific in design fieldwork, it is probably the focus on
products and things”. Furthermore, as much design research (and design
activity) is concerned with things that do not exist yet or are not concrete
(such as product concepts, see Keinonen and Takala, 2006) the focus of
my study can be defined as the outcomes of design processes in the Viking
Grace development process (or network processes from the network
research perspective, see Ford et al., 2011, p. 200).
Finally, as complex product development is typically best carried out in
project-based organisations (Hobday, 2000), the Viking Grace project has
been used as a natural unit of analysis in the study. While the project did
not encompass all the activities that the companies in the Viking Grace
development network performed during that period of time, the project offers a well-bounded temporal unit for the study. Also, as studying complex
products and their design implies a focus on the producing or integrating
organisation as a central actor of study, the shipyard has been a key focal
point of the present study as it was faced with the principal challenges
of coordination and complexity in the Viking Grace project. With these
general considerations in mind, I next proceed to discuss the details of how
the Viking Grace case study was developed and carried out.

4.3

Developing the case
Three distinctive, converging trajectories provided the foundation for the
present case study. First, my research collaboration with the STX Turku
shipyard in the FIMECC Innovations and Network research project31

31

In the Innovations and Network research programme, which ran from 2009 to 2013, one of
the key focal areas was the marine industry. The project was managed by FIMECC (Finnish
Metals and Engineering Competence Cluster) and funded by Tekes, the Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation (project number 3031/31/2009, decision 160/10). The project consisted
of 10 work packages, of which Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture
(University of Art and Design Helsinki before 2010) participated in the “Design Drive”
work package, with a specific focus on collaboration with the STX Turku shipyard. In
total, the 48 million euro project involved 46 companies and research institutions and
approximately 200 people. For more information, see FIMECC (2014).
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between 2010–2013 was fundamentally important in shaping the study
subject. In particular, the goal of improving coordination between various designers in shipbuilding in the “Cruise Ship Architecture Forum”
task of the project between 2011–2013 brought up issues and questions
concerning design in a network setting. Second, my personal interest in
sustainable design guided the selection of the study subject within the
context of design coordination in a network. Sustainability was also
a topic of interest in the Innovations and Network project in another
research task I was working on in the project. As such, sustainability and
environmentally sustainable design provided a distinct unit of analysis for
the study that aided in deepening the study of design integration. Third,
at the end of 2010, Viking Line announced that it had ordered a new ship
from the STX Turku shipyard in which “the planning process has included
devoting great attention to environmentally friendly solutions” (Viking
Line, 2010a). The ship – later named Viking Grace – and its development
project was an excellent case to study given the overall theoretical background of my study dealing with environmentally sustainable design,
complex products and networks.
The decision to focus on a single case was made in the early phases
of data collection when it became evident that a deep understanding of
a shipbuilding project required more data and a wider-ranging research
effort than I had anticipated; this is not uncommon in research where networks or other multifaceted phenomena are studied (see Hyysalo, 2010;
Halinen et al., 2013; Johnson, 2013). Deep understanding of a single
case was also motivated by recommendations in general research method
guides (specifically Silverman, 2010) and methodological debate on case
study approaches (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Halinen and Törnroos, 2005). Long
project cycles and a general shortage of ship projects at the time of the
study further supported the choice of a single case study.
Gaining access to field settings can be complicated (Koskinen et al.,
2005). In the study of design, some organisations are particularly protective of their design departments (Bangle, 2001), while access in network
research is hindered by the invisibility of networks to outsiders and the
need to gain access to multiple organisations (Halinen and Törnroos,
2005). It was relatively simple to gain initial access to the network of
study through the research project I worked in; in fact, the project practically served as a mandate to collaborate. Through the research project, I
was familiar with a senior industrial designer (i.e. architectural designer)
and a coordinator working in the sales department of the shipyard who
were able to help me with initial entrance to the field.
In terms of timing, entrance to the field is challenging because processes
in the real world live their own lives independent of the researcher (and vice
versa) (Dubois and Gadde, 2002; Pettigrew, 1990). A longitudinal study with
real-time and follow-up data on processes from start to finish is typically put
forward as an ideal research setting (see Leonard-Barton, 1990; Pettigrew,
1990; Hyysalo, 2010). In the present case, my entrance to the field occurred
practically in the middle of the development process, as it was governed by
the (initially delayed) “Cruise Ship Architecture Forum” task. Thus, the case
study mostly makes use of retrospective data, complemented with some
real-time data following research approaches discussed in, for instance,
Hyysalo (2010), Johnson (2013) and Lehenkari (2006), as opposed to being
a clear dual methodology case study (as discussed in Leonard-Barton, 1990).
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The case boundary was refined over the course of the research process as my understanding of the Viking Grace project developed (both
empirically and theoretically). Spatially, the case was initially bounded
by concentrating on the architectural design of the end product and the
process of creating that product. In practice, this translated into the aim
of covering as much of the architectural design work on the ship as possible (both interior and exterior design) and any information dealing with
architectural design in the project was deemed suitable at the outset of the
study. To avoid losing sight of the connectedness of actors in the development process by wandering too far into the individual branches of the
architectural design network (e.g. part suppliers with little or no connection to other network members), I further used a dyad-network perspective as a bounding strategy, which is “a natural starting-point for network
research, as it represents a concrete level of business exchange” where two
business parties interact with each other (Halinen and Törnroos, 1998, p.
193; 2005). Through the dyad-network perspective, the focus of the study
was set on the relationship between the STX Turku shipyard and the ship
owner Viking Line and the actors with direct connections to either STX
Turku or Viking Line. Within the dyad, the specific focus of the research
is on architectural design as an embedded unit of analysis in the Grace
project (on embedded case studies, see Yin, 2009).
In terms of a temporal boundary, I used the Viking Grace project as an
initial boundary element for the case study. As discussed, the project is a
useful temporal boundary for studying complex product development and
shipbuilding because of the project-based nature of the business. Yet, the
exact moment when the project began was not as clear-cut as anticipated,
as a preceding development project was found to be partially influential in
the Viking Grace project (this will be discussed in more detail in the coming
empirical sections). Hence, the temporal boundary was redefined to better
account for the early developments of the process that influenced the Grace
project. In extending the temporal scope of the study, the unsuccessful project carried out prior to the Viking Grace project has not been studied in its
entirety due to the limited research resources available. Instead, the temporal boundary extension covers the previous development process insofar
as the data on the successfully executed Viking Grace project addresses
it (primarily through the few informants participating in both projects).
Expressed differently, the intersection of the dyad network, the successfully
developed and delivered Viking Grace and the project period from 2007–
2013 constitute the spatial and temporal boundary of the case study.

4.4

Data collection
Following the case study approach, understanding of architectural design in
the Grace project was sought through the use of multiple different, primarily qualitative data sources. The motive behind the use of multiple data
sources was to first, facilitate a more nuanced and deeper understanding
of the architectural design in the Viking Grace project (following Easton,
1995; Moisander and Valtonen, 2006; Silverman, 2010) and second, enable
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triangulation and verification of findings from one data source with another (Yin, 2009). As Miettinen (1993) summarises, the use of different data
sources can help in both generating a more divergent and nuanced understanding of the studied phenomena and avoiding erroneous interpretations
based on a single data source. Next, I outline the data used in the study.

4.4.1
Documents

Documents about the Viking Grace project were used in the study as a
researcher-independent and naturally occurring source of data that “may
show us things we would have never imagined” (Silverman, 2010, p.
132). Documents about the project were particularly useful in developing
a project timeline and sequence of events, which have been important in
responding to research questions concerning the temporal integration of
design in the project (see Q2 and section 3.4). Additionally, the documents
have helped to add detail to the understanding of the roles and activities
of architectural designers in the project (see Q1, Q3 and section 3.4).
Overall, the documents used in the case study can be grouped under three
broad categories of documentation, reporting and company communications (see Table 4.1). I have chosen to also include videos and pictures as
documents as they share many of their characteristics, such as stability,
retrieval and unobtrusiveness (see Yin, 2009, p. 102). I also treat them
simply as an alternative (to written documents) means of communicating
certain aspects of the “reality” they portray and were created in. A total
of 334 documents with relevant information for the case were discovered,
with 123 of these containing architectural design-related content (architectural design-related insights by source are indicated in the rightmost
column of Table 4.1). Certain individual documents contain various
different articles or stories about the project. Such documents have been
counted as a single document, although articles by different authors within the document are cited separately.
The main principles followed in obtaining documents about the
project were proximity to the product development process or product
developers and relevance for architectural design. The initial primary
interest was in obtaining internal documentation – such as meeting
minutes – about the Grace project from the interviewees (and possibly
extend access later). Yet, the scope of internal documentation proved a
problem for access: I had no clear idea what documentation might exist
or be available and the high number and scope of documents made it
difficult for even the project participants to provide any meaningful
answers regarding which documents might be illustrative of the process.
For example, the interior designers reported having over 29 000 documents (342 gigabytes) of their own related to the project a year before
the ship was finished (DE, 290212)32 while the engineering database of

32

This citation refers to a Viking Grace blog post, which I have chosen to identify in an
alternative way to author-date referencing. See the end of this section for more details.
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Table 4.1.

General type
Company
communications

Documentation

Reporting

Grace-
related
content

Architectural
design-
related
content

127

41

Presentations

10

4

Viking Line (3/1), STX
Finland (3/1), STX Finland
& Viking Line (2/2)

Brochures

8

7

STX/Meyer Turku (4/4), Viking
Line (3/3), Wärtsilä (1/0)

Press
releases

9

3

Viking Line

Partner
communications

4

4

Wärtsilä (3/3),
Tillberg Design (1/1)

Environmental
information
brochures

4

2

Viking Line (4/2)

Annual
reports

7

4

Viking Line (4/4)

Official
documents

2

0

European Union

Internal
documents

43

26

Magazines

42

20

Newspapers

70

5

Helsingin Sanomat (43/4),
Turun Sanomat (27/0), Dagens Industri (1/1)

Special
features/
reviews

3

3

Shippax Guide (1/1), Meri
teollisuus (1/1), Ferries 2014
(1/1)

Reports

4

3

FIMECC (1/1), Lloyd's Register
(1/0), TEKES (2/2)

Video

1

1

Yleisradio

Document
subtype

Blog posts

334

Systematic
collection

Opportunistic
collection

Source(s)
(opportunistically
acquired data in
italics)

Viking Grace blog

From interviews (17/17),
FIMECC portal (26/9)
Navigator (8/4), Cruise
Business Review (4/4), Seatec
(11/2), Laiva (2/2), International Cruise and Ferry
Review (1/0), WorldCruise
Industry Review (6/1), Cruise
and Ferry Interiors (2/2),
Maritime Professional (1/0),
Maritime Reporter (2/0), Prointerior (1/1), Business Finland
(1/1), Sjöfartstidningen (1/1),
Merimies (1/1), Shipgaz (1/1)

123

Summary of documents used in the study.
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the ship was reported to feature around 3000 final drawings (FIMECC,
2014). Furthermore, confidentiality restricted access to many documents.
For example, sales presentations and the ship contract book were shown
to me during interviews, but I was not granted full access to them. Following this limitation, the 43 internal documents obtained for the study
are either those that the interviewees brought to interviews or which I
had access to through the Innovations and Network research project,
in which many tasks related to the Viking Grace project. As these documents are confidential, specific care has been taken to not reveal restricted information and permissions have been requested to use their content
in this dissertation33.
As part of documentation, I have also used the European Union (EU)
State Aid documents, which provide an in-depth account of the environmental improvements made in the Grace project under the EU State Aid
umbrella. A total of 45 pieces of documentation, of which 26 contain
architectural design-related material, have been used in the study.
The Viking Grace project received considerable attention in publicly
available reporting in the form of articles, reviews, special publications,
news, videos and presentations. These documents form a heterogeneous
body of data, which I collected both systematically and opportunistically. Systematic search was performed primarily in cases where I was able
to readily access the documents over a chosen period of time. The search
focused on the temporal boundary of the case (2007–2013), but I also
included documents from later periods as, for example, some reviews of the
ship were published only after it entered service. Electronic databases were
searched with queries such as “Viking Line”, “Viking Grace”, the newbuilding number “1376” and “STX” as well as combinations of the individual
queries, e.g. “Viking+STX”. In cases where only physical copies were accessible, the search was performed manually (primarily Navigator magazine).
Queries were also sent to publishers that might have possibly relevant data,
but which I was not able to access practically at any level (primarily The
Naval Architect magazine, which yielded no results). The searches were
performed both in the Finnish article database Arto as well as on individual magazine web pages. Opportunistic collection simply meant the use of
documents encountered by chance or which are not regularly published.
In acquiring reporting about the project, proximity to the shipbuilding
industry was considered as an important criterion to uncover project information in nuance and detail. Hence, the first body of publicly available
documents consists of articles and features published in marine industry
magazines (Finnish maritime industry magazines in particular featured
many articles about the project). Overall, articles in professional magazines approached the Grace project from distinct angles (e.g. Maritime
Professional magazine has a specific focus on the professionals involved in
the industry, while Seatec specialises in marine technology). Thus, professional magazines often provided complementary insights on the project.
Articles in Finnish newspapers, primarily Turun Sanomat and Helsingin Sanomat34 were also searched systematically, providing a high
volume (n=69) of articles with references to the Viking Grace project. A

33

The public final report of the project also provided relevant insights and information
about the project in a condensed, readily digestible and edited form (see FIMECC, 2014).
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majority of the references in newspapers consisted of reactions to press
releases, general news about the project or short anecdotes mentioning
that the ship is being built. Hence, newspaper articles provided frequent
and general-level insights on the project.
A number of opportunistically collected special features about Viking
Grace have also been used in the study, such as the Shippax Design Guide
2013 and a special feature about Grace by the Finnish marine industry
organisation Meriteollisuus RY (Finnish Marine Industries). In total, the
reporting used in the case study as data consists of 120 documents, with
32 containing architectural design-related information.
A third body of documents I have used in the study comprises company communications about the project, such as annual reports, marketing
material, brochures and presentations. Of these sources, the web blog about
the building process initiated by the ship owner Viking Line provided a large
quantity of information about the project35. The blog was active between December 2011 and January 2014 and served primarily as a marketing channel
for Viking Line (see Schailleé, 2013b). A total of 127 posts were featured on
the blog before updating ended on the first anniversary of the ship (120 posts
were made during the project). The content of the blog was grouped into five
sections: design (19 posts), environment (10 posts), experience (47 posts),
technology (47 posts) and Viking Line press releases (4 posts). The blog posts
also featured videos (n=30) and images (n=162) that provided additional
detail and richness to the analysis (e.g. videos of the different project ceremonies and interviews or stories about the project participants).
In addition to the blog, annual reports, brochures and other official communications of the involved companies were collected. Viking Line’s annual
reports in particular provided relevant insights into the case as well as the
operational context of the company in both descriptive and numerical terms.
However, the annual reports of STX Offshore and Shipbuilding, which the STX
Finland Turku shipyards were part of, provided no relevant information, likely due to the sheer scope of the business of the STX Group (no annual reports
for STX Finland or Europe were found). The shipyard did, however, publish
many brochures and a short process description about Viking Grace. In total,
the company communications about the project comprise 165 documents, of
which 65 contain architectural design-related insights.
In terms of referencing in the empirical chapters, documents that are
public by nature (reporting and company communications) primarily
follow the general referencing format of the thesis (author-date). As an
exception to author-date referencing of public documents, the blog posts
are referred to with the first two letters of the blog section they come
from (e.g. DE for design, EX for experience and so forth), followed by the
full date in six digits (e.g. 270212 meaning 27 February 2012) due to the
high number published each year. Blog posts published on the same day in
the same blog section are further identified by letters (e.g. DE, 270212a).
34

35

Turun Sanomat was searched, as it is published in Turku, which is home to many shipbuilding and shipping actors in Finland. Helsingin Sanomat is the largest newspaper in
Finland. The Åland-based Ålandstidningen was also considered as a source, but was left
out due to limited access.
The blog was provided in English, Finnish and Swedish. The content was predominantly
the same across languages, but certain differences in expression and detail were noted
between posts in English and Finnish. Such differences have been flagged in the analysis
when considered important (i.e. when issues seem to have been lost in translation).
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The internal and project documents used in the study are referred to with
the letter D, followed by a number (i.e. D1, D2, etc.), although some of
the documents may have distinct authors. This is to retain the anonymity
of the individual research subjects. The documents have been separated
from the theoretical bibliography of the thesis, with the exception of a
few documents and a video that are used alongside theoretical literature
in developing the background and position of the thesis (Auvinen, 1971;
Sjöström, 2009a; FIMECC, 2014; Anteroinen, 2012).

4.4.2
Interviews

Interviewing is generally considered a useful method in network and
process research due to its capability to provide understanding of complex
phenomena and address research interests directly (Bizzi and Langley,
2012; Yin, 2009). Hence, interviewing was a central data collection method in the study. In particular, the interviews have been used for generating
in-depth understanding of the role and activities of architectural designers
in the project (Q1 and section 3.4) and in understanding the suitability of
existing design integration premises in the complex and networked product development context (Q3). As such, the interviews have also provided
meaning to events occurring in the development process and helped see
events unreported in documentation (and hence, support responding to Q2
in the dissertation).
The interview data used in the study consists of 30 interviews with 25
different individual architectural designers and other product developers36
involved in the Viking Grace project, conducted between May 2012 and
June 2015. Overall, the interview sample contains architectural design
work for all of the ship areas (exterior, public interior and cabin design)
and is comprehensive in regards to architectural design in the project (verified through internal project documentation and comparison of ship spaces
with the sample of interviewees). Most of the non-architectural designers
interviewed for the study worked in roles close to architectural design,
focusing the interview sample strongly around architectural design and related engineering issues. Conducting interviews with developers other than
architectural designers was motivated by a need to better understand the
context in which architectural design was embedded in the project, including issues such as the technical and economical challenges of the project
(this also relates to improving interview quality, see below).
As networks are rarely visible to outsiders, a snowball sampling strategy (see Miles and Huberman, 1994) was initially used for locating suitable interviewees. I began sampling from an architectural designer (with
an industrial design background) in the shipyard who I was in contact
with through the Innovations and Network research project. From that,
a focus on the architectural design of the passenger interfaces of the ship
36

As discussed in a document on the process (Stampehl, 2013), a shipyard project manager
estimated the overall amount of “planners” in the project with a relatively wide margin
of 300-400.
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became a primary sampling anchor37 (following an understanding of design in Junginger, 2008; Bonsiepe, 1999; Walsh et al., 1992). Additionally,
to avoid bias towards the initial respondents and their personal networks
in snowball samples (Heckathorn, 1997), potential respondents were
searched through media coverage about the project38. In total, 11 of the
interviewees were located through snowballing and 14 through external
search. The primary means of contacting interviewees was through direct
e-mails to individuals. In cases where only a certain organisation was
known to be involved in the project (but not the names of the participating individuals), general inquiry e-mail addresses were approached, asking
for suggestions on knowledgeable persons to interview about the project.
A total of 34 personal and 11 organisational requests for interviews were
made, leading to interviews with 25 individuals. Requests directed to individuals were more likely to lead to an interview (p=0.62) than requests
directed to organisations or companies (p=0.36). Three persons declined
to participate in an interview and two persons became unresponsive after
having initially agreed to an interview (i.e. dropped out).
When possible, in-person interviews were conducted because they are
typically better suited to handling complex issues (for a comprehensive
discussion, see Shuy, 2001). The face-to-face interviews were conducted
on the premises of the interviewee’s organisation, except for one conducted in a research programme meeting space. In situations where face-toface interviewing was not possible due to geographical or travel possibility reasons, I conducted interviews via telephone (with two interviewees)
or e-mail (with two interviewees).
A semi-structured interview guide with 16 questions was devised for the
interviews in Finnish and English (see Appendix A). The interview guide
focused on three main themes: the work of the interviewee in the Grace
project, the environmental drivers behind Grace and reflection on the project. Understanding of network dynamics was addressed by explicitly asking
the interviewees about collaboration and temporal dynamics in the project.
Questions addressing how the Grace project differed from other projects
were also presented in order to develop a better contextual understanding
of shipbuilding. Various probes were incorporated into the interview guide
to reflect theoretical ideas (see Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 37; Silverman, 2010, p. 195). Following the advice of many qualitative research
method writers, the interview guide was used flexibly during the interviews
to account for the dynamic nature of these situations, such as the discovery
of unanticipated findings (Silverman, 2010; Warren, 2001; Yin, 2009; Miles
and Huberman, 1994). Indeed, differences in interviewee personalities, and
the interaction dynamics between individual interviewees and myself also
required a flexible approach during the interview (e.g. those responding
in their mother tongue required less “warming up”, some interviewees
required more prompting and others provided long responses).
37

38

In practice, this focused the sampling around formgiving, which typically equates to the
word design in Finnish (“muotoilu”) and a visually orientated, human-centred, “outside-in” approach in development (following discussion on design in Junginger, 2008;
Walsh et al., 1992; Bonsiepe, 1999; Potter, 1969).
The dual sampling strategy used in the thesis paid off as the final group of interviewees
was independent of the initial access point to the study (i.e. the first interviewees did
not know all of the people I had talked to, but all the interviewees knew at least one
other person in the sample).
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The temporal nature of the interviews varied, with 20 being retrospective and 10 real-time accounts of the project. As both types of interviews
have their inherent limitations, a number of tactics were used for enhancing the quality of the data. First, following the logic of using multiple data
sources (Yin, 2009), all interviewees were asked to bring project documentation to the interview in order to facilitate better memorising and/or
add nuance to the interview (14 interviewees displayed documents during
the interviews). Second, following advice on how to improve the quality
and accuracy of retrospective interviews (Miller et al., 1997; Huber and
Power, 1985; Golden, 1992), free speech was encouraged, focus was paid
to asking about “factual” events (e.g. what activities were carried out) and
multiple informants per organisation were interviewed where possible
(the use of multiple informants also supported the general aim of understanding architectural design in context and the handling of complexity
associated with network research, see Halinen and Törnroos, 2005).
Third, in cases where real-time interviews were conducted (especially
with central informants) follow-up interviews and queries were made to
reveal events and signals that were not perceived in real time (Halinen et
al., 2013) and to perceive overall patterns in the process (Leonard-Barton,
1990). Follow-ups were also used for purposes of validation and confirmation of emerging findings, with visualisations of the project network,
project timeline and environmentally sustainable design strategy models
used as visual stimuli for uncovering further insights (see Crilly et al.,
2006). In total, five follow-up interviews were made and follow-up queries were sent to eight informants via e-mail.
All interviews were recorded for analysis. The duration of the recorded
interviews ranged from 20 minutes to 78 minutes, with an average of 48
minutes and a total duration of 22 hours and 27 minutes of recording (the
e-mail interviews resulted in approximately four pages of written text in addition to this). Written and drawn notes were also taken of the documents
and presentations displayed in interviews to facilitate my own memorising
and to supplement the talk, resulting in 38 pages of loosely laid out A4
sheets. Contact summary sheets with a descriptive overview and a reflective
commentary on the interview were written after each interview (Miles and
Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2010). The latter, more interpretive summary
often served as an initial step in analysis where theoretical expectations and
interview findings were confronted in the spirit of systematic combining.
Table 4.2 summarises information about the interviews, along with additional data on each interviewee. Beginning from the left, the ID column
defines the identifiers used when referring to the interviews in the empirical chapters. Interviews are referred to on the basis of the interviewee,
with the first letters of the position and role as identifiers, followed by a
number, which distinguishes individuals with the same roles in the same
network positions. To exemplify, architectural designers in the shipyard
are referred to as SAD (Shipyard Architectural Designer) while turnkey
managers are referred to as TKM (Turnkey Manager), both followed by
numbers (e.g. SAD1, SAD2, etc.)(for more on the definition of identifiers,
see Section 4.5). The sampling columns define whether the respondent has
been included in the study through recommendations of other respondents (RD) or identified externally (EI) from other available data sources.
The documents column defines whether the interviewee presented documents in the interview. Temporal state refers to whether the interview
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Table 4.2.
Sampling
ID

Network
position

Role

RD

Temporal state
Documents

EI

Real-
time

CAD1

Consultant

Architectural
designer

CAD2

Consultant

Architectural
designer

1

CAD3

Consultant

Architectural
designer

1

CAD4

Consultant

Architectural
designer

1

CAD5

Consultant

Architectural
designer

1

CADM1

Consultant

Architectural
design manager

1

CADM2

Consultant

Architectural
design manager

Owner

Architectural
design manager

OC1

Owner

Coordinator

OC2

Owner

Coordinator

OM1

Owner

Manager

1

OM2

Owner

Manager

1

SAD1

Shipyard

Architectural
designer

1

SAD2

Shipyard

Architectural
designer

1

SAD3

Shipyard

Architectural
designer

2

SAD4

Shipyard

Architectural
designer

2

SC1

Shipyard

Coordinator

SC2

Shipyard

Coordinator

1

SM1

Shipyard

Manager

1

SM2

Shipyard

Manager

SM3

Shipyard

Manager

1

SM4

Shipyard

Manager

1

TKD1

Turnkey

Designer

1

TKM1

Turnkey

Manager

1

TKM2

Turnkey

Manager

OADM1

Interviewees 25

Follow up

Retrospective

1

Interview

E-mail

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

11

14

14

List of interviewees.

10

20

5

8
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was carried out during the project (real time) or after the respondent had
finished work on the project (retrospective). Finally, the follow-up column
defines those respondents who were followed up via interviews or e-mail.

4.4.3

Participant observation

During the research process I took part in five seminars, one Viking Grace
marketing event, seventeen Cruise and Ferry Experience study programme
steering group meetings, and four Innovations and Network project
meetings. In addition, I visited Viking Grace three times. For this study,
these participant observation activities have enabled the development of a
better understanding of the case and the shipbuilding and marine industry. The data obtained through participant observation provided support
in responding to all of the research questions of the thesis, especially in
contextualising the findings and their meaning.
I was able to access and participate in four events where Viking Grace
was presented and/or marketed: a seminar organised by the Cruise and
Ferry Experience programme, a Viking Grace evening event aimed at
marketing the ship to travel industry experts and two Innovations and
Network seminars with presentations by Viking Grace project participants.
Data from these events was collected opportunistically either by videotaping, audio recording or note taking, depending on what was possible in a
given situation. Overall, data from seminars that dealt directly with Viking
Grace was contained in 23 minutes of audio recording, four presentation
summaries and two videotaped presentations (67 minutes in total).
My participation in the Innovations and Network project and the
Cruise and Ferry Experience study programme steering group further facilitated a more elaborate understanding of the industry. In particular, the
project and the meetings helped develop understanding and knowledge
about the general challenges and issues that are present in marine design
and engineering as they were typically addressed as tasks or development
areas in the project or as future thesis subjects and comments on student
works in the steering group. Furthermore, the Cruise and Ferry Experience steering group meetings also provided an opportunity to present my
ongoing research, enabling me to validate the results on a general level.
The steering group consists of shipbuilding experts from Finnish marine
industry companies, organisations and universities, among them members
from the Turku shipyard and the Viking Grace project. Finally, to better
understand the general state of environmental efficiency in shipping, and
the drive to enhance performance in this respect, I attended a handful of
other seminars and events on topics such as shipping and its environmental impact and ship energy technologies. I used written notes to collect
data from these events.
I also visited Viking Grace three times during the research process. I
made my first visit when ship outfitting was taking place in the Turku
shipyard in September 2012. I took notes of the tour afterwards, as photography was not allowed and note taking was not practically possible
during the walking tour. The visit was highly informative as it enabled me
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to witness the conditions of construction and building and see several of
the spaces in the making (including the arcade, tax-free shop, cabins, top
deck restaurant, spa, engine room and car deck). The second and third
visits were leisure trips in May 2015 and August 2016. During the trips
I photographed and made observations about the ship itself, resulting in
119 photographs of the various spaces on the ship that have been utilised
in the data analysis. Visiting, seeing and experiencing the ship was relevant for the case study and analysis as it offered a means to evaluate the
architectural design of the ship first hand as a passenger and enabled the
triangulation and enriching of available design reviews and reports about
the ship. In the empirical chapters, participant observation data is identified as field notes (FN), followed by a date in six-digit format (as above
with the blog posts)(e.g. FN, 310512).

4.5

Data management
In this section, I discuss the general procedures employed in handling
and preparing the data for analysis. As a first step in data management, I
established a case study database in order to ensure effective retrieval of
data and improve the reliability of the study (Yin, 2009). As such, the database provides a foundation for a coherent chain of evidence (Yin, 2009)
and “audit trail” for the study (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 278). As
most of the data was collected or already existed in electronic format,
the primary case study database consisted of a folder on my computer,
containing case data, the protocols of data collection and outputs of data
analysis. Additionally, certain sources that existed only as physical copies
that I had limited access to (e.g. magazines in the library) were photographed for analysis and later retrieval. In cases where I was able to own
a copy of a physical data source (e.g. brochures), they were collected but
not digitised.
The primary data format used in analysis is text. Hence, recorded
interviews and the few videos that were used were transcribed to text format either by myself or by a professional transcription service. The level
of detail in the transcriptions was primarily word-to-word, mixed with
topical transcription of less relevant passages39 (on transcription levels,
see Koskinen et al., 2005). The textual data used in the study (interview
transcripts and documents) were written and/or produced in three languages: Finnish, English and Swedish. For the purpose of analysis, Finnish
and English texts were analysed as collected, while Swedish texts were
translated to English. For initial publications and drafts, I performed the
translations myself. For the purpose of presentation in the dissertation, a
professional translator translated interview quotes in Finnish and Swedish
to English. Following Xian (2008) and Temple and Young (2004), trans-

39

For example, small talk about pets or how studies are going has been ignored in
the transcripts.
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lation of research data and material is not simply a mechanical procedure,
but an active process in which meaning is constructed. This is particularly
so with Finnish and English, which belong to different language groups
(Indo-European vs. Fenno-Ugric), making it difficult to convey meaning
across sentences through direct translation (Hyysalo, 2010). Thus, in
embedding the professionally translated quotes into the dissertation, I
have made minor adjustments to align them with the terminology of the
thesis and ensure that the overall research context is represented accurately (e.g. mismatch in meaning and literal translation caused by the use
of present tense in a retrospective interview). In the text, quotes that have
been translated are identified with an asterisk after the quote number (e.g.
Quote 6.2*). The original Finnish or Swedish versions of the translated
interview quotes are provided in Appendix B.
As a general activity during data collection, I wrote and drew field
notes about the emerging ideas about the case and its analysis (on field
notes, see Miles and Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2010). Some of these
notes were directly related to specific data collected for the study and
followed a relatively structured format (such as contact summary sheets),
while others were random ideas and sparks of insight. I took the notes
typically with whatever medium happened to be available to me at the
time I needed to take them. Therefore, my notes existed in three separate
computer applications, personal e-mails sent from one account to another,
physical notebooks and pieces of paper, to name a few of the media I used
for note-taking40.
As part of initial interview coding and organisation, I defined general
roles and organisational positions for the interviewees in order to simply
describe the different interviewees. This categorisation was performed
iteratively during the process, with roles and positions being reshuffled to
better fit the data. As a result of this process, I defined five different roles
(architectural designer, architectural design manager, designer, manager,
coordinator) and four different network positions (shipyard, owner, consultant, turnkey). These definitions are primarily emic in nature, i.e. the interviewees referred to themselves with the roles listed and worked in companies that served a specific function in the process. In this classification,
the roles of architectural designer and architectural design manager refer
to interviewees who represent the definition and activities outlined in the
introduction for architectural design. The designer role refers to designers,
who perform tasks in between architectural design and engineering in the
process as drafters, for instance. Managers refers to general leaders in the
project while coordinators refers to people whose tasks involve supporting product development or who do not specifically design or manage in
the project. The different positions refer to the position of the interviewee
in reference to the core-dyad perspective, in which shipyard and owner
refer to STX and Viking Line, respectively. Consultants are defined as outside actors without manufacturing responsibilities while turnkey refers to
outside actors taking part in manufacturing. Overall, architectural design
competence was not evenly distributed across the organisations in the net40

In my view, a database that would have contained practically everything from raw data to
research outputs was a practically impossible ideal to attain unless I could have spent a
considerable amount of time transferring and converting data to a somehow unified format
(as hinted also by Yin, 2009).
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work. For example, the owner was mostly reliant on external consultants
and the shipyard for architectural design, while turnkey companies did
not perform pure architectural design activities (instead they translated
architectural design to manufacturing). Thus, certain roles often implied
certain network positions, and vice versa.

4.6

Data analysis
The data of the study has been analysed by iteratively confronting theory and empirical insights in multiple phases during the research process
(following a systematic combining approach, see Section 4.1). Silverman’s
(2011, p.58) steps for analysing data also well describe the overall procedure I followed during the process of analysis, in which theoretically
informed research questions are confronted with data and followed by
the trialling of different theoretical approaches to see what “works” for
the data. In the analysis, I have focused on noting patterns and themes,
making comparisons between different data points and theory, and
accounting for all data points in the study, as recommended in qualitative research guides (e.g. Miles and Huberman, 1994; Ryan and Bernard,
2000; Silverman, 2011; Yin, 2009). Simply put, I have analysed whether
theoretical constructs can explain what occurs empirically and, vice versa,
what theory could support the empirical data.
In supporting and structuring the analysis, I have used two strategies
generally useful for the study of processes: visual mapping and temporal
bracketing (Bizzi and Langley, 2012; Langley, 1999). Visual mapping helps
researchers in showing “precedence, parallel processes, and the passage of
time” (Langley, 1999, p. 700) and developing a chronology of events (on
chronologies and event listings, see also Yin, 2009, p. 148; Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 110). The key elements displayed in this visual mapping
are 1) events of the process derived primarily from documents where accurate dates are readily available and 2) entry times of different interviewees
to the project. Additionally, I developed a temporal bracketing of the Grace
project and its phases (Langley, 1999; Bizzi and Langley, 2012). Temporal
bracketing simply provides “a way of structuring the description of events”
and helps structure the analysis of processes (Langley, 1999, p. 703). In
addition to temporally ordered displays and visualisations of the data, I
developed multiple different visual maps of the network in order to display
my case boundary and data, contextualise my case boundary and describe
network evolution over time (for examples, see Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; Möller et al., 2004). These maps were useful in providing an overview of the case data and the case study, but also enabled a more structural
description of the network (as opposed to a timeline). Next, I discuss the
procedure and cycles in theoretical development and data analysis.
The initial cycle of data analysis concentrated on the interviews and began immediately after the first interviews had been carried out. Initial data
analysis was performed by contrasting field notes and contact summary
sheets with theoretical ideas (in the interview protocol) on how architectur-
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al designers use environmentally sustainable design methods in shipbuilding
networks in the early phases of ship development. In this work, field notes
and interview protocols served as an important tool in systematic combining (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) and in dealing with researcher subjectivity
and bias (see Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 278) as I was able to explicitly
see the assumptions in black and white and contrast them with empirical
data. Moreover, by seeing the potential discrepancies between my assumptions and the empirical evidence, I was often able to track down the theoretical source of my assumptions about the case and data.
The second cycle of analysis continued with a deeper probing of the
interviews by data coding primarily on the computer with the TAMS
Analyzer program, but also manually in pen and paper format (on coding,
see e.g. Miles and Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2011; Ryan and Bernard,
2000; Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). The coding scheme contained both descriptive thematic codes (e.g. passages where sustainability was discussed)
and more inferential codes (e.g. passages illustrating the complexity of
shipbuilding), with a total of 30 codes. Overall, the primary purpose of
coding was to thematically categorise the data and provide a ground for
further analysis (as discussed by e.g. Seale, 2010; Coffey and Atkinson,
1996). Documents were tied more closely to the analysis from the second
cycle onwards. The analysis of documents focused both on their content
and the information they conveyed about the Viking Grace project, but
also on interpreting what the documents communicate about the context
they were produced from or used in (see Hodder, 2000; Prior, 2008). In
the first role, the documents provided a means of triangulation and in the
second role the documents helped in discovering new facets and leads in
the case study. The waves in coding and analysis during the second cycle
related typically to the articles41 written with my doctoral advisor about
the case during the process, the research presentations and reporting42
given during the research process or meetings with my supervisors and
advisors. This strategy can be best described as the use of interim case
summaries (see Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 77) and it proved to be
helpful in spotting problems and development areas, seeking for alternative explanations and ensuring the overall robustness of the case study.
During the second cycle, theory of business networks was incorporated
more closely into the analysis, as it helped better explain the role of architectural designers43 in the Grace project.
The third cycle of analysis focused on substantiating and/or refuting the findings and analysis of the previous analytical cycle and
checking “whether the meanings you find in qualitative data are valid,
41

42

43

See Murto and Person (2015, 2014a, 2014b, 2013). Understanding of the case developed
in these four papers has been distributed and extended in this dissertation. Chapter 6
is mostly influenced by Murto and Person (2015, 2014b and 2013), Chapter 7 builds on
insights from all of the papers (specifically Murto and Person, 2014a) and Chapter 8 is
primarily influenced by Murto and Person (2014b and 2015).
These presentations and reporting were commonly conducted for my doctoral education
courses (Winter and Summer schools), both for my home department at the Aalto University
School of Arts, Design and Architecture and for the Advanced Materials and Processes Doctoral School at the Aalto University School of Chemical Technology, which I attended from
2012 to 2013. A total of nine intermediate presentations were given during these courses
between 2012 and 2014.
Theories in evolutionary economics were also explored (e.g. Nelson and Winter, 1982), but
their focus on numeric modelling was not easily compatible with my case study approach.
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repeatable and right” (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 245). Alternative explanations that would shed light on the role of architectural
designers in the Grace project were also sought from the data and
theory (some of which are also discussed in the empirical chapters
in this dissertation). During this cycle, the role of network theory in
explaining the role of designers was questioned, and theory of complex
product development became an important component of the research
as it helped further explain the role of architectural design. Visualisation and counting of codes, themes and possible explanations was
utilised as a complement to the coding performed in the previous cycle
to uncover potentially new directions in the research. For example,
counts of codes that described how the interviewees were influenced
by others and in turn influenced others in the project were calculated
and compared across the roles and network positions of the interviewees (a strategy that did not provide much insight). The temporal
bracketing and visual mapping that help structure the analysis were
scrutinised and revisited to better account for the data. Most notably,
the starting point of the project was adjusted to an earlier position and
the temporal bracketing (i.e. division of project phases) was reiterated
by dropping one phase out to clarify the analysis. Emerging insights
and inferences were also fed back to the interviewees (and taken into
account in later round interviews) to check validity.
The fourth and final cycle of analysis occurred during the writing
process of the dissertation. Writing up a case study or qualitative
research in general deals with important questions of case framing,
case boundary and representation, making it an important part of the
analytical process (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996; Stake, 2000, 1995).
This final cycle of analysis is therefore described in the empirical
chapters of this study where I aim to make visible the analysis and the
basis on which inferences about the data are made. In writing up the
case study, reports on the data, interpretations of the data and links to
theory have not been strictly separated in the text to reflect the overall
research approach of systematic combining employed in the study. The
writing therefore aims to present a “theorised storyline” where sections displaying what happens in the field, and what to make of those
displays, alternate with each other (see Golden-Biddle and Locke,
2007, pp. 52–53).

4.7

Ethical concerns
There are two relevant ethical issues to discuss in relation to the thesis.
First, it was agreed with the interviewees that they would remain anonymous, and therefore references to the interviewees have been abstracted.
However, my agreement with the ship owner and shipyard that the Viking
Grace project would be discussed under its own “name” does cause certain challenges in retaining the anonymity of key persons in the project,
as it has been widely covered in publicly available data. For this reason, I
have omitted connections between the available data and the interviews in
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order to not give away the identity of the interviewees through cross-referencing. This means that references to publicly available documents
about the project do not include the abstracted personal identifiers of the
interviewees. As a drawback, avoiding cross-referencing between different
data formats makes it difficult to explicitly triangulate information provided by individuals (i.e. person X said Y both in the interview and in an
article). Yet, the general purpose of triangulation can still be achieved (i.e.
Y was discussed both in interviews and publicly available documents).
Second, conflict is an integral part of business interaction and the
study data would enable me to share entertaining stories of conflict in the
Grace project. Yet, because of challenges in protecting the full anonymity
of interviewees and the focus of the thesis on issues other than conflict in
networked design projects, I have suppressed some details of tensions so
as to secure the anonymity of the respondents.

4.8

Assessing the quality of the research
There are various different and sometimes conflicting guidelines for assessing the quality – for instance reliability, validity and generalisability – of
qualitative research, depending on the epistemological and ontological
assumptions made by researchers44 (Dubois and Gadde, 2014; Järvensivu
and Törnroos, 2010; Piekkari et al., 2010; Seale, 1999; Gibbert et al., 2008).
In this study, I evaluate the quality of the research with the help of criteria
for moderate constructionist research (Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010),
qualitative research (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2011) and case
study research (Yin, 2009; Dubois and Gadde, 2014; Flyvbjerg, 2006)45. The
quality criteria I will discuss next are reliability, validity and generalisability.

4.8.1
Reliability

Reliability requires researchers to be explicit about their research procedures so that the study could – in principle – be replicated and the same
results could be arrived at (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2011;
Yin, 2009; see also Dubois and Gadde, 2014; Järvensivu and Törnroos,
2010)46. Although the replication of qualitative single case studies may
be practically challenging (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Ragin, 1992), I have aimed
44
45

46

One source of conflicting assessment criteria is the inheritance of quantitative quality
criteria to qualitative research (Silverman, 2011; Dubois and Gadde, 2014).
I am aware of the notable differences between quality criteria discussed in Yin (2009)
and Dubois and Gadde (2014). Yet, they are both discussed because both have influenced
the study.
Dubois and Gadde (2014) and Järvensivu and Törnroos (2010) do not speak about reliability specifically, but both acknowledge that accounting for methods and procedures is an
integral component of good research.
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at providing a clear account of the research procedure throughout this
chapter and the dissertation as a whole; in other words, I describe what
steps were taken and what choices made in collecting, handling and analysing the data and research material. Attention to protocol development
is also sometimes put forward as improving reliability (e.g. Yin, 2009).
However, as Dubois and Gadde (2014, p. 1281) point out, ”certain types
of reliability must be intentionally violated in order to gain an in-depth
understanding of the situation”. In my study, this was especially evident in
interviews, in which following up on questions and breaking the protocol
was necessary to gain the information I was after.
A case study database was used during the research process in order to
ensure reliability, as the database provides a foundation for establishing
the chain of evidence in the study and enables effective rechecking of findings (Yin, 2009; Miles and Huberman, 1994). In regards to the data in the
database, attention has been paid to acquiring and formatting the data so
that it remains concrete and close to the original (Silverman, 2011). This
procedure has been further motivated by discussion in Flyvbjerg (2006,
p. 235) about the opportunity of case research to “‘close in’ on real-life
situations and test views directly in relation to phenomena as they unfold
in practice” and potentially refute preconceived views and assumptions
emerging from existing theory. Proximity to data has been also retained in
the empirical chapters through the use of interview and document quotes
as an integral part of the analysis.

4.8.2
Validity

Validity (or internal validity specifically47) of research concerns whether
the results and chain of reasoning of the research are logical and “make
sense” (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2011; Yin, 2009; Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010). Various different techniques and checks have
been employed in this study to ensure validity. First, as with reliability, I
have paid attention to describing the analytical process in sufficient detail
so that the chain between data, previous theory and my inferences remains visible to the reader (see Järvensivu and Törnroos, 2010; Miles and
Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2009). Furthermore, as Järvensivu and Törnroos
(2010) suggest, a part of validating constructionist research is to subject
the data and the inferences to the scrutiny of the related scientific community. This has been done through development of the claims in articles
about the case and in research evaluations (see Section 4.6).
Second, I have incorporated deviant cases and negative evidence into
the analysis and final inferences, as recommended by Silverman (2011),
Miles and Huberman (1994) and Yin (2009). In line with the approach
of systematic combining, the theoretical background of the study has also
been scrutinised in a similar manner. This process of matching (see Dubois
47

Yin (2009) also distinguishes between construct validity, which includes similar issues
as does validity in Silverman (2011) and Miles and Huberman (1994), such as triangulation
and member checking.
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and Gadde, 2002) is discussed principally in Sections 4.1 and 4.6. The
matching process further facilitates a more rigorous and clear application
of theory to in-depth, single case studies and helps in constructing the
chain of evidence and inference (Dubois and Gadde, 2014).
Third, the use of various data sources has been partially motivated by triangulation as a strategy to increase validity (see Section 4.4).
While some scholars question the practical use and validating capacity
of triangulation, especially from a constructionist research perspective48,
the logic behind using various data sources in this study has been to both
understand the studied phenomena in a more nuanced way and crystallise
research findings and issues (as discussed by Järvensivu and Törnroos,
2010). For example, interviewing participants other than architectural
designers provided insights that were crucial to both validating and elaborating the picture of architectural design in practice.
Fourth, I have used respondent validation in the study (see Silverman,
2011; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2009) although it is not an
entirely unproblematic procedure for increasing validity, as it may steer
the researcher towards issues of self-understanding in ways that are often
partial and sometimes biased (Silverman, 2011). Respondent validation
was performed by conducting follow-up interviews and by introducing
result discussion into interviews conducted in the latter part of data
collection. E-mail correspondence with the interviewees has been further
used to clarify individual issues and gain feedback on tentative inferences. Additionally, the papers and abstracts I wrote during the research
process were sent to informative respondents at Viking Line and the shipyard to obtain publication permissions49. Respondent validation was also
carried out through reporting in the Innovations and Network project:
my reporting of tentative findings was further edited and compiled by the
architectural designers in the shipyard for the overall final report. Hence,
the final report (FIMECC, 2014) provides some insights on the validity of
my tentative findings50.
Fifth, a specific validation issue from a moderate constructionist perspective is the possibility to act upon the created knowledge (Järvensivu
and Törnroos, 2010; also Miles and Huberman, 1994; Breslin and Buchanan, 2008). Although this form of validity is difficult to evaluate prior
to application of the research insights in practice, I have paid specific attention in this dissertation to developing the practical implications of the
results for networked product development practice and environmentally
sustainable design. One indication of the usefulness of the research, at
least for the shipbuilding community, is that I have received consultation
requests from the shipyard after presenting the work at a seminar during
the finalisation of the research in spring 2016. This issue of actionable
knowledge also relates to the next quality issue of generalisability.

48
49

50

Different data sources can be seen to only provide different, as opposed to convergent
points of view (Miettinen, 1993).
Publishing work conducted within the Innovations and Network project required specific
publication permission for both the abstracts and final papers. I also sent abstracts
and papers to informative respondents of the client organisation to obtain permission to
publish about the project.
The final report format dictated page limits for individual tasks (where multiple organisations participated). Hence, the findings reported in the final report can be considered
as the most interesting and relevant findings for the task.
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4.8.3
Generalisability

Generalisability (or external validity) of research concerns how well the
generated knowledge applies beyond the study context. As is common in
in-depth studies with small samples or samples of one, statistical generalising to population is not possible (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Yin, 2009; Miles and
Huberman, 1994, Silverman, 2011) and characteristic generalisation may
be beyond the scope of the study itself unless it is built into the research
design (Hyysalo, 2004, 2010). Therefore, this dissertation builds on theoretical sampling and generalisation, contributing primarily to theoretical
development in the field of design and complex product development (see
Section 4.2). To achieve theoretical generalisability, specific attention has
been paid to drawing explicit connections between theory and data in the
analysis of data. This is to ensure that the study does not become merely
a rich description of events in the Grace project, but instead clearly links
theory and data (see Hyysalo, 2004).
In generalising to empirical characteristics, single case studies can have
further impact in regards to what kind of a case is studied, such as with
negative cases or cases with varying intensity that provide possibilities for
theory extension and development (Yin, 2009; Flyvbjerg, 2006; Silverman, 2011; Flick, 2009). As a complex product development activity,
shipbuilding can be considered to reside towards the complex end of
complex and physically large products as opposed to simple and discrete
products. This facilitates generalisation of how high complexity influences
the usefulness of design integration premises.
Finally, it is noted that a focus on generalisation may sometimes come
at the expense of possibilities to learn about the nuances of the case
(Flyvbjerg, 2006). This is a particularly relevant concern in moderate
constructionist research, in which the requirement to enable action is
integral, as discussed in the previous section on validity (see also Breslin
and Buchanan, 2008). Therefore, I have paid specific attention to the level
of abstraction in theorising in the empirical chapters and made use of examples and empirical material to facilitate nuanced understanding of both
the theoretical and empirical levels of the study.
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Portraying Viking Grace and
the development process

5

In this chapter, I analyse publicly available documents, reporting and
company communications about the Viking Grace project to provide a first
empirical layer for understanding the development process, its results and
architectural design integration. As such, this chapter provides initial insights
into all of the research questions addressed in this dissertation by shedding
light on the problems of design integration premises based on documentation about the Viking Grace project. The analysis is performed in two steps.
First, I develop a general project timeline following a visual mapping strategy (Langley, 1999) and describe the basic premises and outcomes of the
Viking Grace project to illustrate the background and context of the project.
Second, I analyse portrayals of the Viking Grace development process
with a specific focus on architectural design integration to empirically
explore the theoretical friction between design integration premises (discussed in Chapter 2) and complex and networked product development
(discussed in Chapter 3). As an aid in this analysis, the documents addressing architectural design in the Grace project have been coded and analysed
on the basis of their design focus and insight type51 to help characterise
51

The coding scheme is not mutually exclusive and certain documents may contain discussion
of multiple design activities and contain insights on both the process and its outcomes.
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the content of the documents and contrast different kinds of insights on
the project and ship (see Appendix C). Design focus determines what
aspects of architectural design were discussed in the document, divided
into interior, cabin, exterior and general in cases where the focus was only
broadly indicated. Insight type refers to the kinds of knowledge emerging
from the documents in regards to architectural design. Information refers
to simple statements of “facts” about the project (e.g. that a certain interior
design office was involved in the project), outcome discussion refers to the
statements, reviews and evaluations regarding the outcomes or expected
outcomes of the project (e.g. how the architectural design has been received in the press) and process information contains information about
the development processes (e.g. how architectural design was carried out).
Additionally, documents on architectural design have been analysed for
discussion on sustainability and how architectural design is situated in that
discussion (this is addressed in more detail in the next chapter).
The use of documents in constructing an overview and timeline of the
Grace project is merited by their easy retrieval and relative accuracy of information from various points in time of the project. Also, the analysis of the
documents alone enables the construction of inferences beyond the interview
data of the study and makes better use of the possibility to discover new
insights from documents as naturally occurring data portraying the project
from different angles (see Silverman, 2010). For example, a marine workers’
union magazine portrayed Viking Grace through the eyes of the workers on
the ship (Lamminsivu, 2013) while newspaper articles often discussed the
societal-level influence of the Grace project in terms of, for instance, employment and the future of the shipbuilding industry (e.g. Ruuska, 2010, Turun
Sanomat, 2010; Aaltonen, 2013). Hence, in addition to analytical goals, the
chapter supports the general goal of the case study to both add nuance and
triangulate the findings through the use of different data sources.
Next, I proceed to discuss the general timeline and outcomes of the Viking Grace development process, followed by a deeper analysis of architectural design within the project.

5.1

Viking Grace
The Viking Grace project can be considered to have begun in 2007 when
Viking Line52 started the development of a new vessel for the Turku-Stockholm route53 (Holthof, 2013a). Initially, Viking Line primarily cooperated
with the STX Rauma shipyard (Holthof, 2013a), with STX Turku ship-

52

53

Viking Line is a publicly listed Finnish shipping company, based in the Åland Islands between Finland and Sweden (the origins of the company date to 1959). Viking Line operates
seven ships on the northern Baltic Sea: six ships on routes between Finland, Åland and
Sweden and one between Helsinki and Tallinn (Viking Line, 2015a). Trips on Viking Line
ships span from short crossings (e.g. 2-2.5 hours from Mariehamn to Kapellskär) to overnight cruises (e.g. 14.5 hours from Helsinki to Stockholm via Mariehamn).
No real-time discussions on when the project had begun were found, only hints that Viking
Line might be ordering a new ship in late 2009 and early 2010 (Enkvist, 2010; Turun Sanomat, 2010a; Koistinen, 2009).
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yard54 becoming involved in the project more heavily in 2009 through
their sales activity and because Viking Line wanted to develop a more
cruise ship-like product (Meriteollisuus, 2013; Holthof, 2013a). Viking
Line tendered different shipyards in early 2010 for the newbuilding, but
announced in June 2010 that it had not received satisfactory offers from
the shipyards (Viking Line, 2010e). Finally, in October 2010, Viking Line
and STX Turku shipyard signed a letter of intent to build a new ship, with
the contract announced in December 2010. After the contract was signed,
a variety of suppliers entered the project as it proceeded towards building
and delivery. The STX Finland Turku shipyard delivered Viking Grace to
Viking Line on 13 January 2013 for a price of 240 million euros. Figure
5.1 displays an overall timeline of events in the Viking Grace project
constructed from the documents, along with certain contextual events to
add depth to the project context (e.g. relevant environmental regulation,
general developments in core dyad).
Viking Grace can be best characterised as a cruise ferry (see Levander,
2004) that operates on the Turku-Marienhamn/Långnäs-Stockholm route
along with Viking Amorella. With a length of about 218 metres, width of
around 32 metres and an overall volume of 57,565 GRT, Viking Grace is
the largest vessel in Viking Line’s fleet. Grace has cabin accommodation
for 2876 passengers and 1275 lane metres of space for cargo and cars
in the ship (Viking Line, 2014a). The ship has 12 decks, of which the
three topmost hold the public spaces of the ship (see Figure 5.2). Services on-board include eight restaurants, a spa, tax-free shop, conference
spaces and specific areas dedicated to teenagers and children (Viking Line,
2014a). Grace departs every evening from Turku and every morning from
Stockholm, spending approximately 22 hours of each day on the sea. Fast
logistics and maintenance operations in port are essential when operating
on such a tight timetable.
Grace was built to replace Isabella in the company fleet, keeping the
size of Viking Line’s fleet at seven ships. Yet, Grace far exceeds the capacity of Isabella, growing the fleet capacity from 212,503 gross register tons
(GRT) in the year 2006 to 264,496 GRT in the year 2013 (see Viking Line,
2007a and 2014b). Thus, the seven ships operating in 2013 are able to
serve a significantly larger customer base than the seven ships in 2006 (see
Table 5.1, also Table 5.2). Most of the ships in the Viking Line fleet were
built in the 1980s.
As ships are made-to-order products (e.g. Stoyell, 2001), the order itself
is an important display of project goals and development specifications.
When the order for Viking Grace was announced in December 2010, the
ship was put forward as a next generation ship in which “the planning
process has included devoting great attention to environmentally friendly
solutions, a high level of passenger comfort and new passenger experiences” (Viking Line, 2010a). Environmental improvements and attention
paid to passenger experience were also highlighted as standout features in
a large portion of the reporting, communications and reviews about the

54

The Turku shipyard has a long history, with its origins dating to 1737 and more than
1300 vessels delivered. A number of different companies have owned the shipyard over the
course of its history, with the Korean holding company STX as the shipyard owner during
the Grace newbuilding (from 2008 onwards). Today, the yard is owned by the German company
Meyer Werft and employs a staff of approx. 1400 employees (Meyer Werft, 2016a, 2016b).
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Figure 5.1.

2008

Viking Grace project timeline
based on available documents.
Project events are presented on
top and contextual events below
the timeline.
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ship and the project (e.g. Viking Line, 2014a; STX Finland, NDa; Holthof,
2013a; Takala, 2013; Punter, 2013; Yleisradio, 2011; Wärtsilä, 2012; PR,
170212; TE, 011211c; Pietilä, 2012; EX, 040412). For example, in a television interview, the head of the interior architectural design office referred
to two specific points of interest in the new ship: environmental improvements and novel interior experience (Yleisradio, 2011).
More nuanced discussion of the features was also presented in the documents. For example, a joint conference presentation by STX and Viking Line
Kansi/däck/tekk/deck 12
representatives listed environmental impact and fuel cost reductions with
passenger experience renewal as the main targets in the project (Enlund and
Eklund, 2012). On the Viking Grace blog, a non-exclusive55 categorisation
to design, environment, experience and technology was used as a framework
for posts.
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slip57 associated with LNG, Grace produces 15% less carbon dioxide
(CO2) emission equivalent greenhouse gases than the same ship would
produce with heavy fuel oil58 (Segercrantz, 2012). Overall, it was difficult
to find public articles about Grace that did not discuss LNG at all and in
many cases LNG was the sole reason why Grace was mentioned in the
first place59. Thus, LNG was a defining feature and the spearhead solution
behind the improved environmental performance of the ship.
There were also many other environmental improvements in the ship,
including overall energy management systems, LED lighting, making use
of the cold temperature of LNG in cooling, waste-heat recovery, insulating
glass, reduction of wave formation and fuel use through optimised hull
shape60 (see e.g. Von Herforth and Schailleé, 2013; Viking Line, 2014a;
Kortelainen, 2013; Segercrantz, 2012; Viking Line, 2016a; Viking Line,
2014e). Many of the improvements related directly to the state aid for
environmental protection applied from the European Union, with an estimated required investment of approximately 57 million euros (European
Commission, 2008, 2012). The blog posts featured more detailed insights
into how environmental sustainability was taken into account in the
on-board service by, for example, using sustainable fabrics in crew work
outfits (DE, 030113), selecting organic wines as the signature wines of the
ship (DE, 040113) and minimal use of disposable packaging in restaurant
operations (EX, 100912). In Viking Line’s environmental reporting brochures, a separate section was devoted to Viking Grace, emphasising the
efforts made in its development to improve environmental sustainability
(Viking Line, 2016a; Viking Line, 2014e).
A new kind of passenger experience and concept was another defining
feature of the ship often cited in documents and publications about the
project. In discussing the new experience, references were made specifically
to the improved exposure to the surrounding sea and archipelago, novel
interior design and/or new service elements on-board the ship (e.g. Takala, 2012; Takala, 2013; Schailleé, 2013a; Holthof, 2013a; Punter, 2013;
Viking Line, 2014a; DE, 011211a; DE, 150312; Kaseva, 2013; Barner-Rasmussen, 2013). The improved exposure to the surrounding scenery has
been achieved by situating the public spaces of the ship on the uppermost
decks, positioning galleys and technical spaces in the centre of each deck
and using glass exterior walls as much as possible in the public decks (see
e.g. Holthof, 2013a; STX Finland, NDd). More nuanced architectural design
decisions have also been made to bring the archipelago into the ship. For
example, the visual imagery of the interior detailing draws partially from
the archipelago and its natural elements, specifically in cabin furnishings and cabin corridors (Cruise Business Review, 2013; DE, 150312). In
addition to bringing the archipelago to the ship, time of day influences the
colour of interior lighting on the ship (DE, 050412; DE, 091112; Yleis-

57
58
59
60

The LNG burning process releases or “slips” some amounts of unburned methane, whose global warming potential is 25 times higher than that of CO2 (Brynolf et al., 2014).
Viking Line (2014a) lists the improvements in less detail at 85% reduction of NOx, 15%
reduction of greenhouse gases and almost 100% reduction of SOx.
For instance, the only reference in Maritime Professional magazine and the two references
in Maritime Reporter and Engineering News magazine were made first and foremost to LNG use.
Grace was optimised for speeds of 15 and 22 knots. As a dent to the green credentials of
Grace, some news reports have discussed that Grace causes a pronounced wave at 12 knots
when it runs through a part of the Stockholm archipelago (Söderman, 2015).
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radio, 2011). The appointment of a new-to-the-industry interior design
office was frequently cited as significantly contributing to the new kind of
on-board experience (see e.g. Takala, 2013; Pagni, 2011; Navigator, 2011;
Holthof, 2013a; EX, 040412). Finally, especially on the Viking Grace blog
and in other Viking Line communications, further emphasis was given to
entertainment, service and programme development as part of the new onboard experience61 (EX, 100912; EX, 271211; Martiala, 2012).
Commercially, Viking Grace began operation very successfully, with
330,000 passengers travelling on-board during the first three months of
service (Viking Line, 2013a) and raising Viking Line’s market share on
the Turku-Stockholm route by about 10 per cent to 57.3% during its first
year in service (Viking Line, 2014c). Grace has also received a number
of awards after entering service. In the annual Shippax Awards62, Grace
won five out of seven prizes, including awards for exterior design, interior
design and environmental improvements (Viking Line, 2013b). On the
environmental front, Grace was awarded the Baltic Sea Clean Maritime
Award in the category of technology, propulsion and engines (Viking
Line, 2013c) and the Skål Sustainable Tourism Award in 2014 (Viking
Line, 2014d). As summarised in Table 5.2, Viking Line’s annual reporting
shows clear growth in profit and reductions in environmental outputs
in the years following the launch of Grace. Thus, on the company level,
Viking Line was able to serve more passengers, cargo units and cars in a
more profitable and sustainable way63.
Based on the overall discussion of the outcomes of the Viking Grace
project, it does seem that the project was highly successful from the perspective of design management and environmentally sustainable design.
Design and architectural design were high priorities in the project, improvements in Viking Line’s financial performance followed the launch of Grace
and the design of the ship won awards – all of which are commonly used
indicators of good design (see e.g. Gemser and Leenders, 2001; Hertenstein
et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 1992). Furthermore, right from the outset, Grace
was envisioned as an environmentally sustainable ship, with the use of LNG
alone yielding remarkable emission reductions. Furthermore, Viking Line’s
overall environmental performance has seen further improvements after the
launch of Viking Grace64 (see Table 5.2). Hence, in some form or another,
environmentally sustainable design and development had certainly taken
place in the project on a level that seems to support Viking Line’s overall environmental strategy. Next, I turn to portrayals of the development

61

62
63

64

On a more critical note, an article published by the marine workers’ union featured critical comments on the balance between staff requirements, the number of staff cabins and
the service staff workload, indicating that design and planning had not achieved optimal
results in ensuring that the services can be provided consistently (Lamminsivu, 2013).
Shippax is a Swedish market information company specialised in passenger ships, which
grants awards for innovative new developments in passenger ships.
Of course, this inference is based on the reported indicators and their coverage. A critical discussion of the indicators could lead to different inferences, but is beyond the
focus of this thesis.
Between the years 2006-2014, Viking Line’s annual consumption of fuel, lube oil, urea and
freshwater and production of NOx, SOx, CO2, landfill waste and recyclable waste reached
their lowest levels after Grace was launched (i.e. either 2013 or 2014). Although the
figures in Table 5.2. are company-level proxy indicators and it is not possible to make
causal inferences based on the data, the figures suggest that Viking Grace has at least
supported the general environmental management of the company.
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process itself to assess how well portrayals of the process fit with existing
theory of good design and sustainable design management practice.

5.2

Portrayals of the Viking Grace
development process
In this section, I construct a picture of the Viking Grace development
process based on the different portrayals and data fragments about the
project. I begin with an overall description and analysis of the process,
followed by a closer examination of how architectural design was portrayed in the process. The problematisation outlined in Chapter 3 is used
as a backbone in this section, focusing the analysis on the role and integration of architectural design within the project.
Although the timeline presented in the beginning of this chapter portrays the development process as occurring between 2007 and 2013, the
documents show that the project was initiated through a more subtle
convergence of multiple different starting points. First, the documents
indicate that the starting points of the project extended even further back
than 2007 and beyond the project itself. A sales manager in the shipyard
remarked that “[w]e have discussed a newbuilding for Viking Line for
some ten years” (Segercrantz, 2012, p. 75). In discussing the use of LNG in
Grace, the documents indicate that Viking Line had monitored the technology since 2000 and had already played with the idea of installing LNG-
capable machinery in the previous newbuilding projects XPRS and ADCC, so
that “each time that LNG was looked at, the reality got ever closer” (Von
Herforth, 2013, p. 22; Holthof, 2013a). Oasis- and Freedom-class vessels
of the Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines were reported as role models in the
project to support the development of an innovative passenger experience
– perhaps not least because the new CEO of Viking Line came from Royal
Caribbean (Sjöström, 2013; Willberg, 2010). Thus, the realisation of many
of the features of Grace – in this case, the two fundamental building blocks
of environmental improvements and passenger experience – seemed to
be an accumulative process beginning partially prior to the project or the
entrance of the involved actors to the project. Or, as simply stated in an
article introduction (Von Herforth and Schailleé, 2013, p. 28), “the design
process has not started with a blank sheet of paper”. This finding is consistent with studies in business networks (e.g. Håkansson and Waluszewski,
2007, 2002) and specifically with innovation process studies that follow
projects within industry development. These studies show that projects are
too limited – and even misleading – in scope for understanding product
development, where carryover of knowledge across projects and gradual
development of new solutions take place (Pollock and Williams, 2008;
Hyysalo, 2010; Johnson, 2013).
Second, the motives and drivers behind the project were as manifold as the temporal starting points of the project. Whereas the Viking
XPRS had been ordered in 2005 to respond to growing demand on the
Helsinki-Tallinn route (Viking Line, 2006a), fleet renewal and refurbish-
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853
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697
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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NOx
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4627
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3684

SOx

984

962
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722

606
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439

433

CO2

357532
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Burnable
solid waste

1319

1312

1881

1793

2303

1849

1765

2667

3025

Landfill
waste

1319

1319

1319

1319

1319

1319

1319

1319

1319
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2307
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1667

1679

1348

1309
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—
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510

528

311
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2609
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information
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405,95
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475,39

470,74

569,9

504,3

516,1

549,4

527,4
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14,76

10,56

10,5

7,6

0,9
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32,14

49,17

35,64

56,3
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12

12

12
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12

12

12
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12
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(Opposite page)

Viking Line environmental and company information
based on annual reporting.

ments emerged as a salient development issue in Viking Line’s annual
reporting in the years 2007 to 2009 (see Viking Line, 2008b, 2009a,
2010c). In terms of the environmental targets of the project, the company
was motivated by environmental protection, incoming sulphur emission
regulation and rising fuel expenses65, which were also reflected in a general search for alternative energy technologies and means of fuel consumption reduction in Viking Line (see Enlund and Eklund, 2012; Von
Herforth and Schailleé, 2013; Raivio, 2008; Holthof, 2013a; Sjöström,
2009a; Sjöström, 2009b). Thus, the Grace project can be viewed as a
response to the gradually evolving business demands facing Viking Line
and the gradually developing technical opportunities to meet them.
Yet, the goals in the project were not solely related to the ship itself
and how it would operate. This was the case especially in the shipyard,
which was struggling to land new contracts around the year 2010 (see
e.g. Anteroinen, 2012; Valkeapää, 2011). As Anteroinen (2012) writes, the
Grace project helped the Turku shipyard stay in operation and ensured
that its supply networks remained functional. Moreover, the shipyard
had engaged in a four-year research and development project starting in
200966. The reporting of the research project clearly indicates that many
of its tasks related to Viking Grace one way or the other. For example,
new CAD systems were taken into use in the Grace development process
(FIMECC, 2014, p. 55; also Anteroinen, 2012) and standardisation of outfitting scheduling was “tested” in the Grace project (FIMECC, 2014; p. 86).
Thus, Viking Grace served not only as a source of business development
for the participants, but also as a vehicle of survival and renewal for both
the shipyard and its network partnerships.
Third, although in hindsight it may seem that the project followed closely the intentions that were set in the early phase, the documents suggest
that a far more contingent process took place. For example, although ship
length is an important variable already in the earliest feasibility study phase
in ship development (see Gale, 2003) and in terms of fuel economy (Crist,
2009), the length of the ship was not a stable variable but instead fluctuated
in the development process. In Viking Line’s first press releases on Viking
Grace, the first approximation of the ship length was 210 metres (Viking
Line, 2010d), which was revised in press release published a few months
later to 214 metres (Viking Line, 2010a). In a brochure from November
2012 – two months prior to ship delivery – the ship length is reported as
214 metres (Viking Line, 2012b). The issue of length is also evident in many
other documents and publications in which the reported length varies:
65

66

Table 5.2 displays a notable drop in emitted NOx and an increase in fuel expenses for 2010,
reflecting the impact of new EU regulation and switch from fuel with 0.5% sulphur content
to 0.1% on ships with turnovers of more than two hours. In contrast, Viking Line was un
influenced by new sulphur regulation later in 2010 (Viking Line, 2011a).
This refers to the FIMECC Innovations and Network project, which I also took part in. It
should be noted that it was most likely not the only development project ongoing in the
shipyard at the time.
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• 213 metres (e.g. European Commission, 2012)
• 214 metres (e.g. Takala, 2012; Kihl and Mononen, 2012;
Kihl and Mononen, 2013a)
• 214+4 metres (e.g. Segercrantz, 2012; Anteroinen, 2012)
• 218 metres (e.g. Kihl and Mononen, 2013b)

One might assume that poor reporting caused the fluctuation (i.e.
that the differences are reporting errors), but this was not the case. As
suggested by a description of the development process, the main reason
behind the changes in length related to the modification of the bulb of the
ship and the adding of a four-metre ducktail to deal with undesired wave
formation that was discovered in computational fluid dynamic model
tests (see Segercrantz, 2012). In this respect, the fluctuation of the length
indicates the iteration and revision of earlier decisions that characterise
the development of complex products and systems, rather than early decision of parameters (even when the parameters are so central to feasibility
as waterline length and shape are to a ship).
Finally, even when enough knowledge of LNG technology had been
accumulated over the years to make it seem feasible, its use was not –
as could be framed from the perspective of sustainable design – only a
question of selecting “energy resources that reduce dangerous emissions
during usage” (Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008a, p. 112) or choosing “the
energy source with the lowest environmental impact for the location of
product use” (Lewis et al., 2001, p. 85). Instead, developing an LNG-powered ship also meant the need to become involved in developing rules,
regulations and policies for LNG use (Stampehl, 2013). For Viking Line,
LNG use also required solving the major problem of fuel availability in
its operating region (Anteroinen, 2012; Willberg, 2010), not to mention
the speed of refuelling during the short turnaround times that Grace has
(Holthof, 2013a). Also, the ship contract itself was dependent on EU state
aid for funding the technologies required for making the environmental
improvements (Viking Line, 2010a). Thus, the portrayal of both the environmental developments and the general developments seemed to occur
as a process where multiple starting points and their resulting trajectories
needed to converge for the project to succeed.

5.2.1

Portraying architectural design
in the project

This section builds on a closer analysis of the 97 documents discussing architectural design in the Viking Grace project (see Appendix C). Given the
relatively specific focus on architectural design on the one hand, and fairly
general documents on the other, a first observation from the documents is
that the portrayal of architectural design was not fully balanced. Overall,
insights on public area interior architectural design were the most dominant in terms of design focus in the documents, with slightly fewer than
four in five documents discussing interior architectural design (76/97).
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Insights on cabin area architectural design were discovered from roughly
one in four documents (25/97) while the exterior architectural design was
least discussed, with insights discovered from less than one in five documents (18/97). Hence, following Bonsiepe’s (1999) definition of design as
developing the human interfaces of products and artefacts and Edwards’s
(2011) view of interior design practice as being strongly connected to the
users of interior spaces, it can be suggested that the portrayal of architectural design hinged strongly on the interfaces through which ship passengers experience Viking Grace. Discussion on the World Design Capital
partnership by Viking Line (Pöppönen, 2010; Finland of Networks,
2012; DE, 011211), passenger-centredness as a central factor in the choice
of interior architectural designers (Gibson, 2013; Holthof, 2013a) and
portrayal of interior architectural design to respond to specific passenger
requirements of teenagers (EX, 250612; Sundholm, 2012) further emphasised the link between design, architectural design and passengers.
Based on the available documentation, the first architectural designers
became involved in the project around early 2009, when architectural
designers in the Turku shipyard started working on the general concept
of the ship (Meriteollisuus, 2013). Later in the same year, architectural
design consultants who had already worked with Viking Line in developing ideas for future ships were hired to consult on the exterior design (TE,
011012). Finally, after the contract had been announced and building begun, interior architectural designers assigned to develop the complete interior won the contract with a novel approach to the ship interior (Gibson,
2013; Holthof, 2013a; Pagni, 2011). Thus, combined with the general distribution of different architectural design activities in the documents (see
above), the portrayal of architectural design in the development process
leaned strongly towards the latter part of the project (with 43 documents
addressing architectural design published during 2012).
A distinctive feature in the discussion on architectural design revolved
around the visioning and creative artistry involved in the activity. For
example, Viking Line representatives explicitly discussed the vision of the
interior architectural designers as an important hiring criterion (Viking
Line, 2012a; Pagni, 2011). Vision was also discussed in regards to the
exterior architectural design as an initial step in the development process
(Blomstrand, 2012; TE, 290212; TE, 011012). Furthermore, in discussion
on the work of the cabin textile architectural designers, it was noted that
their “fertile minds drew on the nearby islands of Kökar and Källskär
for inspiration” (Cruise Business Review, 2013, p. 96). The main interior architectural designers were referred to as “interior wizards” who
brought their “magic” to work on the ship (Anteroinen, 2012, p. 20); the
designers themselves underlined their dreamlike visions (DE, 011211a)
and creative processes (Yleisradio, 2011) in discussing their work (see also
Meriteollisuus, 2013 and Finnish Marine Industries, 2013 for shipyard
architectural design portrayal). Hence, portrayal of architectural design in
many of the documents underlines creative and human-centred visioning
as integral to design – close to how design is often portrayed in design
management literature as well (see Chapter 2).
As the cabin and exterior architectural design were discussed less often
in the documents overall, they also portrayed a more limited, fragmentary
and even conflicting picture of the process. For example, depending on the
source, responsibility for the exterior architectural design was assigned
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either to the shipyard (Segercrantz, 2012) or to external consultants (TE,
011012; Blomstrand, 2012), but not both. Responsibility for the overall
architectural design of the cabins also remained unclear. Different degrees
of involvement from a consulting company (e.g. Shippax, 2013, p. 47),
the shipyard (e.g. STX Finland, NDd) and Viking Line (e.g. Holthof, 2013b;
p. 68) were referred to depending on the publication – and sometimes
even within the same article or publication (compare Shippax, 2013, p. 47
with p. 64 and Segercrantz, 2012, p. 78 with p. 80). Moreover, many articles and posts about cabin architectural design focused only on the design
of cabin fabrics (see DE, 150312; Cruise Business Review, 2013; Pagni,
2013b) or the four suites designed by the interior architectural designers
responsible for the main public area (see DE, 140812; Pagni, 2011), while
the main architectural design of the cabins is not mentioned in any of the
127 blog posts on the Viking Grace blog. So, while this discussion explicitly addressed who had developed the fabrics and suites, the bulk of the
cabin design work was very little discussed.
Similarly to portrayals of the project in general, portrayals of the
architectural design process display multiple different starting points and
contingencies. For example, the cabin fabrics were redesigned during the
process because Viking Line was dissatisfied with the previous fabrics
and cabin furnishings (Cruise Business Review, 2013). In other words, the
whole of the cabin was not first designed and then engineered into a single,
definitive vision in the early phase of the project; instead, design proceeded
in an iterative manner over the course of the project. The process of interior architectural design displays a similar process. As discussed, the passenger experience innovation on Viking Grace often hinged on a new kind of
an interior design style and the possibility to experience the archipelago,
which were often reported together as interior elements when the interior
design outcomes were discussed (e.g. Viking Line, 2012b; 2014a; NDa; Finland of Networks, 2012; Takala, 2012; DE, 050412; EX, 111012). Yet, the
documents show that the design processes behind these two features were
temporally separated. Shipyard brochures framed the possibility to experience the archipelago as a matter of general arrangement (GA)67 design
and development (see STX Finland, NDa; NDb; NDc; NDd), with concepts
of proximity to sea already being included in the development agenda in
2009 (see Meriteollisuus, 2013; TE, 201212). Thus, when the main interior
architectural designers were assigned to the project gradually68 in late 2010
to early 2011 (e.g. Navigator, 2011; Pagni, 2011), the general arrangement
was practically set with only minimal changes possible (Holthof, 2013a)
and a primary focus on surface aspects of the interior (Tillberg Design,
2013). Therefore, the documents indicate that the final architectural design
of the ship is a sum of various different lines of design work.
Furthermore, the studied documents suggest that the starting points of
architectural design work were not limited to the temporal boundary of the
project. For example, specific attention was paid to developing an interior
67
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The general arrangement (GA) is a drawing or blueprint that displays the different decks of
the ship, defining the shape and size of the various spaces of the ship. The GA is typically presented as a top view of the ship, sometimes complemented with side, front or back
views. As such, it is a relatively comprehensive visual description of the steel structures
of a ship.
The interior architectural designers first received only a few spaces to design, but were
later contracted to develop the entire interior.
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that transforms and changes during day and night. This concept was developed by the interior designers in a research project that ended around the
time they became involved in the Grace project (see Tekes, 2012, p. 15; Säilä,
2011). Certain details in the concept, such as changing the colour of light
with the help of LED technology and light fixtures that move up and down in
a space depending on the time of day, were imported to Grace from previous
research and development (compare Yleisradio, 2011; Tekes, 2012; p. 15
with Viking Line, 2012b; DE, 050412). Also, many characteristics similar to
Grace – most notably LNG use and experiencing the sea – were explored in a
shipyard concept developed around the year 2009 (see Willberg, 2009).
Finally, many documents portrayed the development as a relatively
straightforward process where visions and ideas gave birth to the ship (TE,
011112), design decisions proceeded to furniture and material selection
(EX, 040512) in the form of “fire commands” to the builders (Yleisradio, 2011), and 3D renderings and designer ideas were transformed
into the concrete ship (EX, 090113; TE, 210113). For example, one blog
post described the process as beginning with a “stack of schematics and
pictures – a twinkle in its designers’ eyes”, which was then transformed
to metal sheets to ship parts to the final ship (TE, 210113). Yet, there were
also many reflections and indications in the documents that underscored
the contingent nature of the visions and architectural design outputs
(Blomstrand, 2012; Gibson, 2013; Segercrantz, 2012; TE, 290212; EX,
09011369). For example, in regards to interior architectural design, the
interior architectural designers held many meetings “with the interior
contractors to discuss whether or not certain materials could be used”
(Holthof, 2013b, p. 60; see also Schailleé, 2013a) while exterior architectural design was referred to as living and evolving every day less than
a year prior to the launch of the ship (TE, 290212), with issues such as
collision scenarios as an integral consideration in realisation (Blomstrand,
2012). Thus, the realisation of visions and ideas was typically contingent
on their practical feasibility or fit with regulatory criteria regarding safety.

5.3

Multiple starting points within a
contingent development process
In this chapter, I have analysed how publicly available documents portray
the outcomes and process of the Viking Grace project. First, I discussed
the basic characteristics of the ship and second, used project portrayals to
provide an initial empirical layer on top of the theoretical problematisation outlined in Chapter 3.
Overall, the portrayal of architectural design in the Viking Grace project is aligned with some of the recommendations presented in previous
studies in design management (as outlined in Chapter 2). For example,
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Note how the particular blog post (EX, 090113) discusses both how renderings have become
real and how compromises have been required in the process.
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based on the project outcomes and process descriptions, it is evident that
both exterior and interior architectural design was successfully used in
the project to benefit Viking Line’s business and competitiveness. Furthermore, the creativity and the capability to envision a new kind of a ship,
specifically from the passenger perspective, was portrayed as a central
contribution of architectural designers in the project. Both of these findings correspond with discussion on the primary motives for using design
presented in design and design management literature.
However, the portrayals of architectural design also point to puzzling
and even problematic findings when considering the underlying premises
of design integration. First, the Viking Grace project did not begin at a
clear or distinct point in time, but instead was initiated gradually as different development trajectories intersected. Thus, if early integration of design
is taken as an optimal integration strategy, it becomes practically difficult
to evaluate whether architectural designers were ideally integrated into
the process and what would have been the optimal time to address environmental sustainability in the project (i.e. how to integrate early when it
is not evident when the early phase takes place in the gradual, protracted
process of innovation, see Pollock and Williams, 2008; Hyysalo, 2010).
Incorporating design and environmental considerations widely into all
possible operations at all times could alleviate such a problem (at least in
theory), but it would point to completely different integration principles
(i.e. thorough vs. early), and be potentially costly as an integration strategy.
Second, the main interior architectural designers were able to deliver an
award-winning interior although they entered the project as late as early 2011
when the project had been running for almost four years. Even then, from the
perspective of design management and sustainable design, such a late entry
time seems long overdue in a project where creating a completely new passenger experience and a sustainable ship were key drivers. While not all of the
work conducted in the project is accessible through the available documents,
statements by the interior architectural designers that they had relatively free
hands in the project (see Takala, 2012) do indicate that the way in which the
Grace development unfolded is difficult to understand if early integration and
use of design in an extended role are taken as ideal integration premises.
Third, it seems that a number of development solutions were imported
to the Viking Grace project from previous projects, some of which had
been carried out in different development contexts. From an environmentally sustainable design theory perspective, such importing can be viewed
to go against the orientation in sustainable design literature to “design on
a clean sheet” (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012, p. 470) and radically innovate
new concepts through design (Brezet and Hemel, 1997, p. 85). However,
the use of old knowledge corresponds to recommendations in complex
product development literature to make use of old designs to manage
uncertainty (Nightingale, 2000) and the general understanding in business network literature that new resource combinations need to always
be combined with the old (Ford et al., 2011). This discrepancy further
underlines the relevance of in-depth understanding of design in complex
and networked product development. In specific, a suitable design integration strategy for complex product development appears to require a deeper
understanding of when and how old resource combinations and new
resource combinations are being woven together, i.e. identification of clean
enough sheets for design to make a difference.
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The analysis of the publicly available documents has not given a full
picture of when and how such moments may have occurred in the project.
In specific, the detail level and scope accessible through the documents
does not easily lend itself to a comprehensive and detailed analysis of
architectural design in the project. In the next chapters, I explore architectural design in the Viking Grace project in deeper detail by incorporating
interview data and project documentation into the analysis.
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Role of architectural design
in the Viking Grace project

6

In this chapter, I analyse the role and activities of architectural designers
in the Viking Grace project. As a part of the analysis, I discuss the involvement of architectural designers in environmental sustainability improvements in the Viking Grace project. In the chapter, I describe how architectural designers were used in a relatively focused role in the project, with
limited influence on environmental sustainability improvements of the
ship. As such, I add to discussion on the role of design in industry (e.g.
Perks et al., 2005; Veryzer, 2005; Valencia et al., 2013) and in environmentally sustainable design (e.g. Lofthouse, 2004; 2006; Haemmerle et
al., 2012) – and specifically on the possibility of design to perform in an
extended role in complex and networked product development.
The analytical strategy of the chapter is based on an understanding that
roles commonly relate to specific activities, tasks and division of labour in
groups (Hogg, 2010), complex product development projects (Hobday, 1998)
and/or business networks (Håkansson and Snehota, 2006). Roles are interdependent of each other and subject to revision through actions performed
by individuals or actors. Hence, it is necessary to understand how the role of
architectural design is acted upon on the individual level within organisations
and the organisational level within the network, since changing them through
action is not necessarily straightforward either on the individual (Hogg,
2010) or network level (Ford et al., 2011). How roles are acted upon is also
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specifically relevant in the design management and environmentally sustainable design context, where more extended use of design is commonly recommended in literature (e.g. Rae, 2016; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b).
To study the specific role of design, I begin by outlining the general
development phases and network of architectural design based on the
interview and document data. This outline is crafted by complementing
the project timeline developed in the previous chapter with interview data
and a temporal bracketing of the project to enable “the identification of
specific theoretical mechanisms recurring over time” (Langley et al., 2013,
p. 7) and by visualising the position of architectural designers within the
network in the different phases of the project (i.e. the macro position of
architectural design in the project and network). These descriptive visualisations function as a foundation for further confrontation between
theoretical ideas and data and help contextualise architectural design in
the Viking Grace project network on the macro level (i.e. providing an
overview of the organisational context).
After developing the outline, the case study data is analysed in depth
for descriptions and discussions of architectural design and environmental
sustainability. In the interview data, I focus specifically on the experiences
of architectural designers and how they described their role overall and in
improving environmental sustainability in the Grace project. As roles also
commonly entail how things are related to each other (Hogg, 2010), I also
analyse the reflections of other product developers in the Grace project
in order to contextualise the role of architectural design in the project. In
addition to project-specific experiences, I take into account more general
comments relating to work roles and environmental sustainability in the
data. The documents and available data are further analysed for descriptions of the general role of architectural design and its specific role in
improving environmental sustainability in the project.

6.1

Viking Grace development phases
In Figure 6.1, I have complemented the timeline developed in the previous chapter with the interview data to produce a descriptive temporal
bracketing70 (Langley, 1999) of the phases of the project and marking of
critical incidents (Miles and Huberman, 1994) in the project. As such, the
interviews are used here to add nuance and corroborate the brief discussion of the project timeline in the previous chapter. The development
of Viking Grace can be divided into three distinct phases on the basis of
public documentation and interview data about the project. I refer to the
phases as pre-planning (P0), concept and contract design (P1) and design
development and manufacturing (P2). Next, I provide a general overview
of the development phases (a deeper analysis of the work of architectural
designers within the phases is discussed in the next chapter).
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As Langley (1999) points out, the phases defined by temporal bracketing do not hold
theoretical significance, but are used simply to facilitate analysis.
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9/2011
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Interior
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8/2012
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1/2013
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route begins in 2007
(STX Rauma, Turku,
Viking Line)

Temporal bracketing of the Grace
project, including project events
from public documents. Critical
incidents or events are boxed.

Figure 6.1.
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The preplanning phase P0 took place from early 2007 to early 2009.
The beginning of the phase is marked by the start of planning for a new
ship for Viking Line’s Turku-Stockholm route. While the documents
discussed how the project began between the Rauma shipyard and Viking
Line (e.g. Holthof, 2013a), it was discussed in the interviews (primarily
with SC1 and OM1) that Turku shipyard71 technology and project units72
were also involved in the project from the beginning. The project focus
at this time was on technical ship characteristics and discovery of the
overall ship concept: capacity, lane metres, number of cabins, propulsion,
rough general arrangement and so forth. A variety of different development partners were involved in this work. For example, Viking Line
worked with machinery suppliers in search of alternative energy sources.
Also, architectural/industrial design consultants (among them CAD1) were
used for exploring what future ships could be like in terms of passenger
experience, but not directly in connection with the Grace project at this
point. In this respect, the Grace project boundary was relatively blurred
and undefined at P0.
However, references in the interviews also indicated that the preplanning phase lost momentum, and the interviewees referred to it as an
unsuccessful project73. Indeed, the preplanning occurred under a different
project name and project number in the shipyard and did not eventually
lead to the Viking Grace contract (this was noted specifically by interviewees from the shipyard SM1, SC1 and SAD1). Even then, some developments and explorations carried out during P0 provided an initial baseline
for the Grace project, for instance, Turku-Stockholm as the target route
and decisions on how to handle the logistics of the ship.
The concept and contract design phase (P1) of the Grace project began
around early 2009 when the Turku shipyard geared up its sales efforts
towards Viking Line, as the shipyard had learned that Viking Line was
interested in ordering a new ship. Those who were already involved in
the core project at P0 referred to the beginning of 2009 as a restart and
a clear change in the nature of the project (OM1, SC1, CAD1). Many of
the interviewees had entered the project at P1, reflecting the new phase in
development. One of the entrants around mid-2009 was the new Viking
Line CEO, whose influence was considered to further spur the project
forward. The new CEO wanted to develop a more cruise ship-like product
(see e.g. Willberg, 2010), which strengthened the position of the Turku
shipyard in the project, as cruise ships are its core expertise (much to the
disappointment of the Rauma shipyard, which specialises in ferries). In
this phase, the project proceeded on two partially intertwined tracks: on
the one hand, STX Turku and Viking Line were engaged in sales negotiations, and on the other hand, Viking Line developed an initial concept for
tendering with various consultants and suppliers. Shipyard architectural
designers were among the core developers during P1 in developing a concept and supporting general arrangement development. Viking Line also
71
72
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Note that prior to 2008, the Rauma and Turku shipyards were owned by Aker Yards.
The Turku shipyard project unit is practically equal to a product development organisation
(FN, 301111), reflecting the importance of projects as an organisational unit common to
complex product development.
It could be formally questioned whether P0 belongs to the Grace project. The choice to
include it in this analysis as a preplanning phase was made because it emerges as important
from the data (both interviews and documents), as outlined in Chapter 5.
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used consulting architectural designers for producing material for tendering (e.g. CADM2). At the end of P1, Turku shipyard won the bid for the
new ship and the contract to build was signed (letter of intent in August
2010 and contract in December 2010).
The contract between Viking Line and STX Turku for a new ship marks
the beginning of the design development and manufacturing phase (P2).
Through tendering, many new actors entered the project around the
beginning of P2 to design, engineer and build the coming ship, while some
actors previously involved in the project were excluded from the project.
For example, the main interior architectural designers (CADM1, CAD3) and
cabin architectural designers (CAD4, CAD2) were hired after the contract
and turnkey companies made offers for building different parts of the
interior (according to OADM1, there were five primary interior contractors
working on different interior areas). At the same time, some of the previously involved actors (e.g. CADM2) were excluded and others (e.g. CAD1)
witnessed a decrease in responsibility. Additional actors entered the project gradually during P2 as the development and manufacturing proceeded
to increasingly detailed tasks (e.g. CAD5 became involved in individual
furniture design in the project). Overall, P2 was characterised by multiple
rounds of design and manufacturing in which the scope of design became
increasingly narrow over time. The delivery of Viking Grace marks the
end of P2 and the project in this case study.
The phases of the Grace project and the position of architectural
designers in the project can be further illustrated with visual maps of
the project network. Based on data from the interviews and documents,
Figures 6.2–6.4 display a visualisation of the network and architectural
designers within the network in the different phases of the project. The
visualisations are not to be taken as exhaustive descriptions of the entire
network, but rather as depictions of how architectural design was situated
in the network in the different phases (and from the vantage point of data
of the present case study). Black boxes in the figures mark the core dyad
in the different phases, the dashed line marks the Grace project boundary
and architectural designers are marked in the figures with their respective
identifiers. As the figures show, the roles and activities of architectural
design – and how architectural design was integrated into the process –
varied over the course of the project. For example, interior architectural
design ideas were developed in P1 in the shipyard, but in P2 the work
was carried out by consulting designers in close cooperation with turnkey
companies, which operated as contractors for the shipyard.
From a theoretical perspective, the defined phases of the Grace project bear a resemblance to the phases of innovation projects discussed in
Van de Ven et al. (2008). The preplanning phase P0 can be viewed as an
initiation period, during which seemingly scattered and irrelevant activities paved the way for the coming development project. The concept and
contract design phase P1 resembles a development period, during which
parallel ideas and development paths converged and diverged and where
change in project staff was relatively high. Finally, the design development and manufacturing phase P2 echoes the implementation/termination period, during which resources were committed to the project and
manufacturing was carried out. Overall, the visualisations of the phases
also display the evolution and upstream selectivity in network partners
(Baraldi et al., 2011) and need to change team composition as discussed
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Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4.
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(Lockwood, 2011; Walsh et al., 1992)(e.g. exclusion of Rauma shipyard,
consultants represented by CAD1 and consultants represented by CADM2).

6.1.1
General notes on architectural design management
in the Viking Grace project

Architectural design management in the project was carried out primarily
by Viking Line (in accordance with its business and service needs). No single
manager was responsible for overseeing the architectural design of the entire
ship. For example, exterior architectural designers developed their work predominantly with the project manager (OM1) and other technical managers,
while interior designers were more involved with the architectural (OADM1)
and product (OM2) managers. No explicit architectural design guidelines
were employed in the project, apart from designing to renew the passenger
experience on the ship (OADM1 specifically referred to not guiding architectural designers too strongly to best benefit from their expertise and insight).
In terms of overall responsibility for different areas of architectural
design, the shipyard in-house designers developed the final exterior architectural design (led by naval architects). Additionally, Viking Line used
consultants to evaluate and provide feedback on the exterior design in the
later phases of the project. Public area interior architectural design and four
suites were developed by a single consulting interior design office, contrary
to the common practice – especially in cruise ship development – of using
multiple different architectural designers for different areas. Hence, in regards to style, coherence in the public space interior was relatively simple to
achieve in comparison to shipbuilding in general. Public cabin architectural
design was finalised by a consulting architectural designer, although cabins
were also developed relatively far in the shipyard prior to contract (Viking
Line designed the crew cabins in-house). So, as these general-level roles
indicate, architectural design was predominantly used in developing areas
visible to the passengers (i.e. the passenger interfaces of the ship).
In practice, all architectural design work (for the public area) was carried out by external designers (from the perspective of Viking Line). Yet,
the competences and professional profiles of different external architectural
designers were far from uniform. In this respect, the position of architectural
designers in the network is not easily described through a traditional division into internal and external designers and their expected capabilities (Von
Stamm, 1998; Jevnaker and Bruce, 1998; Bruce and Morris, 1994). For example, long-term architectural design partners of Viking Line (among them
CADM2) shared many characteristics with in-house designers (e.g. knowledge
of company processes), while the characteristics of the finally contracted
interior architectural designers were closer to those of general external
designers (e.g. innovative ideas). Hence, being internal or external to the
ship industry (or the network) was more indicative of the relative skills and
competences of designers (similarly to Linder, 2014). It is noteworthy that
architectural designers did not operate as a unified group in the project with
set roles from start to finish. For example, shipyard architectural designers
stated that they never met CAD1 and colleagues although they were used as
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consultants by Viking Line, while requests for interior renderings made by
CADM2 to SAD3 were turned down during the project due to uncertainty
over approval authorisation to do so. Thus, the network positions of the
architectural designers had relevance for their integration in the process.

6.2

Primary role of architectural design
in the Viking Grace project
Having described the general context in which architectural design was
embedded, this section discusses the role and activities of architectural designers in the project in more detail. Overall, architectural designers were
involved in designing the passenger interfaces of the ship: the exterior,
public interior and cabin areas. The core tasks of architectural design in
the Grace project revolved around the appearance and passenger experience aspects of the ship in different ways74. For example, the cabin designer (CAD4) stated that the main challenge in this project was to find the
style that matched the verbally communicated specifications of the owner,
the main interior design manager (CADM1) considered the development
of a pleasurable ambiance as a main driver in their work and the main
exterior designer (SAD1) discussed giving form to exterior steel surfaces as
a primary work task. While public reporting on the project did not always
fully disclose the specific individual roles in the project (as discussed in the
previous chapter), the overall role assigned to architectural design in news
and documentation about the project related similarly to style and experience (e.g. Takala, 2013; Laakso, 2013; Pöppönen, 2013a; Pagni, 2013a).
Hence, the architectural designers in the project were specialists in “the
science of appearance” (to use a characterisation of industrial design in
Dreyfuss, 1955, p. 65) or styling (as discussed in Person et al., 2012)75.
Discussion on experience was not limited to the visual qualities and
surface of the ship, but also emphasised the role of architectural design
in developing the form and layout, overall architecture and experience of
being on the ship. For example, a consulting designer (CAD1) discussed the
work they performed with colleagues in P0:
Quote 6.1
CAD1: “[The ship] competes with places in, on land like restaurants and hotels, it really
should take advantage of being a ship, you know. And enhance that experience, the ship
and experience of the sea. So, a lot of that [work] was looking at how can you make
it more adventurous, how can you ... what kind of information you could display to
people, and what type of, you know, to make it more immersive, the whole experience.”

74

75

In other words, this practically meant a focus on those things that the passengers are
exposed to; for instance, in the case of exterior design, the part below the waterline was
developed by hydrodynamic engineers, not architectural designers.
My experience of working in the Innovations and Network project and participation in
educational activities in shipbuilding further echoed similar roles and tasks for
architectural design (also displayed in field notes, e.g. FN, 291113; FN, 310512).
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As the project proceeded, architectural designers were involved in
developing the general arrangement and how the different functions
of the ship would be situated. For example, sales presentations by
both the shipyard (D1) and consultant architectural designers (D2) and
visualisations shown by SAD1 (D15–D21) from early P1 feature image
boards and sketches that visualise the spaces and the experiences of
the new ship. In the interviews, both consultant (CADM2) and shipyard architectural designers (SD1–SD4) also discussed being concerned
with the overall space layout, how different areas are connected to
each other and how the ship would become more connected with the
surrounding archipelago. Designers entering the project later in P2 discussed a similar concern in describing the experiential qualities of their
work. For example, an interior design manager (CADM1) referred to
designing an elevated centre part for the fine dining restaurant so that
all diners have a good view and an interior furniture designer (CAD5)
was concerned with designing an element of “wow” to point-of-purchase furniture.
In the interviews and documents about the project, architectural
designers stated that presenting new ideas was one of their key contributions to the project, regardless of the phase of entry. For instance, the
head of the main interior design was quoted saying in an article, “[a]s
a designer, first we have to have a good idea” (Schailleé, 2013a, p. 39).
Similarly, an architectural designer in the shipyard (SAD4) and the cabin
designer (CAD4) discussed the early phase of the project as a highly
idea-orientated and creative activity:
Quote 6.2*
SAD4: “We started working on ideas, and of course there were some things that
came from the ship owner. And then, well, we started thinking about the thing
and started looking for, like monitoring for kind of like ideas. So us designers,
we start working on some kind of references, ideas. They’re about the architecture, ship design in general and other stuff, and also a little bit about the feel. We
also made these kind of style collages for example.”

Quote 6.3*
CAD4: “[The most challenging aspect of my work] It’s really about, how should
I put it, it’s about finding the overall style. That’s really the hardest part, coming
up with an idea that pleases the customer and serves the purpose they have in
mind ... extracting that. Of course people talk about things, but whether or not
you’re able to extract [the message] depends on how you interpret them. And
when you realise that this is what it’ll be like, then it’ll start moving forward
quite nicely.”

Interviews with the architectural designers indicated that quantity and
high speed were key drivers in idea development (the head of the interior
architectural design firm also referred to the quantity of idea sketches
in a television interview, see Yleisradio, 2011). This was underscored by
references to high staffing in the early phases of design (primarily in the
shipyard and main interior design office where multiple designers participated in the project) and fast working methods:
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Quote 6.4*
CAD3: “Well it basically started in a way that almost the whole office was
involved at first. We, well, held these kind of brainstorming workshops about it
and assigned some areas, to some groups. We first narrowed down on the main
direction we were going in, or where we’d like to go in.”

Quote 6.5*
CAD4: “… one asset was the ability to visualise things quickly and present them
in an understandable way.”

To further elaborate the activities and role of architectural design,
Quote 6.5 points to a central medium of communication used by the
architectural designers in their work: visualisation. The central role of visualisation and drawing was frequently cited in interviews and discussions
with the architectural designers. As the head of the main interior design
office was quoted saying in an article, “[w]e try to understand the mood
that makes the experience […] Then it has to go from feelings to the hand,
to some kind of sketch” (Schailleé, 2013a, p. 38). Visualisation and drawings were often referred to also in the interviews and as an integral part of
the work of designers, as shown in the following quotes:
Quote 6.6*
SAD2: “We try to whet the appetite of customers with good ideas and good
images from the get-go.”76

Quote 6.7
CAD1: “I think the way that the designer describes and visualises, this is something that is very good from, even the field level, top level management.”

Material use was another key medium that interior architectural designers employed to construct their ideas. Although for exterior designers material use was less of an explicit issue (i.e. they worked practically only with steel), both interior and exterior architectural designers
were concerned with the shaping of materials through the visualisations
they produced.
Finally, the architectural designers commonly considered themselves
to be non-technical experts in the Grace project and shipbuilding in
general. Some architectural designers (SAD1 and CAD4) made explicit
references to their own role as being on the artistic side of design, while
others implicitly discussed handling of technology as being beyond their
role or referred to the general division of labour between architectural
design and turnkey companies in the project. A quote from an interview
with SAD4 well illustrates the division between architectural design and
technical design:

76

The architectural designer made a similar point in a presentation about a previous ship
design project, referring to making ”selling” pictures for the ship contract (FN, 310512).
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Quote 6.8*
SAD4: “I’ve been [involved] in many kinds of projects, of course working mainly
on the design and visible aspects, not so much on the technology and those sort
of things.”

Similar role characteristics emerged in references to architectural design
in the interviews with the other developers and publications about the
project: the architectural designers were commonly viewed as dealing
with ideas, experience and the appearance of the various spaces and parts
of the ship. For example, a manager at Viking Line (OM2) referred to
drawings, architectural exploration and the shape of the ship when discussing the work of exterior architectural design consultants in the project
(as presented in D8). In a publication about the ship, a shipyard manager
mentioned that “Viking Line wanted a completely new type of ship, so
our creative team77 was given a lot of freedom” (Finnish Marine Industries, 2013, p. 7), reflecting on the role of architectural design in developing new ideas. The CEO of Viking Line stated that a focus on passenger
experience was the key contribution of the public space interior designer
(Holthof, 2013a). The nature of architectural design as a non-technical
activity was underscored in interviews with developers who dealt in the
intersection of architectural design and technical questions in the project:
Quote 6.9*
TKM2: “We’re sort of clearly doing what you might call the technical design.
The architect does provide the main ideas to the extent what the appearance and
other stuff are like, and we simply put that into a technical form in our design
and make sure every piece of furniture has the right structure, can be built and
can be installed in the cabins.”

Quote 6.10*
TKD1: “I also used to be with a design office. I was a designer at a pure design
agency for four years. That’s where the designers, we get the projects, transfer
the drawings and after we’re done with the drawings that’s pretty much it. There
were a couple of times when someone called back about a small thing that
didn’t fit or needed fixing, but usually that was it. Then you just move on to the
next one, you get the new architectural drawings and get to work. But here at TK
[turnkey], it feels like you’ve got to know every single thing. You’ve got to know
how the carpets are installed, how the glass elements are installed. And, you’re
involved in a lot, a lot of things, and the work doesn’t end once you’re done
with the drawings.”

The division of architectural design and technical or engineering design
was also a salient issue in the shipyard during the time of the Grace project, as indicated in interview data (specifically SC2), research and development documents (D3, D4, D5, D11) and public reporting about research
and development activities (FIMECC, 2014, p. 69 and p. 156). The division
77

In the Finnish version of the same article (see Meriteollisuus, 2013), the quote refers to
the “creative team” as designers, specifically with the English word (“designerit”).
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is also illustrated in a three-dimensional computer-aided design model of
the ship (D13), which contains the “skeleton” of the ship in terms of, for
example, piping and steel structures, but very few architectural design
elements (such as furniture or other interior elements, or colour)78. As a
good summarising remark on the different roles of technical and other
design and development activities in the process, a coordinator (OC2)
developing the service elements of Grace reflected how discussions with
engineers always “bring you back to the ground”.
This section has shown that the primary focus of architectural
designers in the Grace project was creative development of new passenger-centred ideas – often on the basis of verbal specifications and/or
personal motives – which were communicated visually to other actors
in the project dealing with technical design and engineering. Hence,
the primary role of architectural design in the Grace project closely
matched the traditional roles of and motives for using design. Moreover, as described in the previous chapter, architectural design was used
in the project to benefit company and business goals, particularly from
the perspective of Viking Line. Next, I discuss how the focus on environmental sustainability in the project influenced architectural design,
and how architectural designers considered improving the environmental sustainability of Viking Grace.

6.3

Architectural design and
environmental sustainability in
the Viking Grace project
The experiences of contributing to the overall environmental improvements in the Viking Grace project were largely similar between the
interviewed architectural designers across the different phases of the
project. From the perspective of environmentally sustainable design
theory and methods, the majority of the architectural designers seemed
to follow somewhat ideal practice as they presented ideas, features and
concepts for the new ship that were driven by knowledge of the general
environmental targets of Viking Line, the project or their own interests:
Quote 6.11*
SAD2: “Well, this has more to do with the route, the fact that you’ll have to have
two [vessels] going back and forth at a high speed79. So, this has been a quite
wild suggestion that they should willingly drop their speed and have three smaller ones and just let the timetables to really mess up.”

78
79

Architectural design and technical design also used different CAD programs (as discussed in
e.g. FN, 291113; D4; D5).
Operating ships with lower speeds (i.e. slow-steaming) is an effective means to reduce
ship CO2 emissions (e.g. Woo and Moon, 2013).
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Quote 6.12*
SAD4: “Then we did a little bit of thinking about what they could do with the
glass, about integrating photovoltaic cells into the glass and having shades for
controlling the temperature, [which] really depends on the intensity of lighting,
which in turn has an effect on the need for air conditioning and thereby on
eco-friendliness and these kind of things.”

Quote 6.13
CAD1: “And one of those parts [of our work] was, you know, how would the exterior and how would that kind of, how would, what it would portray, this kind
of future concept. And that’s when the kind of solar sail concept came through
because they wanted to create a, a safe ship.”

These ideas and concepts were often presented as a mixture of visualisations and descriptive text of the specific sustainability features of the idea
or concept (as showcased in sales presentations, e.g. D1 and D2). As the
quotes above indicate, the scope of the ideas and concepts ranged from holistic service and business model innovation to complete ship concepts to
individual details, technologies and sustainable features. This was the case
especially with architectural designers participating in the earlier phases P0
and P1 of the project (only one of the interviewed six architectural designers involved prior to the contract did not show or refer to concepts with
environmental improvements). After the contract was signed in the project,
public space interior designers had a strong influence in introducing energy-efficient LED lights and certain lightweight materials to the ship (e.g.
Barrisol, a polymer sheet stretched over an aluminium frame). Hence, the
work and actions of the architectural designers displayed a certain degree
of coupling to the environmental improvements in the project.
However, despite having an active stance towards improving sustainability in the project, the architectural designers were often considered to
be only weakly coupled to the overall environmental improvements of the
project. In principle, experiences of weak influence related closely to the
general role that architectural designers had in the project. First, specialisation and a focus on ideas, design of visual qualities and the experience
on board the ship were salient in the responses of the architectural designers as the primary way in which environmental aspects of the project
influenced them and were conceptualised in general:
Quote 6.14*
CADM1: “Lighting, it’s so surprisingly important after all. It affects a lot of
ecological things, it affects our part of the design work, as it’s one of the main
mood-setters when talking about restaurants, nightclubs and others. Lighting is
what’s used to create all those things.”

Quote 6.15*
SAD2: “Well, having the [LNG] containers on the aft deck, out in the open, is sort
of related to appearance. But that’s rather, rather unimportant. It’s not like we’re
calling attention to the containers in any way. On the contrary, we tried to hide
them a bit so that you don’t get the feeling that they’ll explode on you, even
though the stuff [LNG] reportedly doesn’t do that. They did understand quite
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readily that the route, the route between Turku and Stockholm is absolutely
unique in terms of nature. Like, it’s a really attractive destination for foreigners
and it should be turned into a sales asset, the view, looking out being a key part
of this ship. And then we thought a lot about what kind of a general arrangement to use to make the view good and about how it can could presented in a
way that’s interesting to the passengers.”

Quote 6.16*
[Discussing the eco-design strategy wheel in the interview]
SAD4: “And, ‘anticipate technological change’ [points at the eco-design strategy
wheel], this is about monitoring. […] At least I think about these things all the
time, like, about using a smaller amount of material to create an experience of
how it happens physically. That’s one of the things you think about. Then, ‘optimised manufacturing’, this is one of the things that goes deeper into the side of
production technology, but you must understand a lot of this as well.”

In this respect, the architectural designers experienced the influence of
environmental targets in the project primarily through their core work
tasks in developing a pleasurable on-board experience. A similar conceptualisation was evident in documents about the project. On the Viking
Grace blog, environment, design, experience and technology had separate sections and were conceptually separated in many of the posts. For
example, in pondering the success factors of the coming ship, a blog post
reads, “not environmental friendliness, design or services alone make the
new ship an unprecedented sea experience” (DE, 140812, emphasis added). Other articles about the project also tended to discuss environmental
improvements and architectural design as separate issues. For example,
Takala (2013) outlines the fuel used by the ship as a standout feature in
addition to design while Schailleé’s (2013a) article on the interior design
of the ship does not discuss sustainability in any way.
Second, the role of architectural design as a non-technical activity in
the project was often reflected upon in the interviews, specifically in comparisons of architectural design with the source of the primary environmental improvements in the project:
Quote 6.17*
[Responds to a question about environmental influences on work]
CAD4: “No, it didn’t. [Eco-friendliness] had nothing to do with it. I didn’t even,
I mean of course I knew how the ship works and that it uses LNG, but that
didn’t have any, have any effect [on the cabins]. There is none of that so-called
green there.”

Quote 6.18*
CADM1: “The biggest, greatest thing is the liquefied gas that powers it. […] The
[architectural] design is also important, but it isn’t as cool as if we’re really able
to power it with liquefied gas.”

Quote 6.19*
Interviewer: “How have the issues of the EU environmental aid influenced your
work?”
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OADM1: “Not so much, it’s directed mainly to powering the vessel with LNG and
having technological solutions that improve energy efficiency.”

Hence, even when they were active in developing sustainability in the
project, the architectural designers positioned themselves (or were positioned) as marginal contributors in comparison to the major technical
improvements achieved through LNG use and other energy-saving measures. This was the case even with the interior designers although they had
played a prominent part in influencing the adoption of LED technology in
the process.
Indeed, as is evident from the analysis of public documents (see Appendix C), environmental sustainability was mentioned or discussed in
57 of the 97 public documents that addressed architectural design in the
project. Only 14 of these documents contained indications of coupling
between the work of architectural designers and sustainability. The issues
that were discussed were LED use (4 documents), solar sail vision concept
(4), interior material regulation (1), interior material selection as being
partially influenced by environmental concerns (1), how architectural design visions were left out because of increased fuel use (1), and increased
visual exposure to the archipelago (1); in addition, coupling was hinted
at in a video title (1), green cruise ideation as part of a shipyard research
project (1) and exterior design as evoking a feeling of environmental sustainability in a layperson (1).
Interviews with the other developers provide support for the analysis
above. For example, when asked about the solar ship concept, the owner
project manager (OM1) referred to the visionary merits of the concept, but
not to any concrete aspects that it would have brought to the Grace project.
A technical focus on environmental sustainability was visible also in interviews with the other developers. For example, in developing sustainability
targets for the project, an environmental coordinator at Viking Line (OC1)
discussed working specifically with the technical experts in the project:
Quote 6.20*
OC1: “Then we went through them [environmental targets] together and looked
at all of the sub-areas, like how we’ll make them, how we’ll work on Grace,
water savings, air emissions, waste management. And it was passed on to the
construction guys, to the technical side, that this is how [it should be done] and
that this is what we’ll expect of the shipyard.”

Posts on the Viking Grace blog also displayed a strong focus on
technology in improving sustainability, not least in a post stating that,
“Viking Line endeavours to work for a cleaner environment by using the
best available technology and by working according to the principle of
sustainable growth” (EN, 090112, emphasis added).
The focus on technical improvements to sustainability had a strong
impact on the experiences of many of the managers coming from an engineering background. For example, a turnkey manager (TKM1) reflected
on how environmental sustainability in the project influenced work in the
turnkey company:
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Quote 6.21*
TKM1: “Yes, [environmental considerations did affect our work]. We had to fill
out one of those Green Passports and make sure we weren’t using any natural resources that are limited. For example, we only used produced wood and
nothing else, because there’s information about what [trees] are endangered and
what aren’t, and if some happened to be one of those, we proposed something
else. The dance floor, for example, that you have in Fun Club and Vogue, we
changed the wood type so that we could build it with produced wood.”

Also, in an interview, a shipyard manager (SM1) considered early phase
machinery comparisons to be “laborious” due to the forthcoming emission regulation. Similar statements were made in many ship industry publications in which engineers in the project discussed the extra hours needed for implementing LNG use in the ship (e.g. Stampehl, 2013, p. 45) or
the numerous computational fluid dynamic calculations that were needed
in the project to minimise the waves caused by the ship (e.g. Segercrantz,
2012, p. 76; Kortelainen, 2013). One key reason behind the relatively
technical focus on environmental improvements was that the project
applied for EU State Aid, which is concerned with relatively techno-economically orientated issues. For example, support for the cogeneration of
power and heat and energy saving are particular components of the state
aid guidelines and improvements implemented in Viking Grace. Moreover,
the guidelines emphasise that the aid can be only granted to solutions that
would not be wise investments from a business perspective and only if the
aid will not distort competition (European Commission, 2008). Yet, such
assessments have not accounted for the competitive benefits that the aid
may bring to Viking Line through branding and the Viking Grace business
concept and to the shipyard through learning and development of new
competence. Thus, there is a relatively vivid contrast between architectural design and technical design in terms of how influenced and influential
they were in regards to sustainability. My experience of consulting the
Turku shipyard on environmental matters in design and development also
indicates a relatively strong interest in technical sustainability evaluation
of, for example, the environmental impact of different ship interior spaces
(FN, 030614)(also discussed by OC1 in an interview).

6.4

A focused role within a technically
complex process
The results of this chapter show that the architectural designers were used
in a relatively traditional role of design in the Viking Grace project, which
centred on the design of the passenger interfaces of the ship. Aiming to
develop a new kind of a ship experience, Viking Line brought in external
designers from outside the industry and architectural designers in the
shipyard were referred to as being given considerable freedom in developing new ideas. Hence, design and creativity were used as central elements
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in generating a pleasant experience for passengers in terms of aesthetics,
ambiance and spatial arrangements and in differentiating the ship from
older ones (following the discussion on the contributions of design outlined in Chapter 2).
At the same time, the architectural designers were not the primary
sources of the realised environmental improvements in the Viking Grace
project, although they actively developed concepts and ideas with environmental sustainability in mind. As such, this finding is not entirely
problematic. The architectural designers did seek to influence the environmental qualities of the ship even if this was not their core task in the
project. Moreover, they were active in the early phases P0 and P1 of the
process and developed innovative visions and radical concepts that addressed sustainability. This is exactly what designers are recommended to
do when faced with low involvement in the technicalities of environmentally sustainable design (see e.g. Haemmerle et al., 2012; Sherwin, 2004).
The focused role of architectural designers can be further explained by
principles of organising complex product development and networks.
In both cases, specialised roles and collaborative work are common
and essential practice. For example, in a network context, Hakatie and
Haltsonen (2006) assign design a fairly focused and traditional role in
developing new ideas, aesthetics, visualisation and user understanding in
different types of networks.
One critical note on the results of this chapter would be that perhaps
the contributions of architectural design to the environmental improvements were less obvious and indirect in nature. Previous research has
shown that appreciation of landscapes (Saito, 2008) and exposure to nature (Zelenski et al., 2015) may improve willingness to engage in pro-environmental action. Therefore, in bringing the archipelago to the ship
(both through better visibility and partially in the interior), choices made
in the architectural design of the ship may have contributed to environmental sustainability in a significant way, but not on the level of the ship
itself. In the Viking Grace project, such a strategy may have also provided
good intangible added value by supporting the overall environmentally
sustainable business concept that is not considered to distort competition
in the European Union state aid application. These kinds of contributions that could be made through a focus on the experiential qualities of
products and services have thus far received very limited attention in the
literature on environmentally sustainable design or design management
(for related arguments in previous research, see Murto et al., 2014; Luchs
et al., 2012; also Hosey, 2012). Thus, a task for design management and
sustainable design management would be to specifically pinpoint and clarify how designers can contribute to environmental sustainability through
human-centred design strategies beyond the particular product or service.
At the same time, a pronounced paradox emerges from the analysis.
The architectural designers acted and were used as a source of new ideas
in the project and in their ideas they actively sought to improve the sustainability of Grace on a wide scale, also in terms of technological choices
and detail. Some of the ideas originating from the designers were implemented in the final ship, as can be witnessed in the introduction of LED
lighting on board and the proximity to the archipelago in the ship. Yet,
the architectural designers experienced that they did not have significant
influence on the overall environmental improvements. Many of their ideas
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and concepts were not implemented in the final ship; something must
have happened to these ideas during the process80. This was the case even
with ideas developed in the early phases, which are commonly associated
with high impact in design management and environmentally sustainable
design literature. Hence, certain features and details of the ideas and concepts themselves, or how they were developed in the process of the Grace
project, led to their success or failure.
The paradox above is even more striking when considering other
design activities that did not involve architectural design in the Grace
project. An interior architectural designer (CAD2) referred to difficulties in
improving sustainability in architectural design work, but no such problems were encountered in developing products to be sold in the tax-free
shop, with a “strong eco-conscious theme” and materials incorporated in
the products. Similarly, as discussed on the Viking Grace blog, the work
outfits of the ship crew were designed with environmental sustainability
at the forefront (DE, 030113). Hence, the difficulty of taking environmentally sustainable design ideas seemed to relate specifically to the ship as an
object of design.

80

Otherwise the ship would likely be a solar-powered, slow-steaming vessel and/or the
architectural designers would have likely referred to strong experiences of influencing
the environmental improvements in the project.
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Reflections on the integration
of architectural design into
the Viking Grace development
process

7

In this chapter, I analyse how architectural design activities were integrated into the process of development in the different phases of the Viking
Grace project. The findings presented in this chapter contribute to a
more detailed understanding of design integration in complex and networked product development from a temporal perspective. The question
of when to integrate design into product development forms a central
issue addressed in this chapter, extending previous research on the timing
of design integration in design management (e.g. Veryzer, 2005; Borja de
Mozota, 2003) and environmentally sustainable design (e.g. Sherwin and
Bhamra, 2000; Lewis et al., 2001).
As discussed in the previous chapters, architectural designers held
a prominent role in designing the passenger interfaces of the ship, but
considered that they had limited possibilities to influence the environmental sustainability improvements of Viking Grace. This was in spite of
the fact that they actively put forward novel concepts on how to improve
passenger experience and environmental sustainability during the early
phases of development, which is commonly viewed as the optimal phase
of design integration for influencing a wider scope of development issues.
Even then, late entry to the project did not seem to completely hinder
their opportunities to make a significant impact in architectural design, as
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witnessed specifically in the interior architectural design of Viking Grace.
Therefore, the successful integration of architectural design into the
temporal sequence of development in the project did not hinge on early
integration.
From a theoretical perspective, integrating design into the early phases
(rather than later phases) of product development processes is a logical premise, as the early phases are meant to set the course of a project
through planning and strategy (e.g. in terms of what opportunities to
pursue over others). Furthermore, some form of cumulation of design
and development activities is a necessary condition for successful product
development in the first place (see e.g. Simon, 1962; Van de Ven et al.,
2008). The necessity of cumulation is evident in virtually all models of
design management, environmentally sustainable design, product development and shipbuilding as a progression from company goals, plans and
ideas to manufactured and delivered products, regardless of the complexity or type of product (e.g. Bruce and Bessant, 2002; Borja de Mozota,
2003; Lewis et al., 2001; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000; Cagan and Vogel,
2002; Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995; Gale, 2003; Vincenti, 1990).
At the same time, the wide scope of opportunities in the early phase
can translate to severe ambiguity and uncertainty in development. This
is especially the case in developing complex products and systems, such
as ships, that commonly require multiple feedback loops from later to
earlier phases of product development because the knowledge required
in development is not necessarily available and not all relevant development issues can be defined in sufficient detail at the outset of design (e.g.
Hobday, 1998; Gale, 2003; Andrews, 2011; Stoyell et al., 2001). Articles
in design management (e.g. Bruce and Bessant, 2002), innovation management (e.g. Van de Ven et al., 2008), networks (e.g. Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002); Baraldi et al., 2011), technological development
(e.g. Hyysalo, 2010) and flexible product development (e.g. Felekoglu
et al., 2013; MacCormack et al., 2001) also describe the challenges and
drawbacks associated with realising initial product plans and strategies
as product parameters, requirements and development networks evolve.
Development uncertainty is further compounded by the distribution of
required knowledge and capabilities in complex and networked product
development, and the need to successfully consolidate that knowledge in
development (see e.g. Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008; Kleinsmann et
al., 2010). From the perspective of design management, integrating design
into the early phases of complex and networked product development to
help set direction for cumulation is therefore complicated by a need to
consolidate design knowledge with other knowledge, which may become
available only later on in the process. In general terms, there seems to
exist a somewhat paradoxical requirement for early phase design and
development activities to remain open for revision and consolidation,
while simultaneously providing a foundation for later phase activities to
cumulate on (for a similar paradox in product development interaction,
see Felekoglu et al., 2013).
It can be generally stated that there are differences in the need for consolidation and cumulation depending on design and development tasks in
question, and the criteria used for ensuring consolidation and cumulation
(as implied also in Bucciarelli, 2002; Hyysalo, 2010). For example, ship
exterior colouring has little relevance for technical ship specifications (e.g.
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power) while the length of the ship does. Hence, not every activity in complex and networked product development is severely complex as some activities and tasks can be isolated by good design and engineering in terms
of, for instance, product architecture (see Simon, 1962; Ulrich, 1995).
To a degree, the discussion above resonates with research on the iterative nature of design activities, which shows how the lack of knowledge
in the design process is managed by co-developing design problems and
solution proposals and/or repeated cycles of divergence and convergence
(Dorst and Cross, 2001; Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995; Berends et al.,
2011; Jin and Chusilp, 2006). However, in this chapter, the analytical
focus is more on the temporal structuring of the development process and
design integration (with iteration as an assumed general characteristic of
the development process). For example, the need for interior architectural
design was definitely known from the outset of the Viking Grace project,
and hence the relatively late integration of main interior architectural
designers into the overall development process can hardly be explained by
the iterative nature of the development process or lack of knowledge.
The analysis carried out in this chapter focuses on better understanding
how cumulation and consolidation took place in the Viking Grace project
and architectural design. The main claim made in the chapter is that boundaries – as collections of flexible parameters, principles and specifications to
follow in development – constituted a central object of design in the Viking
Grace project and enabled designers and developers to simultaneously
build on previous work without making decisions too early in the process.
Through the analysis and conceptualisation of boundaries, the chapter
proposes that the process of complex and networked product development
is centrally concerned with progressive boundary development where development boundaries are refined and narrowed down during the development process. Overall, the chapter contributes to a clearer understanding
about when to integrate design into complex product development.

7.1

Visualising architectural design
involvement in the Viking Grace project
To analyse the integration of architectural design into the development
process of Viking Grace, Figure 7.1 displays a visual mapping of the
reported entry times81 of interviewees to the project together with the temporal bracketing developed in the previous chapters. The entry times of
the interviewees are relevant as they help in focusing the analysis of data
and enable the comparison of reflections between different phases of the

81

Exit times are not displayed as some interviews took place in the middle of the project,
where exit times were impossible to determine. Even in retrospective interviews, exit times
were difficult to determine as many interviewees stated they completed certain tasks in the
project every now and then before the project ended (i.e. exit from the project was often
gradual rather than distinct). Yet, some discussion on exit times is presented in the
analysis to add depth to the discussion.
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Figure 7.1.
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project. In addition to architectural designers, other product developers
have been included in the mapping to provide an in-depth understanding
of the general development context in which architectural design is embedded. Together with temporal bracketing, I use the visual mapping (see
Langley, 1999) and a process theory approach that builds understanding
through dividing the development process into phases (Langley et al.,
2013; Van de Ven and Poole, 2005) for analysing how architectural design
activity cumulated and became consolidated in the Viking Grace development process.
In analysing the data, my focus is on how the architectural designers
describe their own work in the interviews82, how other project participants refer to their work and the analysis of these descriptions in
reference to consolidation and cumulation of architectural design. The
documents and other data sources are used similarly and additionally for
tracking the outputs of architectural design work (e.g. images in articles,
photos from the ship) to build a richer picture of the architectural design
process. To contextualise architectural design and understand its integration, discussion of the overall development of Viking Grace is used as a
central foundation in the analysis (i.e. architectural design is integrated
into general development and not vice versa).
As displayed in Figure 7.1, the interviewees’ entry times to the project
varied, ranging from 2007 to 2012 (wider bars are used in cases where
entry time is ambiguous). Although the interviewees had some difficulties in recalling the exact time when they entered the Grace project (i.e.
date, month, year), they were often able to define an entry point in reference to the overall shipbuilding process and the events within that process. Especially the signing of the sales contract was a clear anchor point
for the project entry times. In this regard, many interviewees referred
to their entry point in relation to common shipbuilding procedure, i.e.
that they entered after the contract was signed, which is common. Also,
some interviewees were able to find the dates from documentation
they showed during the interviews. For those interviewees who knew
each other or performed related tasks, triangulation of entry points
was performed when entry times were not fully clear. The mapping of
entry times well displays a concentration of entries around the project
restart and contract (specifically in terms of architectural design work).
This concentration provides a good foundation for analysing architectural design in the different temporal contexts of the Grace project as
it enables the comparison of architectural design integration across the
phases of the project.
Next, I analyse architectural design and the general development in the
project in more detail with the help of the three phases of the project as
defined by the temporal bracketing. I discuss the integration and unfolding of the work in reference to the two elements of integration identified
on the basis of previous literature, consolidation and cumulation. In
reporting the findings, I first discuss general level of development in each
phase, followed by discussion on architectural design.
82

The benefit of interview data in studying integration is in the possibility to tap into
sensemaking of the individuals across multiple temporal points in time, i.e. past, present
and future (see Halinen et al., 2013). A natural limitation in such data is their limited
access to the design events as such, which is an integral challenge of network research.
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7.2

From project beginnings to project
restart (P0: 2007 – early 2009)
The development work in P0 began in 2007 prior to the delivery of Viking
Line’s previous ship XPRS with an exploratory and technical focus within
and between the involved organisations and actors, primarily STX Rauma
and STX Turku shipyard units and Viking Line. Overall, the phase can be
best described as one of research and development, with exploration of
different development streams as a key activity in the different organisations. Three of the interviewees said that they started in the Grace project
in or around 2007 (OM1, SC1) and 2008 (CAD1).
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Grace project did not start from a blank
sheet of paper in 2007. Most notably, LNG use had been explored in
previous Viking Line projects to improve environmental sustainability and
economic performance. Moreover, given the general strategy and routes of
Viking Line as a shipping company operating in the Northern areas of the
Baltic Sea, certain ship parameters were more likely to emerge as relevant in P0 than others (i.e. ship compatibility with ice loads and Finnish,
Swedish or Estonian port facilities). Hence, in regards to cumulation, the
general strategy of Viking Line was a boundary that set the stage for the
planning and initial development of Viking Grace.
In terms of consolidation, descriptions of P0 indicate that the concern
for integrating different development streams was relatively general and revolved around overall ship parameters, specifications and techno-economical feasibility studies (not uncommon in shipbuilding, see e.g. Gale. 2003).
Especially in early P0, fairly autonomous exploration of different options
was carried out in different units, companies and relationships in the network. This is exemplified well in discussions with SC1 and OM1 about how
the process began and how the early phases of the project unfolded:
Quote 7.1*
SC1: “All [three units of the shipyard] did more or less work together or separately on the next plans about what it could be like. At the time I was there
to look after things on behalf of the technology unit and Turku. First it was
discussed in a bit more technical, not too spectacular, way … We didn’t look at
it from a big-picture perspective, like very broadly, but we moved things forward
in a way that’s traditional for the shipbuilding [industry] and did all sorts of
tests and so on, and naturally some conceptual designs about what the GA could
be like.”

Quote 7.2
Interviewer: “So when did actually the project with Grace start for you?”
OM1: “It started 2007.”
Interviewer: “2007?”
OM1: “Yeah, that was... Real beginning and then it was up and down, and we
started with different, what should we have the capacity, cabins, lane metres and
all that. And it’s, it’s like a wheel you’re going around, around, around and then
you’re coming back and, slightly modified.”
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Interviewer: “So were there a lot of changes from 2007 and to say, 2010 when
the deal was made?”
OM1: “Yeah. The fuel price went up, a lot. So we had, to make the ship more
fuel economical […]. The length of the vessel is very important and when you
have together a fuel-efficient vessel. In the beginning it was around 200 metres,
now we have 218 metres.”
Interviewer: “So a bit bigger. What about the passenger capacity and these kinds
of things?”
OM1: “It was more or less the same. But the whole concept was, it was, more
or less starting from scratch in 2009, 2010. And then we were rethinking how
should we find a new vessel that attracts passengers. And um ... We went for a
solution that we have the public areas in the top and the cabins in between. So
we have the cargo cabins, and then the public area, restaurants and so on, to have
a good view, or sea view. So the project name was sea more, do more (laughing).”

As these quotes illustrate, overall consolidation of development streams
in P0 was not as yet very tight, as collaboration was loose and it was
possible to weave changes in the macro environment (fuel price) or project goals (improved passenger experience) into the development process
through significant changes in ship length and overall concept. Similarly,
a presentation (D6) received from OM1 displays some of the technical explorations influencing the project (e.g. potential use of wind power), with
a variety of different architectural and overall ship concepts presented.
Architectural design and related issues were among the individual
streams of exploration initiated in P0 although the overall focus was
described as being primarily technical and parametric. In specific, ideas
for the general arrangement and overall concept of the ship were explored
in P0. A small group of consulting architectural designers (among them
CAD1) also conducted design research and developed ideas for future
Viking Line ships with the board of directors, although on a general level
and as a separate stream from the project itself (similarly to the many
individual technical explorations):
Quote 7.3
CAD1: “We worked in the first phase really together with [the CEO] and like the
... board of directors at that point. We kind of, how to say, visualised, we tried
to define what the ... how the future, or coming future Viking Line ships would
be like. So I would say it was, that was actually – kind of how it started. The
intentions were there but it wasn’t set, like the management board, hadn’t taken
the decision to start, the actual work of a new ship.”

The wide scope of architectural design work in P0 is well displayed
in some of the outputs of this phase, ranging from a stylised side view
of the ship (Figure 7.2) to public flow ideas (Figure 7.3) to a futuristic
solar-powered ship concept (Figure 7.4). The figures portray, for instance,
how ideas for a more immersive ship experience with visibility and connectivity to the sea as key components (Figure 7.3, also Segercrantz, 2012,
p. 82 and interviews with CAD1 and OM1) and environmental sustainability (Figure 7.4) were explored in the early phases of the project.

Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.3.

Stylised sketch of a ship exterior, c. 2008–2009.
(Source: TE, 011012).

Figure 7.4.

Public flow sketch, c. 2008-2009.
(Source: TE, 011012).

Solar sail ship concept.
(Source: Viking Line, 2008a).
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With the benefit of retrospective reports about the early phase of
the project, it is possible to pinpoint certain general characteristics that
originated in P0 of the project. First, the ship was envisioned specifically
for the Turku-Stockholm route, as discussed by SC1 and public documentation (see Chapter 5). Second, the handling of on-board logistics was
considered more or less set in P0 according to the project manager OM1,
who stated that Viking Line generally is highly proficient in handling
logistics (naturally, the route and port facilities also influence logistics)
(see also EX, 230312). Third, the engine concepts that were explored in P0
were more or less the same as in Grace, with ideas for LNG machinery and
diesel-electric propulsion being included in some and left out in other iterations (discussed by both SC1 and OM1). As discussed, the use of LNG had
also been explored in earlier projects. Fourth, the desire to create a more
immersive experience of being on the sea (as discussed by CAD1, OM1
and displayed in e.g. Segercrantz, 2012) emerged in P0 through design
research on future ships.
Yet, discussion and reflections on the work carried out in P0 indicate
that in the early phases of the process it was not always possible to foresee or decide on the consolidation and cumulation of the different streams
of exploration. For example, even though the engine concept and use of
LNG were explored already in P0 on the technical side of development, the
final decision was made “surprisingly late” according to an article about
the ship (Von Herforth, 2013, p. 22). Similar remarks were made by the
project manager (OM1):
Quote 7.4
Interviewer: “What about the EU support, has it affected your work somehow?”
OM1: “Without the EU support I think there would be, we wouldn’t have LNG
vessel, that it would be HFO [heavy fuel oil] 83“
Interviewer: “Would it then be that in couple of years you would have had to
put in scrubbers?”
OM1: “Yeah, yeah, so we had the, in the beginning we had the space reservation
for scrubbers84 and so on.”

Reflections on architectural design also display the challenges of
ensuring consolidation and cumulation. Figures 7.2–7.4 show ship designs that are clearly different from the final outcomes of the project,
as do early phase visualisations displayed in other documents (particularly TE, 011012; D8; D20). Furthermore, an idea involving the use
of overhanging parts to make passengers more connected to the sea
was left out because it would have increased fuel consumption and
resulted in stability issues (Segercrantz, 2012). Also, public statements
from Viking Line personnel about the solar ship concept described the

83

84

Note that the monetary support from EU was ensured as late as April 2012. A machinery expert (SM2) also referred to the EU support in an interview in May 2012 that the use of LNG
had been certain “only for a couple of months”.
Scrubbers are devices that clean the exhaust emissions of ships, enabling the use of
cheaper and less clean fuel. The problem with scrubbers is their large size and weight,
reducing the capacity of ships (both cargo and passengers).
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concept as too radical for implementation at once because of technical and operational uncertainty (see e.g. Sjöström, 2009b; Holthof,
2013a). Similar arguments were made in interviews with OM1 and a
presentation displaying the solar ship concept (D6)85. In this respect,
direct cumulation from early phase architectural design ideas did not
take place in the project as they became subjected to consolidation
through economical and technical assessments.
However, the challenges related to ensuring consolidation and
cumulation in development were overcome by using boundaries as
the object of design and development in the process. For example,
in Quote 7.4, LNG and scrubbers represent alternative solutions for
economically operating a ship that fulfils incoming environmental
regulation, with economic operation within environmental regulation
as a design and development boundary. Similarly, the design of the
solar sail concept and evaluation of its feasibility were activities that
contributed to defining and setting boundaries for Viking Line and
the project. Also, although architectural design was restarted from a
supposedly clean sheet around 2009 (see Quote 7.2), the basic idea
of having visibility between decks and a good view of the archipelago
(as displayed in Figure 7.3) are recognisable in the arcade space of the
final ship (see Figure 7.5). Thus, although much of the architectural
design outputs were consolidated in the process with other streams of
development in P0, they contributed to the development of boundaries
for coming work.
The overall development process of Viking Grace did not build
steadily from the beginning of P0 onwards. As discussed by a shipyard coordinator (SC1), there was a clear quiet period in the process
prior to the restart in 2009. A shipyard manager (SM1) knowledgeable
about the project in P0 referred to it as “not refining into any direction” whereas the owner manager (OM1) laughingly stated, “then in
the middle we just cleaned up the table and started from scratch more
or less”. Indeed, as noted in Chapter 5, the project moved away from
the Rauma shipyard to the Turku shipyard around the year 2009 and
restarted with a new project number and overall concept. Hence, in
hindsight it is possible to see how the end of P0 was marked by a loss
of momentum and a degree of temporal disintegration in the development process in terms of project participants and development issues.
At the same time, the activities carried out in P0 did lay important
groundwork that became visible in development solutions during P1
and P2.

85

For example, the CEO of Viking Line discussed the concept in a magazine article, noting
that “[i]t must be implemented step by step. Our future newbuildings cannot act as floating test beds for new technology” (Sjöström, 2009b, p. 29). In another document, it was
discussed that Viking Line wanted to use technology that would give “practical savings that
could be maintained on a long-term basis” (Von Herforth and Schailleé, 2013, p. 30). The
project manager (OM1) also considered the use of sails as unfeasible because of scheduling
problems (on the general problem of sails in shipping, see Geels, 2002).
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Figure 7.5.

The Arcade space of Viking Grace. (Source: author).
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7.3

From project restart to ship contract
(P1: Early 2009 – December 2010)
The sales activity of the Turku shipyard in early 2009 and the desire of
the new Viking Line CEO to create a more cruise ship-like product stimulated a restart of the Grace project. The project restart was reflected
upon in quotes in the previous section and by many interviewees who
were involved or entered the project around the turn of P0 and P1 (e.g.
SC1, CAD1, SM1, OM2). Seven of the interviewees situated their start in the
project to early 2009, with three others entering the project later during
P1 (of whom six were architectural designers or design managers).
Beginning with cumulation, project entrants in P1 referred to previous
developments and the boundaries set in the project as a foundation for
their work. Even when a shipyard manager (SM1) referred to the ship
concept developed in P0 as a completely different ship, prior work was
considered as a useful probe into the needs and requirements of Viking
Line that influenced work in P1:
Quote 7.5*
SM1: “In a way the Rauma project had a different project number in our organisation and it was also really a totally different ship. It was something that had
sort of been refined from Viking XPRS, but it didn’t really take off in the end.”
Interviewer: “Did it provide you with any kind of a starting point or something?”
SM1: “Yeah, well, there were a couple of things we knew that the customer had
liked, as well as some things they hadn’t liked. So we kind of started from that,
started working.”

A Viking Line product manager (OM2) entering the project around the
end of P0 and early P1 stated that the company had “different kinds of
foundations in our drawers” and that a frame and rough passenger capacity were known at the time of the restart in 2009. Thus, there were clear
indications of cumulation and continuation from previous boundaries in
the data despite the restart of the project.
In architectural design, there were some ideas and a boundary from
which the work continued in P1, such as the “Rauma project” (referred
to by SAD1). Still, reflections on the beginning of P1 were largely similar in
content to the comments in P0 in that ideation and exploration were salient
characteristics in architectural design work (also displayed in D1 and D8;
Holthof, 2013a). As remarked by the architectural designers and developers:
Quote 7.6*
SAD1: “… we quickly make this sort of a rough [GA drawing], or sort of, we try
different kinds of layout solutions area by area, and in a way we think where the
services are located, flow, and things like that. And then we just develop various
different solutions to the client.”
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uote 7.7*
SM1: “But that’s, well, we made it into a whole of some sorts, even though it
was more like these kind of ideas, like partial thoughts about what it could
include, and then we started pushing them to the client [laughs].”

Quote 7.8*
OM2: “Initially we had absolutely wild, wild visions and thoughts.”

In general, the architectural designers and architectural design work
focused on the overall characteristics of the ship, such as theme and
mood, general arrangement, space layouts, passenger functions and
features (as discussed by SAD1–4, CADM2). Design focus on the overall
ship-level functions followed the general needs of shipbuilding procedure, where the ship size and volume are among the important issues
to consider in the early phases of development. Concept presentations
from early 2009 by the shipyard (D1) and mid-2009 by consulting
architectural designers (D2) display this approach in more detail. Both
presentations are characterised by general-level sections and concept
sketches of overall service and ship format, how spaces are located
on the ship, image collages displaying ideas and mood, as well as
statements and visualisations of particular ideas. Interior architectural design ideas also became part of the exploration, as witnessed
in the presentations and the entrance of interior design specialists
both in the shipyard (SAD3, SM3) and at Viking Line (OADM1) and as
consultants (CADM2). In the interior architectural design, cabins were
developed with relatively high detail as their sizing and price have a
large impact on the final ship (i.e. they multiply by hundreds in terms
of space requirements and cost). Hence, there were differences in the
need for consolidation between different streams of architectural
design during P1.
Reflections on the architectural design process in P1 displayed how
boundaries were beneficially used to ensure cumulation and consolidation in the process. In particular, the decision to develop a completely
new passenger experience made previous architectural design ideas
about the proximity to the sea developed in P0 less desirable as points
of departure (see e.g. Quote 7.2 and Holthof, 2013a). For example,
in developing the arcade space on the side of the ship, the idea of
proximity to the sea was introduced as a general idea in P1 rather
than through previous architectural design work carried out in P0. So,
although visualisations of the idea of proximity to the sea existed (see
Figure 7.3) it was redeveloped in the shipyard on the basis of generic
verbal specifications (see Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 for shipyard visualisations of the space developed in P1). As an architectural designer in
the shipyard (SAD3) discussed (emphasis added):
Quote 7.9
SAD3: “So … the idea is like, they just told they want to have, maximise
the sea view and have this kind of open space. […] Their wish [was] just
like a few sentences and then we have to make these things what they
would be like.”
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This strategy seemed to spark new application ideas for how to realise the proximity to sea and archipelago in the ship. For example, SAD2
referred to Viking Line being specifically interested in the concept of an
outdoor spa with a good view86. Also, placing the public spaces on the top
decks of the ship and locating them to the sides of the ship (as discussed
by SM1, CADM2, SAD4 and displayed in documents D1, D2 and D10) were
referred to as being an interesting feature for Viking Line. Thus, the work
in P1 built partially on the architectural design ideas developed in P0, with
a considerable amount of freedom on how to realise the idea within the
boundary of proximity to sea.

Figure 7.6.

Visualisation of the arcade space made by shipyard architectural
designers. (Source: Enlund and Eklund, 2012).

86

Grace features an indoor spa with a good view and also an ice room, which can be interpreted to follow a “hot and cold” idea featured in shipyard concepts (e.g. in D1).
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Consolidation of the different streams of work together into a feasible
ship concept became a far more critical concern in P1 than what it was
discussed to have been in P0. A manager leading the project in the shipyard (SM1) during P1 was specifically concerned with ensuring that the
ship can be built:
Quote 7.10*
SM1: “In practice the project engineer [manager] is the one who tries to have a
handle on things here on the shipyard’s end. So the project engineer is in a way
technically responsible for the whole project, for making sure the ship concept
can be realised.”

Similarly, a cabin area manager (SM3) entering the project at the end
of P1 reflected on the need to monitor the interior architectural designer
in the shipyard in order to keep costs and feasibility on target. From the
shipyard side, the use of a reference ship87 was instrumental in this work as
it enabled a better approximation of the costs of building and what could
be achieved for a certain cost. At Viking Line, a technical project manager was referred to as putting “his foot on the brake” when the “dynamic

Figure 7.7.

Visualisation of the arcade space / side opening from a sales presentation
made in the shipyard. The text refers to displaying scenery on the ship
side on an open, glass-covered promenade two decks in height. Note that
the logo of the previous shipyard owner has been replaced with that of the
new owner. Used with permission from Meyer Turku shipyard. (Source: D1).
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In practice, the reference ship is a previous ship roughly similar in characteristics to
the desired outcome, which is used as a template for development. More discussion on the
reference ship in the next chapter.
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newbuilding team” of Viking Line got carried away with radical visions
for the new ship (Holthof, 2013a, p. 16) while the architectural design
manager (OADM1) discussed the need to ensure that company needs would
be represented in development. Indeed, in P1 the ship concept grew too
large to build for a reasonable price and led to major changes in ship size
and volume as the point of contract was approached. General arrangement drawings from mid-2009 (D9) and late 2010 (D10) received from
CADM2 display clear changes in the general arrangement, with the earlier
one representing a more traditional “shopping street” arrangement and
the latter one corresponding almost directly to the final arrangement88. In
the interviews, many reflections concerned how the needs and visions of
Viking Line were subjected to regulation and manufacturability concerns
and were revised in consolidating the different streams of development to
a coherent ship that can be built to a certain reasonable cost:
Quote 7.11*
SM1: “This, on the other hand [refers to tendering material of Viking Line], well
surely you can see quite clearly that this kind of ship would never stay afloat.
This was so bloody huge that it was like 50 per cent too expensive. But naturally
as a customer-oriented shipbuilder, we calculated what it would cost and then
told them how much something like it would cost.”

Quote 7.12*
OM2: “We were also looking at what the ship could look like and, at the very
start we were going determinedly for like a futuristic, blunt-bowed train-like
look. I mean, do ships have to look like they’ve always looked like? Can’t we do
something different […]? So we were going for a blunt bow and a little bit of
roundness, but these wonderful maritime laws and all sorts of decrees came into
play, saying this is how it’s supposed to be … A thing that’s called a kollisionskott in Swedish, it’s kind of like a collision bumper or a collision head, meaning
that no people should be beyond a certain point or that people shouldn’t stay
there. But if we make the bow of the ship round, we’d lose a lot of the space and
the volume and the gross tonnage [laughs] that we’re paying for [laughs] and
wouldn’t be able to use it for anything.”

Quote 7.13*
SAD1: “But this one consultant put together these kind of material and we started negotiating and wrangling with the customer over what the ship should actually be like, so that the shipyard is able to build it. We’ve drawn up things like
this before, a lot of them, but they’re more like material for fairs and whatnot.”

Quote 7.14*
OADM1: “At first, I worked with our own team on alternative floor plans and
proposals. We also made alternative proposals to the shipyard so that our specific needs would be taken better into consideration.”
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This distinction was often used to describe the differences between the arrangements on
Grace and those on other ships, as the shopping aisle arrangement had been the major innovation of ships built in the 1990s (e.g. Punter, 2013; Holthof, 2013a). In the shopping
street arrangement, there is literally a street in the middle of the ship, which practically blocks the view to the sea from the public areas.
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The quotes indicate that not all of the issues or open development challenges regarding the new ship had been accounted for or developed thoroughly in the previous phase – nor were all the different developers fully
aware of the different facets of the development that had to be attended
to. Furthermore, the purpose of development in P1 was not to exhaustively attend to all development issues in their full scope. For example, one
architectural designer in the shipyard (SAD4) discussed that the ideas and
development suggestions in the early phase must be particularly good to
survive the lengthy process of shipbuilding while another (SAD1) referred
to the challenges faced in ensuring that the other developers in the project
used accurate and updated architectural design drawings. Both of these
remarks underline the iterative nature of the process where different issues
are attended to at different times with the help of boundaries. Discussions
on interior architectural design especially clearly showed that different
issues were attended to in different phases. Various shipyard actors (SC1,
SAD2, SAD3) stated that interior architectural design of public areas was
not dealt in detail in P1 because they knew that Viking Line would appoint
interior architectural designers later in the project who would have say
over the final interior design89. In practice this meant, for instance, that
material selection was not developed yet and the focus was primarily on
bounding the development through visual qualities. As discussed by SAD3:
Quote 7.15
Interviewer: “In the news there’s been a lot of focus on the environmental aspects,
has it somehow affected your work?”
SD3: “Mm … Not at that moment for the interior […] This, the design then for the
interior is more how it looks like.”

Viking Line’s interior architectural design manager (OADM1) also
reflected on material selection as a task for the architectural designers
who were appointed only after the contract. In a similar vein, an exterior
architectural designer in the shipyard (SAD1) pointed to the contract book
in the interview situation and remarked:
Quote 7.16*
SAD1: “This is something that, after you’ve made the deal, something that you go by.
This is almost like a bible for the project […]. But there’s no material, no material for
the artists [designers], it’s more like data, raw information. There’s also some kind of a
timetable for the architecture and responsibility areas that the shipyard is responsible
for and areas that the customer is responsible for. That kind of stuff. I don’t really have
to open that [book] in my work. I don’t have to deal with that.”

The limited scope of development, and use of boundaries, is further
underlined in a presentation about Viking Grace by a shipyard engineer,
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According to SAD2, the motive behind late appointment is to make the spaces as contemporary
as possible (i.e. shorten the time between design and ship delivery).
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who estimated that 1% of design is ready and 0.05% of costs are committed when a ship contract is signed (Jantunen, 2012).
The signing of a ship delivery contract between the STX Turku shipyard
and Viking Line marks the end of P1. There were a number of highly
relevant development specifications that were determined in the contract,
such as price, minimum speed in operation (contract speed), capacity,
dimensions and general arrangement90 of the ship (see Gale, 2003 for
general ship contract items). For architectural design, the most important
specification in the contract was the general arrangement, which largely
determined the size of spaces, their locations and functions on the ship
for interior architectural design (i.e. cabins, restaurants, etc.). For exterior
architectural design, the general arrangement and ship dimensions defined
boundaries for the shape of the ship, although the final details were still
subject to change and modification – that said, the contract book did
feature exterior renderings as well (as discussed by SAD1).

7.4

From ship contract to delivery
(P2: December 2010 – January 2013)
The beginning of P2 is marked by the announcement of the ship contract
in December 2010. A distinct wave of entries to the project emerged
from both the interview and document data around this event (see e.g.
Meriteollisuus, 2013, p. 13–23). This wave represents the activation of
the shipyard’s basic design and manufacturing functions and the entrance
of various contractors through competitive tendering to build the ship.
Overall, the focus of architectural design work shifted from the general
arrangement and exterior design more towards the interior, with public
space interior designers and the main cabin designer entering the process
in P2. Many designers also exited the project around the turn of P1 and
P2. For example, consultants involved in the development of the ship’s
general arrangement and concept (CADM2) were not handed a contract to
develop the final interior as Viking Line wanted to distance the new ship
from traditional shipbuilding style. In the shipyard, only one architectural
designer (SAD1) continued full time in the project as an exterior architectural designer, while a consulting exterior designer (CAD1) reflected upon
a decrease in responsibility and involvement. As discussed by a manager
in the shipyard (SM4), the general mode of work in P2 was that each ship
development department created a list of required drawings, scheduled
them and negotiated the need for information from other departments of
the shipyard (and suppliers).
Cumulation of development work was clear in reflections about P2.
Overall, interviewees who entered the project in P2 referred to relatively
precise tasks compared to those who had entered the project in the previ90

Various different individual actors are referred to as the authors of the final general
arrangement in the data (particularly OADM1, SM1 and CADM2). From a constructionist
perspective, this can be taken as a sign of the collaborative nature of the work.
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ous phases (with increasingly narrow focus areas for developers CAD5 and
OC2 who came on board towards the end of the phase). Also, the reference ship, cost, general arrangement, weight restrictions or previous negotiations with suppliers were commonly cited as the foundation of work in
P2. For example, a manager (SM2) in machinery development referred to
negotiations with suppliers prior to contract as a boundary for work:
Quote 7.17*
SM2: “Yeah, the engines are chosen at a very early stage, or this one was, and so
you talk about these things with engine manufacturers already before the deal
[…]. The deal for the main engine was made quite early, let’s say a couple of
weeks after the basic design work had started.”

In architectural design, the steel structure and general arrangement
inside the ship were practically defined when the main interior architectural designers were appointed (Holthof, 2013a) while turnkey companies
became involved in building interior areas of the ship by calculating cost
proposals for the different areas (as exemplified in e.g. Finnish Marine
Industries, 2013, p. 18 and discussed by TKM1). Similar references to the
different boundaries that were used in development during P2 were also
referred to in the interviews. For example, cabin architectural design used
previously developed layouts as a basis for design:
Quote 7.18*
CAD4: “Another thing, of course, is that the basic design [department] draws
up cabin plans, which the ship owner will then approve. They’re naturally like
a starting point. So, it wasn’t me who designed the layouts, but they were done
collaboratively by the shipyard and Viking. These are the beds and they’re
located here and here. That’s the starting point that also I used as background
material.”

The boundaries that were utilised in P2 were not complete and exhaustive. For example, a Viking Line environmental coordinator (OC1) entered
the project only in P2 to ensure that the ship under development would
meet company targets in terms of, among other things, water and electricity consumption (the coordinator referred to P2 as an early phase in the
process)91. In architectural design, activities did not cumulate directly on
top of what had been done earlier in the project, but instead addressed
new development issues following the boundaries that were set in the
project. For example, although the general arrangement, reference level
and cost were referred to as dominant boundaries, interior architectural designers in P2 practically started from a blank sheet in terms of the
visual and experiential qualities of the design. The head of the interior
designer office that entered the project at P2 considered they had relative-
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However, the issues attended to in this phase were limited in scope in comparison to earlier decisions (e.g. LNG use).
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ly free hands in designing the interior (see Takala, 2012). Furthermore,
they said that their participation hinged specifically on their capability to
develop an innovative ship of the future (Navigator, 2011; Pagni, 2011).
Viking Line’s interior architectural design manager (ODM1) made similar remarks, stating that while a new-to-the-industry design office made
development less fluent, their capability to bring in new ideas was important in the project. Interviews with the interior architectural designers
gave a little more depth to the development context when they entered. As
discussed by a manager of the main interior design consultant (CADM1):
Quote 7.19*
Interviewer: “Was this something you had to start from scratch? Did you get
anything from Viking Line, like something they had done at the shipyard before
you came in? Did you get any feeds from there?
CADM1: “We honestly didn’t get too much of that from the customer. Of course
because [OADM1] had drawn up the plans that were already in the general arrangement, the general arrangement was what we’d go by.”

A designer in the interior design company (CAD3) referred to the starting point in a similar way:
Quote 7.20*
CAD3: “We weren’t really in contact [with the shipyard’s architectural designers].
We naturally went through the references and were pretty much well aware of
what had been done with previous ships. The starting point was that we’d look
to build a new kind of ship, that we’d try to get rid of the image of having brass
here and there, on the handrails and so on, and that we’d add a touch of an inland
hotel experience to it, to cruise holidays.”
Interviewer: “But did you get anything from Viking Line or the customer? Like,
did they table some drawings or anything like that?”
CAD3: “Not really, no. They didn’t tie our hands in any way. Of course they [a former design manager] and [CADM1] went through a lot of it with the people from
Viking Line, the sketches we’d done, the ideas. We of course co-operated with
Viking Line in collecting the ideas, but there wasn’t anything specific, like this is
how you should go about something like this because that’s how we’ve always
went about it. It really was the other way around, like ‘show us something new’.”

Thus, the development that did influence work in the later stages was
mainly related to the general arrangement and reference ship, i.e. boundaries developed in earlier phases of the project. A similar reference was
made by the main exterior designer (SAD1), who mentioned that although
the “big lines” and concept remained the same as at contract, the detailing of the ship changed a great deal from the point of contract. Hence,
boundaries ensured cumulation in the process without completely restricting architectural designers and developers in P2.
In some instances, the use of boundaries enabled a flexible approach
to arriving at a consolidated and feasible outcome in architectural design.
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This was particularly well displayed in a remark made by the cabin architectural designer (CAD4) about the influence of prior work in the project:
Quote 7.21*
CAD4: “I got the [earlier] drawings [of the cabins] from them [the shipyard]
and they were naturally pushing their ideas and areas, but they [the drawings]
were as if from a different world [laughs]. They were marvellous, of course, very
futuristic and stylish, but nothing you could use in practice. They would’ve cost
a fortune [laughs]. And that’s how they were done. I also went through them
and met with their designer, who had also attended the kick-off meeting, but we
didn’t realise them at all, it was impossible.”

After the work conducted by CAD4 on the cabins, other designers
(among them CAD2) were brought in to redesign cabin furnishings as they
were not considered to be successful (see also Pagni, 2013a). Thus, the use
of boundaries helped break some individual architectural design features
into independent units and made it possible to revise earlier work done in
the project.
However, consolidation of different architectural design streams with
each other was sometimes challenging. For instance, consolidating the
style of different interior areas was demanding because their design
activities proceeded in different timeframes. The cabin architectural designer (CAD4) who needed to finalise his work already prior to mid-2011
attempted to align carpeting design with the work of the public area interior designers, for whom carpeting was not yet a concern at that time. As
a result, the cabin architectural designer expressed being somewhat dissatisfied with the abrupt change in the style of carpeting on the ship (see
Figure 7.8). Similarly, still in late 2012, an architectural designer (CAD5)
developing a section for the tax-free shop of the ship was uncertain about
the available height in the space due to modifications in a restaurant located above it and had to wait on the decision concerning the final height.
My visit to Viking Grace during building in 2012 also revealed notable
differences in the building timeframes of interior areas. At that time, the
cabins had final surface materials, furnishings and fabrics in place, while
a restaurant floor was just being cast, with the rest of the restaurant being
completely bare (FN, 280912).
Architectural designers often worked closely with naval architects or
engineers in the exterior, and turnkey suppliers in the interior architectural design development in P2. For example, the shipyard exterior architectural designer (SAD1) mentioned that they were working closely with a
structural engineer to ensure that the eventual architectural design would
be structurally sound. Interior architectural designers developed the
different parts of the ship interactively with turnkey companies, which
acted as translators between architectural design and manufacturing (as
discussed in Chapter 6) and held a central role in consolidating architectural design, engineering and economical considerations in the process.
Yet, consolidation and translation of architectural design in P2 was not
always straightforward. Especially interviewees representing turnkey
companies (TKD1, TKM1–2) discussed the difficulty of meeting the designs
of the architectural designers with feasible solutions that did not cost or
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Figure 7.8.

Change from realistic wood planking on stones in the cabin corridors, to
plain grey, to abstract pattern in the public interior area carpeting on
board Viking Grace. (Source: author).

weigh too much (material selection was often a key challenge). Material
use challenges were also frequently discussed in interviews with architectural designers and their presentations (e.g. CAD3 and CADM1; FN,
310512) and interviews with service developers working with architectural designers (OC2; EX, 090113). Consolidation of the architectural
design therefore often meant changing materials entirely to meet the ship
price and safety requirements of the different areas (also displayed in
public documents, see Chapter 5).
Moreover, still in P2, the work of architectural designers was not
fully definitive in terms of what the ship would be like, but instead had
boundary-like qualities. For example, the interior designer manager
(CADM1) stated only two months before the delivery of the ship:
Quote 7.22*
CADM1: “And if we take a look at where we’re now, this is where we are: project
management. There has been a lot of, like, questions even though our last input
was in early February [2012]. We’re basically still [in contact] on a daily basis.
Like, they have questions, problems and challenges and so on. We’ve also noticed that you have to react to those right away to bring the vision to life.”

This need for monitoring and ensuring that the vision is followed
indicates that architectural design work in P2 was still characterised by a
certain level of ambiguity and interpretability (i.e. the architectural design
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did not define an exhaustive blueprint for how to build the ship but was
more flexible in character). Comparison of computer renderings of the
arcade space published in April 2012 (see Figure 7.9 below) and a photo
graph of the arcade space on-board the ship (see Figure 7.5) displays
such characteristics related to architectural design. While the space in the
rendering corresponds closely to the realised ship, the light fixtures in the
space are a very different design (concentric cylinders on beams from floor
to ceiling vs. stacked polygons lowering to the ceiling level of the deck92).
Thus, the concept of moving light fixtures is the same, but the realisation
is different. The final phase P2 in the project ended with the delivery of
Grace to Viking Line.

Figure 7.9.

Rendering of the arcade space displaying an alternative light fixture
design from the final one. (Source: DE, 050412).

92

Visualisations with the old light fixture are still shown in a brochure from November 2012
(Viking Line, 2012b).
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7.5

Architectural design as an activity in
progressive boundary development
In this chapter, I have analysed the integration of architectural design
activities into the process of development in the Viking Grace project.
In particular, I have focused on two necessary elements of design integration (cumulation and consolidation) in the different phases of the
Viking Grace project. This analysis has helped in better understanding
how development activities carried out in earlier project phases can both
provide a basis for the cumulation of design decisions and activities while
remaining sufficiently open for consolidation in the face of new knowledge in the later phases.
The reflections on the Viking Grace development process presented in
this chapter show how architectural design and other development activities cumulated during the development process and were transformed
from ideas and concepts to a manufactured ship. In the data, cumulation
was visible in various instances where architectural designers and other
developers described entering the project to continue with the development of previous ideas, concepts and ship areas. Among the clearest ways
how cumulation (i.e. the earlier phases of the project influenced later
phases) was displayed in the data was how the idea of improving the
proximity of passengers to the sea influenced the general arrangement
of the ship, which was an important tool in competitive tendering and
later enabled the division of the ship into sections that individual turnkey
companies and other consultants entered to develop. Furthermore, the
cost of the ship agreed upon in the ship contract at the turn of P1 and
P2 had strong implications for activities in P2. From the perspective of
previous studies and theory, the results of this chapter underline the key
importance of early phases as a foundation for cumulation in product development (e.g. Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1987; Cagan and Vogel, 2002;
Lewis et al., 2001) and how early phase design is iterated in development
processes (e.g. Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995; Berends et al., 2011).
At the same time, the analysis shows how architectural design and
other development activities were consolidated to accommodate different
requirements present in the different phases of the project. In principle,
the need for consolidation made the early phase design and development
activities less decisive in the overall project. For example, architectural
design concepts made during P0 were used as general inspiration and
interior architectural design pictures made in P1 gave an overall feel for
certain potential ship spaces, but in the end they did not necessarily influence later phase design activities directly and it was not always possible
or desirable to develop them further due to cost or feasibility issues and
changes in project parameters. The results also show how architectural
designers and other developers attended to a limited set of issues in the
different phases – even when it was known what issues needed to be
solved in the overall process (see e.g. Quote 7.15 and the way how shipyard architectural designers and developers limited their scope of design
in P1)93. In terms of fuel choice of the ship, it was not practically possible
to make a final decision on the use of LNG until P2 when the challenges
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of supply and funding were overcome. Hence, in addition to displaying
cumulation, the results show how conditional decisions were made so
that both unknown issues and known unknown issues could be dealt with
in the later phases as knowledge became available in the development
process, as discussed also in existing process models of shipbuilding (e.g.
Gale, 2003) and complex and uncertain product development (e.g. Cooper, 1994; Hobday, 1998; MacCormack et al., 2001).
The results further show how the project network influenced and was
influenced by cumulation and consolidation in the development process.
For example, Viking Line’s desire to create a completely new and cruise
ship-like experience made the Turku shipyard and a completely new-tothe-industry interior design office better network partners than the Rauma
shipyard or traditional marine industry architectural design offices. In this
respect, the results reflect the possible need to alter the composition of the
development network as project requirements evolve (Baraldi et al., 2011;
also Lockwood, 2011; Bruce and Bessant, 2002; Walsh et al., 1992) and
the accommodation of new development perspectives to the development
process (discussed as friction by Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002).
To reflect the seemingly contradictory processes of cumulation and
consolidation, I have suggested in this chapter that boundaries constituted
a central focus of design and development in the Viking Grace project.
As a result, the development process in the Viking Grace project can be
conceptualised as progressive boundary development. The term progressive refers to cumulation between activities across different phases to
avoid having to start the process all over again. The term boundary refers
to both the product and project boundaries within which later phase
design and development occurs, i.e. the physical parameters of the emerging product or system and also the development network involved in
the project and who will be involved in the project. In terms of its goals,
progressive boundary development can be considered to correspond to
a boundary searching method in product development (see Jones, 1992),
but is used more extensively for structuring the process rather than for
research only.
Progressive boundary development is best viewed as a complementary view on the complex and networked product development process,
which suggests two relevant characteristics to be considered in design
management and environmentally sustainable design. First, although it
is possible to trace how individual design and development streams (e.g.
interior, exterior, power, propulsion) in the Viking Grace project followed
a general procedure from concepts to detailing to manufacturing (as in
e.g. Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000; Cagan and Vogel, 2002), the results of the
study show that these procedures were not fully synchronised at the project level. Instead, different design and development activities and tasks
often took place in different timeframes. In the Viking Grace project, this
was illustrated, for instance, by the challenges of aligning carpeting design
in different ship areas by the cabin and public area interior designers.
Thus, even where the different development streams or activities shared a
boundary (such as the general arrangement), the boundary did not neces93

Viewing design as the creation of “a matching problem–solution pair” (Dorst and Cross,
2001, p. 435), attending to a limited set of issues in this way can be considered as the
development of partial problem-solution pairs.
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sarily indicate what particular phase of development the activity was going through. As a result, there were multiple early concept design, detailed
design and manufacturing phases in the project (which is also indicated
by the ship design spiral presented in Figure 3.2; also Frankenberger and
Badke-Schaub, 1998).
Second, the transfer of ideas and concepts to detailing and manufacturing between different actors in the Viking Grace project often occurred
through boundaries rather than direct hand-off of a singular concept
to detailing and later to manufacturing. For example, in interior architectural design, idea search and concept design were carried out both in
early P1 and early P2, but by different architectural designers and within
a narrower boundary in P2 (specifically in terms of cost and the general
arrangement, which had been informed by design activities carried out
in P1). Similarly, interviewees stated that the idea of proximity to the sea
was introduced to shipyard architectural designers in P1 as a requirement
expressed in a few sentences (see Quote 7.9) although visualisations of the
idea also existed. Hence, there were instances in the Viking Grace project
where cumulation and consolidation were achieved through repeating
similar design procedures (e.g. ideation and concept design) but within a
narrower boundary.
As a result of the different timeframes in development and the use of
boundaries to ensure cumulation and consolidation, it was not always
possible – or necessary – to address design and development issues holistically in the individual project phases in the Viking Grace project. For
example, materials for the interior were not selected until P2, although the
cost of materials was indirectly determined in the contract by setting the
overall cost and quality level of the ship. Furthermore, environmental targets for various ship functions (e.g. water use in cabins) were defined only
after the contract, following the overall target of improving the environmental sustainability of the ship. Based on the results, such use of flexible
specifications was necessary because of the impossibility of knowing
what lies ahead and because it was known that it would be better to solve
certain issues in the later phases of the project (and possibly by actors
other than those who were involved in the earlier phases). Put differently,
not all of the open and undefined issues in the project were foreseeable or
open for solving by design in the early phases as they required different
procedures, different timeframes, different actors and different means of
solving (as also implied in Baraldi et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 1992; Bruce
and Bessant, 2002).
Figure 7.10 displays a simple illustration of the phasing of open
development issues in reference to the overall reduction of open development issues in a project. The figure displays three major phases (as also
identified in the present case study on the Viking Grace project), but in
practical product development more phases and boundaries with differing
durations are present as indicated, for instance, by the shipbuilding design
spiral displayed in Figure 3.2. Thus, Figure 7.10 should be read as an
abstraction and generalisation of how progressive boundary development
took place in the Viking Grace project (and as such, a further interpretation of the descriptive Figures 6.1 and 7.1). The key point of the figure
is in displaying how different phases in a complex product development
have different issue sets to be solved. These issue sets do not directly correspond to a progression from planning to concepts to details to manufac-
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turing, with boundaries in between. Instead, it is suggested that planning,
concepting, detailing and manufacturing issues may all be relevant in each
phase for solving the issue set in question (although planning is likely
more relevant in the left-hand side of the figure and manufacturing in
the right-hand side). Furthermore, in the later phases, the solving of open
issues is carried out within narrower boundaries, defined by different avenues of design and the progress made in development. In the Viking Grace
project, the environmental targets and their realisation are an example
of such progression, with ship-level environmental targets set in the early
phases and narrower interior area targets and specifications (e.g. water
use) addressed only after the ship contract was signed.

Open development issues

Figure 7.10.
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The phasing of open development issues in reference to overall reduction
of development issues.
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In assessing the analysis of this chapter, there are two critical remarks
that I wish to discuss in regards to the conclusions. First, the definition
of the project phases is arbitrary – as indicated already by the temporal
bracketing method itself (see Langley, 1999). Indeed, an alternative temporal bracketing or timeframe of the project would result in a different narrative of the process, even if some features were retained (Hyysalo, 2010).
Even then, the influence of the ship contract in determining the cost and
reference level of the ship, and how these determinations influence ship
development projects is a “real world” mechanism in shipbuilding projects
(i.e. pre- and post-contract phases exist practically in all shipbuilding projects, just as pre- and post-launch phases exist in innovation projects more
generally, see Van de Ven et al., 2008; Hyysalo, 2010; Pollock and Williams, 2008). Hence, changing the temporal boundary of the case would
not make the contract and its influence on development insignificant as an
event in the process. Second, the conceptualisation of progressive boundary development does not rule out the possibility that some decisions made
in the early phase are more significant than those made in the later phase.
Yet, as this chapter shows, early phase design decisions may not necessarily
hold direct relevance in the later phases (as was the case, for instance, with
material selection in the interior architectural design) and the significance
of decisions was sometimes determined later in the process (e.g. LNG use)
(resembling critical situations of design processes discussed in Frankenberger and Badke-Schaub, 1998). Therefore, even significant decisions in
the process sometimes had an indirect and unpredictable influence on later
phase developments through boundaries.
How should design managers then decide on when to integrate designers in complex and networked product development projects? Based
on the findings presented in this chapter, it can be suggested that “early”
integration of design is not the only possible way to strategically integrate
design into complex and networked product development. In the Viking
Grace project, the design of the overall ship architecture and general
arrangement were early phase design activities taking place in P0 and P1,
while these phases had only an indirect impact on the interior in terms
of materials, finish and style designed in P2. Still, both the overall architecture and interior finishing contributed successfully to strategic targets
to renew the ship experience. Beyond architectural design, environmental
sustainability targets were part of the development from the outset of the
project, but, for example, specific water use targets in the cabin area were
defined only after the contract in P2. These results echo those of Chapter
5 by showing that later phase activities in the project also contributed significantly to strategy and wider business goals in the project, in terms of
both architectural design and environmental sustainability (through e.g.
strategic use of styling, see Person, 2012). Hence, early phase integration
of architectural design was not a universally effective integration strategy
for successfully using design in the Viking Grace project.
Following earlier research in design management (Perks et al., 2005;
Bruce and Bessant, 2002), business networks (Baraldi et al., 2011) and
user-centred design (Hyysalo, 2004, 2010; Hartswood et al., 2002; Botero
and Hyysalo, 2013; Johnson et al., 2014), it can be argued that prolonged
participation in projects may be a more relevant strategy for managing
and integrating design in complex and networked product development
to aid in taking design ideas to finalised products (i.e. ensuring cumula-
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tion and consolidation). As development projects typically have different
requirements and logic during different phases (e.g. development vs. use),
Baraldi et al. (2011) suggest that the presence of the same actors throughout the different phases of a project (i.e. prolonged participation) can
facilitate better handling of compromises and adaptations in the process.
Similar recommendations have been made by Hartswood et al. (2002, p.
9), who suggest that co-realisation – the long-term engagement of information technology designers in the “‘lived work’ of the users” – enables
them to better satisfy user needs in the end products.
However, integrating design in the early phases and keeping it integrated throughout development projects is not necessarily effective or
possible in all kinds of development. For example, constant integration
of design could result in long (and costly) idle periods for the integrated
designers (Botero and Hyysalo, 2013). Moreover, because the required
design and development competences and resources may change and
evolve during the development process (Baraldi et al., 2011; Van de Ven
et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 1992), early and prolonged design integration
could potentially result in a mismatch between project requirements and
those integrated into the project in earlier phases (for matching design
expertise with overall project requirements, see also Bruce and Morris,
1994). Indeed, as is evident from architectural design integration in the
Viking Grace project, consulting architectural designers integrated in
the early phases were not involved throughout the project and only one
exterior architectural designer in the shipyard was needed on the project
full time after the contract was signed, as the focus of architectural design
work shifted more towards the interior and its realisation. Hence, in a
more refined form, prolonged participation could mean a need-based
(Veryzer, 2005; Bruce and Morris, 1994; Von Stamm, 1998) and periodic
integration of design into development processes during defining moments
(Botero and Hyysalo, 2013).
When do such defining moments take place in complex and networked
product development processes? Based on the results of this chapter, the
ideal periods for ensuring prolonged participation of design are both
during boundary formation and soon after boundaries have been formed
in the process. Integrating design around the boundaries can be considered to yield a wider influence through design during progressive boundary development, as it enables designers to take part in the various points
when development issue sets are solved at boundaries and new sets are
opened for solving after new boundaries have been formed. For instance,
in terms of the interior space locations and volumes of Viking Grace,
the general arrangement developed during and set at the end of P1 had a
strong influence on the work of interior architectural designers in P2, who
still referred to having relatively free hands when they entered the project. Early integration would be relevant as part of this kind of prolonged
participation if the definition of early integration is expanded from integration in the early phase of a project to early integration in each phase
where new issue sets are opened in a project and there is sufficient latitude
for design to make a mark in the project (i.e. integration around boundaries). This has parallels with recommendations for real-time product definition (Bhattacharya et al., 1998) and the relevance of design in initiating
convergence in development projects (Berends et al., 2011).
Even then, as the different design and development activities are not
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fully synchronised with each other in progressive boundary development,
defining when boundary formation relevant for design takes place, and
integrating design at those points in time, is easier said than done in real
time within complex and networked product development projects. In
shipbuilding practice, a ship contract (along with the boundaries it sets in
terms of general arrangement, speed, cost and volume) is perhaps among
the clearest defining moments in the process that can be anticipated by
shipyards and ship owners and used for steering architectural design
integration (and as is done in current practice to a certain degree). Yet, as
suggested by the influence that P0 had in the Viking Grace project (despite
a gradual loss of momentum in the process), the contract was certainly
not the only time when boundaries relevant for architectural design were
formed. Thus, the boundaries in progressive boundary development are
not always clearly visible or possible to anticipate.
The difficulty of anticipating and defining all the moments when
boundaries are set during progressive boundary development, combined
with the evolution of project networks (in terms of who participates in
projects at different times), suggests that it may be useful to view design
integration and prolonged participation not only as issues of time, but
also from the perspective of what means are used for achieving cumulation and consolidation and for structuring the development process.
This relates to studies on user-centred design (Hyysalo, 2010; Johnson et
al., 2014; Johnson, 2013) that demonstrate how understanding of users
within new development projects is typically constructed by relying on
various formal and informal ways (or method mixes) of understanding
users across projects and timeframes. Put differently, cumulation and consolidation of design and development decisions is conditioned, bounded
and structured by the tools and means that are used within the different
phases of a project, both within the overall project and across different
projects of companies and networks. In the next chapter, I focus specifically on the means that were used in the Viking Grace project to achieve
cumulation and consolidation and further discuss how they facilitated
progressive boundary development.
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Architectural design and
complexity management in the
Viking Grace project

8

In this final empirical chapter of the dissertation, I deepen understanding
of the roles, division of labour and functioning of progressive boundary development in the Viking Grace development process. The specific
analytic focus of the chapter is on the means that were used for ensuring
cumulation and consolidation as new resource combinations were developed in the project, and how architectural designers took part in that
development. In the chapter, I show how the central activity of complexity
management was carried out in the Viking Grace project and how it influenced and was influenced by architectural design. As such, the chapter
provides further insight into prolonged participation of design as an
integration strategy and extends current understanding in design management, product development and environmentally sustainable design on
the skills and competences of designers (e.g. Perks et al., 2005; Bruce and
Bessant, 2002; Valencia et al., 2013; Bohemia, 2002; Lofthouse, 2004),
and how those competences are situated in the complex and networked
product development context.
Development of new resource combinations is a much-discussed topic
in network literature. In principle, new resource combinations are created
by combining old resources, activities and actors with new ones (Ford
et al., 2011; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2007, 2002). Design and
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designers also commonly deal with new resource combinations in the
form of products, services and systems, although resource combination
development is not discussed in design management literature as such.
For example, Jevnaker (1998, p. 1) discusses design as a central activity
in the development of new products, referred to as the “lifeblood” of
companies. Also, the core role of design is closely tied to defining what
will be made prior to actually making it. For example, through a set of
drawings, a designer can define the shape and size of a product and its
constituent parts, holding implications for issues such as how materials, manufacturing processes and even manufacturing organisations are
to be or ought to be combined in development. Given this connection,
design is considered to determine environmental sustainability in product and service development as a gatekeeper between ideas and manufacturing (Thompson and Sherwin, 2001) and can act as a catalyst for
radical system innovations (Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b). For example,
decisions to avoid using certain materials in production or to abandon
product design altogether to achieve dematerialisation are commonly
viewed to be made on the drawing boards of designers. Hence, design
can be framed as an activity with a specific focus on the development of
new resource combinations (among many other professions involved in
such activities).
Development of resource combinations is particularly challenging in
complex and networked product development (such as shipbuilding)
because of the high amount of possible combinations among different
development parameters and the potential influence of minor changes
on the whole product (e.g. Hobday, 1998; Gale, 2003). Therefore, the
development process of complex products is centrally characterised by
the need to reduce uncertainty over how new resource combinations
and changes in design and development parameters influence the final
outcomes of the project (Nightingale, 2000; Vincenti, 1990). As such,
uncertainty of development emphasises the importance of knowledge
in developing resource combinations in complex product development
contexts. As Lamb (2003, p. 3) outlines in reference to shipbuilding:

“As with any decision there is usually some level of uncertainty. Designers94 use
knowledge to reduce this uncertainty and thus enable superior decisions.
There are two factors that complicate design decision making, namely the
uncertainty involved in both the inputs and outcomes, and knowing what information (knowledge) must be considered in developing the outcomes from the
selected options.”

One of the central means by which designers take part in new resource
combination development occurs through drawings and visualisations of
various kinds, ranging from quick sketches and scribbles to more elaborate control drawings and computer renderings. As discussed in Henderson (1999), drawings can be conceptualised as powerful “conscription

94

Note that Lamb speaks of design in a general sense, with naval architecture as the specific
design discipline mentioned in his book chapter.
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devices” to which other forms of knowledge can be embedded and which
can serve as hubs of interaction in product development processes. As
such, drawings can be considered as “boundary objects” between different design disciplines in product development (on boundary objects in
general and in product development, see Star and Griesemer, 1989; Star,
2010; Carlile, 2002; Bergman et al., 2007). Furthermore, designers can
store design ideas and decisions relating to certain parts or elements of a
product in drawings for future reference and continue the development
of other parts of the product (van der Lugt, 2005; Jones, 1992). This
way, drawings can reduce uncertainty in product development over what
the physical qualities and properties of the product will be and help keep
the development task manageable for individual designers. However,
drawings alone are not a sufficient means of handling the complexity
of modern products and design problems (Jones, 1992; Perry and Sanderson, 1998). Indeed, Vincenti (1990) and Nightingale (2000) suggest
various other ways than drawing which help generate knowledge and
reduce uncertainty in complex product development, such as the use of
theory (Vincenti, 1990), the use of established technology or old designs
in product development (Nightingale, 2000) or modelling and calculation prevalent in naval architecture (Gale, 2003).
The analytical interest in this chapter is specifically on the means that
were used for managing complexity and reducing uncertainty in the design and development of new resource combinations in the Viking Grace
project. In specific, I analyse how designers took part in new resource
combination development in comparison to other developers involved in
the project. As such, this chapter adds to the understanding of the role
of design within the division of labour in the Viking Grace project (and
further in complex and networked product development).
The theoretical foundation of my analysis is grounded in notions
of drawings as devices (Henderson, 1999) and storage units of design
decisions (Jones, 1992; Römer et al., 2001; van der Lugt, 2005), combined with ideas about the existence of particular techniques for reducing
uncertainty in complex product development (Nightingale, 2000) and
design artefacts that are used interactively to aid product development
(Perry and Sanderson, 1998; also Lee, 2007). As uncertainty and complexity management are key concerns in complex product development,
I conceptualise the means by which uncertainty regarding the inputs and
outcomes of new resource combinations was reduced in the Viking Grace
development process with the help of complexity management devices
(hereafter referred to as CMD). Following the theoretical ideas above,
CMDs are concrete representations of design and development decisions
with a capacity to store complexity, cumulation and alternative design
ideas, facilitate consolidation as well as reduce uncertainty. Furthermore, following theorising on drawings and their limitations, CMDs hold
complementary qualities in development processes because an individual
CMD has a limited capability to reduce uncertainty and manage complexity. To a certain extent, the concept of CMDs discussed in this chapter
sides with discussion on the use of artefacts in collaborative practices and
concepts such as boundary objects (Star and Griesemer, 1989), boundary
negotiating artefacts (Lee, 2007) and intermediary objects (Boujut and
Blanco, 2003). Yet, these concepts do not fully cater to the analytical
focus of this chapter, which is on the capability of different objects or
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devices to reduce uncertainty in complex and networked product development95. In this respect, the CMD can be considered as a necessary
addition to the discussion on the use of artefacts in collaboration as it
refers to a particular function of material artefacts particularly relevant in
the complex and networked product development context.
The benefit of the CMD conceptualisation is that it bridges theories in
design, complex product development and networks under a common
concept and helps position the role of design more clearly in the network
of complex product development. Additionally, much of the present
understanding of knowledge development activities in complex product
development (Nightingale, 2000; Vincenti, 1990; Bucciarelli, 2002) or
use of drawings (Henderson, 1999) comes from the study of engineering
design. Hence, the relevance of this chapter is in complementing this
discussion with a focus on architectural design (as an applied form of
industrial and interior design) and discussion of the various means to
manage complexity under the common concept of devices.
The discovery of CMDs from the case study data occurred through a
holistic analysis of how design and development was carried out and
influenced by different factors in the Viking Grace development process. Particularly in relation to architectural design in the Viking Grace
project, analysing discussion about the various enablers and barriers to
the work of architectural designers has been important in discovering
CMDs96. Additionally, in my analysis of the data, I focused on discussion of common shipbuilding industry circumstances and complexity in
order to arrive at the understanding of CMDs presented in this chapter. In
presenting the analysis, I have also devoted much attention to the general developments in the Viking Grace project, because they are crucial
for contextualising the work of architectural designers and the different
CMDs as well as highlighting the interactive and networked nature of the
development process. My analysis cannot be considered to cover the full
spectrum of possible CMDs used in complex product development, but
rather an account of those CMDs that emerged as relevant in the Viking
Grace case study data for explaining the role of architectural design and
how it was integrated into the process of development.
Following earlier theory, I have already framed drawings as a central
CMD for design and implied the existence of others as well. Thus, as I
next proceed to discuss the analysis of the case study data, I begin with
drawings and visualisations and proceed further to the other CMDs discovered in the study.

95

96

The interpretive flexibility of boundary objects across communities of practice (see Star,
2010, p. 602) can also be considered problematic from the perspective of complexity management (e.g. an exterior computer rendering of a ship does not support an engineer in developing the piping layout inside the ship). Also, while the CMD is conceptually relatively
close to boundary negotiating artefacts, boundary negotiation is essentially “a model of
collaboration” (Lee, 2007, p. 335) whereas the CMD deals with cumulation of knowledge and
design decisions.
Originally, enablers and barriers were discussed specifically in reference to environmental sustainability and the role of design (see Murto and Person, 2013, 2014b, 2015).
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8.1

Drawings and visualisations
Different types of drawings and visualisations emerged in the case study
data as a central means whereby the architectural designers communicated
ideas and participated in resource combination development in the Viking
Grace project. Drawings are perhaps the single most defining tool of design,
both on the artistic and engineering sides of design (see e.g. Cross, 2000;
Perry and Sanderson, 1998). Drawings are used specifically as a means to
depict and communicate what does not exist yet (Jones, 1992; Römer et
al., 2001; van der Lugt, 2005). From the perspective of resource combining,
they serve as models for what the outcomes of resource combining could or
should be and what kind of inputs the outcomes would require.
The nature of drawings as an integral tool of architectural design, design
and engineering has already been sided in many of the previous chapters
in this dissertation. Chapter 6 described the role of architectural designers
commonly involved the visualisation of ideas and concepts, and in Chapter
7 I briefly discussed how shipyard managers (SM4 and SM2) stated that
a central task for each department in the basic design phase of the Grace
project (and shipbuilding projects in general) was to make a list of required
drawings and schedule them to the project timeline. Drawings therefore
were a central CMD in the project and were among the indicators used for
monitoring progress in the project (as shown in presentations D3 and D4).
Two primary ways how drawings and visualisations helped manage cumulation and complexity in the Grace development process emerged from
the case study data. The first way corresponds closely to the discussion in
Chapter 6 and how architectural designers visualised their ideas of what
the future ship could be like. In this role, drawings and visualisations were
used as windows to potential future resource combinations, with a specific importance in capturing the requirements and wishes of the owner and
passengers to drawings and sketches. An interior architectural designer
in the shipyard, SAD3, said in an interview while showing drawings and
sketch renderings of the arcade space of Grace:
Quote 8.1
SAD3: “So ... based on many things, also the owners wish. So we start moving
these colours, the the the, [space] reservation […] So then my part is, the job is,
for that part we get some basic idea and instructions what will be [the] style,
according to the reference, according to the trend. And also of course talking
about what group, the customer, I mean the travel tourist.“

This way of managing complexity in ship development by drawing was
not exclusive to architectural design, as many other developers also engaged in developing visualisations, such as general arrangement drawings
(referred to by SC1, SM1, OADM1) or a computer program demonstrating
a ship restaurant space in a three-dimensional game environment (D12 referred to by SC2). In this respect, the first way how drawings and visualisations help manage complexity is that they enable the developers to envision
and evaluate whether certain resource combination outcomes are preferable
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or not, in terms of their experience, use or feasibility, for instance. Moreover, some drawings were used for managing complexity very broadly on
the ship level, particularly the general arrangement drawing of the ship.
References in the interviews and documents pointed to how the general
arrangement drawing helped evaluate passenger experience (e.g. would it
be preferable to not situate a nightclub close to the children’s area?), use of
space (e.g. would galleys placed in the centre of the ship support fluent logistics?) and feasibility (e.g. could a ship of this size have this many decks?).
The second way of using drawings and visualisations was to envision
what will be, especially towards the later phases of the project. In this
role, drawings were used as a means to steer manufacturing:
Quote 8.2*
TKM2: “So on the basis of what we had agreed in the model [cabin area], the
design department started working on all of the single cabin types, the same
things, started designing and drawing and making the component drawings.”

This way of using drawings as a step in manufacturing was a task performed primarily by turnkey companies and other engineering and building actors in the Grace project network that were involved in translating
the work of architectural designers into a technical format in the project.
For example, on the architectural design side, the cabin architectural
designer (CAD4) only made hand-drawn cabin sketches and discussed the
limited need to attend to detail:
Quote 8.3*
CAD4: “Well these [drawings] aren’t particularly precise, and others will clarify
them. It’s not my job to do that anyway.”

On the turnkey side, a technical designer (TKD1) referred to the architectural material as the starting point for technical and manufacturing
drawings, which translate the vision of the architect to the ship, with
vision referring specifically to the visual qualities of the interior.
These two complementary ways show how drawings were used to develop new resource combinations. In the first mode, drawings were used
to create the expected outcome of resource combining and in the second
mode, drawings were used to define the inputs required for the specific
outcome and to build a link between the current state and desired outcomes. Integrated together in, for example, three-dimensional computer
aided modelling software97, these two modes of drawing and visualisation
can be viewed as a powerful means to manage complexity in product
development, ranging from clash detection between different parts to
evaluating product fit with the target market (discussed e.g. in D11). 
97

Design integration and an increase in the usage of 3D CAD was an ongoing development issue
in the shipyard during the time of the Grace project, specifically targeting better integration between technical and architectural design to achieve benefits similar to those
discussed above (see FIMECC, 2014).
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A turnkey manager (TKM1) referred specifically to the benefits of using 3D
visualisations as part of the technical drawings of components:
Quote 8.4*
TKM1: “Yeah, there are also these other cases when you present some kind of
conceptual drawings. Here, for example, you can see quite clearly what it would
look like once it was done. So we can conceptualise it in a bit more detail. […]
And we’re doing quite a lot of these nowadays. It helps the manufacturing considerably to be able to look at all of these when they can finally get to work.”

However, although drawings and visualisations were powerful in
displaying possible and coming resource combinations, their capability to
address all relevant uncertainties and complexities in the development was
limited. For example, although a simple sketch or a drawing can transfer
and embody knowledge of a certain resource combination (e.g. Ferguson,
1977) in a holistic way (e.g. Kurvinen, 2005), the functioning of the particular resource combination cannot be necessarily evaluated with sufficient
accuracy on the basis of the drawing alone (Jones, 1992; Kurvinen, 2005).
For example, a drawing of a ship cannot decisively respond to questions
like how much power the ship requires, how fast it should operate to stay
on schedule, how much fuel it consumes or what are the costs of operation
– all highly relevant issues for the buyer and future owner of a commercial
ship. Such questions can, however, be more readily answered with calculations and numeric modelling, which comprised another important CMD
that was used in the Viking Grace development process.

8.2

Calculations and numeric modelling
While drawings and visualisations were a central means whereby the architectural designers participated in resource combination development in
the Viking Grace development process, calculation and numeric modelling
were often considered as being beyond the core expertise of the architectural
designers. Generally, calculations and numeric modelling of different aspects
of an emerging ship design can be considered to be the quintessential CMD
of modern shipbuilding and naval architecture (and engineering as well, see
Vincenti, 1990; Simon, 1996). After all, modern naval architecture was born
on a mathematical foundation and the possibility to calculate the volume
of a ship. In the case study data, numerous references were also made to
how various different design and development issues in the Grace building
process were addressed through calculation and numeric modelling. My
personal experience of participating in shipbuilding education further speaks
for the importance of calculations and numeric modelling in shipbuilding.
Many aspects of the feasibility of the emerging ship concept were addressed numerically in the Viking Grace project. For example, floor space
comparisons of the ship interior space were conducted in the early phase
of development in order to find a general arrangement that utilises space
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effectively on board. As a coordinator (SC1) in the shipyard discussed:
Quote 8.5*
SC1: “I was involved in making floor space comparisons and other stuff during
the sales process. So we compared it to their other vessel types to see how much
of each type of floor space they had to make sure that there’s enough of it from
the customer’s viewpoint.”

As evident from the quote, relationships between the calculable areas
of different spaces on the ship had an important role in developing the
general arrangement.
Additionally, many issues that showed up as interests and concerns in
the work of architectural designers were further developed and consolidated with the help of calculation. For example, in addition to visualising future ships with solar cell sails, the search for alternative fuels and
comparing their performance with each other was commonly addressed
through calculation (see e.g. Holthof, 2013a; Segercrantz, 2012; D6). A
closely related aspect that was attended to by calculation was emission
evaluations, which were required for the EU environmental aid application (European Commission, 2012). Calculation was an integral aspect
of estimating cost on the basis of the emerging concept, as specifically
discussed in Quote 7.11 by a shipyard manager (SM1) in reference to the
sales phase of the project (P1). Finally, safety issues were explored with
the help of probability calculation. For example, an important reason for
placing the LNG storage tanks in the aft deck of the ship is that there is a
lower probability of collision than grounding on the route from Turku to
Stockholm (referred to e.g. in D6, D7, Enlund and Eklund, 2012). Hence,
as with drawing, the first role of calculations and modelling related to
what could be and to envisioning the consequences of specific choices in
development (e.g. how effective would solar cells be on the Baltic Sea and
what consequences would LNG use have for safety or the environment?).
Another role for calculation and modelling – one that is integral to
many of the issues discussed above – was optimisation. Especially the
improvement of the hydrodynamics of the ship with computational fluid
dynamic modelling was a much-discussed topic in documents (e.g. Enlund
and Eklund, 2012; Kortelainen, 2013; EN, 280812; Segercrantz, 2012)
and interviews (e.g. OM1, SC1, SC2). Another highly important optimisation and monitoring issue comprised the costs of the ship from the
contract onwards. As the contract defined the final cost of the ship (which
had not yet been fully designed or built at that point), keeping track of
costs and making trade-offs within the boundaries of the overall cost was
an important tool for controlling and managing development. In practice,
cost monitoring was often complemented with other means of design and
development, such as drawing, and came to influence the work of architectural designers directly, as discussed by the cabin architectural designer:
Quote 8.6*
CAD4: “ [A shipyard interior coordinator] was also the commissioner, so she
was here a couple of times to see what I was up to, the first sketches at the time.
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But when I got the hang of what we were doing, she stopped coming. She had
dropped by every now and then and then withdrew to the background.”
Interviewer: “What kind of role did she have? Making sure that everything fits
the reference?”
CAD4: “She looked over the money. She wasn’t involved in any other way; just
dropped by to make sure that we’re doing [laughs] what they had agreed on with
Viking, that we don’t go over the top. It’s not like she had anything to do with the
architectural design work. And it’s not like that was the intention.”

Furthermore, weight calculations and monitoring – especially of various interior areas – that were performed by the turnkey developers had
an impact on the work of architectural designers in the project. Turnkey
developers discussed this issue:
Quote 8.7*
TKM1: “This is what’s important here meaning that we get one of those things that
I just showed you. Here’s one of them, as I said, a penalty. There’ll be a fine if you
splash over the limits, meaning that the design people calculate the weights.”

Quote 8.8*
TKD1: “The [contract folder] includes a preliminary agreement on all of the
big things. There’s the floor space, the amount of weight you can have on each
square metre. And then roughly half-way into the project we’ll start working
on them, the weight calculations, or if there’s a risk at the start that we’ll have
problems with them, then of course we start looking into them early on to know
how much glass we can use, for example.”

Together with Quote 8.6, the brief reference in Quote 8.8* to glass use
in the concepts of the main interior architectural designers indicates that
calculations were not the primary concern of architectural designers in
developing new resource combinations in the project. While the architectural designers were not oblivious to the costs, weight or other calculation
issues, they often referred to calculative comparisons and assessments as
being beyond their role and/or expertise. For example, when discussing
the solar ship concept, CAD1 referred specifically to not being an expert in
fuel and stability calculation and evaluation, while the interior architectural designers used a separate company for calculating appropriate light
levels for the LEDs used in the ship98 (CAD3, also Laakso, 2013).
One of the significant benefits of calculation and modelling was that
it enabled the developers to weave together very complex issues during
development. For example, computational fluid dynamic modelling
enabled the developers to assess how effectively certain ship hull shapes
move through water at different speeds and how much power would be
required (see e.g. Kortelainen, 2013). Moreover, numeric control helped
in weaving together different streams in the development process, such as
how targeted emission levels influence power requirements and cost in the
long run. As such, the calculations also provided a feed of knowledge for
98

The main interior architectural designers did, however, refer to being involved in price
negotiations for LED use.
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drawings, resulting in changes to, for instance, the shape of the hull.
The CMDs discussed thus far are already a powerful combination of tools
to tackle any product development activity. For example, much literature
on sustainable design holds the idea that designers and developers iteratively develop products by generating alternative product proposals through
drawing and specification that can be assessed with calculations of cost, environmental impact99 and so forth (see Section 2.1.1). So, by visualising and
defining the possible outputs and the required inputs of resource combining
from scratch and evaluating their various qualities by calculation, one can
hypothesise that the product developers were more or less fully equipped
to deal with the challenges of the project – at least in theory. However,
resource combination development in the Viking Grace project was not
carried out using drawings and calculation only. Next, I proceed to discuss
two further CMDs that were an integral part of resource combining in the
Viking Grace project. These two CMDs were less generative in nature and
acted more as points of reference in the development of the new ship.

8.3

Regulation
Regulation was often described as a limitation to architectural design
work in the Viking Grace project. Regulation can be generally considered
as a limitation that designers and developers must attend to in product
development in terms of, for example, material use or structural safety.
Yet, in literature on complex product development, regulation is also put
forward as a means of control over product parameters (Hobday, 1998;
Stoyell, 2001). For example, a major activity in the Grace project was
responding to future sulphur regulation and limitations on the Baltic Sea.
Yet, the very same regulation helped the developers to define what kind
of outcomes the project should result in and reduce outcome uncertainty.
Additionally, the EU State Aid Guidelines for Environmental Protection
(European Commission, 2008) provided the developers with a source of
possible inputs that helped tackle the environmental challenges and obtain financial support for doing so. The case study data provided a vivid
example of the dual role of regulation as a CMD in the Grace project.
As discussed, a key body of regulation100 that governs shipbuilding is
the Safety of Life at Seas convention (SOLAS). The limiting influence of
SOLAS fire safety requirements101 was a frequent topic of discussion in
interviews with architectural designers, especially in reference to the environmental sustainability of the materials by those who dealt with interior
architectural design material selection:

99

100
101

For example, Lewis et al. (2001) divide the tools of sustainable design into analytical and
creative tools while Vezzoli and Manzini (2008a) also structure sustainable design specifically as development and evaluation (see specifically p. 216).
Additionally, classification societies and state-level regulation influence shipbuilding
a great deal, but in the case data IMO SOLAS was the most salient issue discussed.
Note that material use is not the only fire safety issue addressed in SOLAS.
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Quote 8.9
SAD3: “I had done my masters thesis in sustainable design and I found that it’s
next to impossible (laughing) […] There’s a, the en- environmental friendly point is
always conflicted with the fire safety rules”

Quote 8.10
CAD2: “So I’d like to say yes, it’s all environmentally friendly, but unfortunately
given, given the, [...] certification and this sorts of, legal entitlements of those
fabrics it’s difficult to come up with nice entirely eco-friendly product. But as
to the products we’re developing for the shop we have a strong eco-conscious
theme there. So yeah, we’ll be using organic cottons and linens and … all the
rest of it”

Quote 8.11*
CAD3: “Well, [environmental friendliness] didn’t particularly affect my work. I
mean we’ve usually tried to select the materials that already are, or meet environmental standards, like with floor materials and so on, anyways. But of course, the
shipping industry is problematic in the sense that fire regulations and other things
are so strict that they limit the number of possible materials because all have to
have IMO classification and not every, not every product necessarily has it.”

As such, fire safety regulation provides a further explanation as to why
the architectural designers thought they had limited possibilities to influence sustainability in the project, and why only certain material choices
followed the environmentally sustainable ideals of the project (as discussed in Kortelainen, 2013). In many cases, managers in the project were
the ones more concerned with regulatory issues, as discussed in interviews
with SM1, OM1, TKM1, TKM2, OADM1, and SM2 as well as in public documents (e.g. Holthof, 2013a; Stampehl, 2013).
However, regulation was not only a limitation in the Grace project. In
regards to materials, regulation helped architectural designers and especially turnkey companies to define what materials can be used, reducing
the amount of potential choices and variety (i.e. primarily leaving material without IMO certification out of consideration). Furthermore, lack of
knowledge on regulation was considered to increase the amount of work
required in translating the work of architectural designers to the ship:
Quote 8.12*
OADM1: “The project was different [from previous ones] because we hired an
interior design company that had no prior experience from designing ships. It
means that they might see things in a different light and be inclined to try out new
materials, tools and interior details that may not automatically fit a ship and have
to be modified. It created some extra work to me and my team, but it also meant
that Viking Grace won’t be that different from a hotel on land, for example.”

Beyond architectural design, discussion of underdeveloped regulation for
using LNG in the interviews (specifically with SM1 and OM1) and documents
emphasised the active role of regulation as a CMD even further. For instance,
a manager (SM1) in the shipyard discussed the use of LNG (emphasis added):
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Quote 8.13*
SM1: “When it comes to using LNG on the whole, we’re kind of living in times
of change in shipbuilding as we really have no proper IMO regulations. We have
these kind of, eh, interim guidelines that served as a basis for the design work on
Grace. […] Shipbuilders are of course used to having a set of regulations telling
them what to do and so on, and that’s when you have a handle on things. Every
single thing has really been related to a bloody large number of risk analyses
and going through them time and time again as all of the risk analyses have one
thing or the other to do with each other. So the hectic nature of shipbuilding
projects, in a way, doesn’t really support the making of risk analyses. So we’re
kind of waiting and hoping to get an international set of regulations properly
in place. So that when you’re making a deal for a ship the buyer should have
some kind of idea about what they are buying and the seller should know what
they are selling, so that [laughs] there aren’t too many surprises along the way
as the project moves forward.”

So, as the regulation for LNG use was not complete, the developers had
to carry out various analyses about the potential risks of LNG use instead
of being able to use regulatory measures as an aid in development decision-making (see also Stampehl, 2013). Moreover, the project developments
ended up being codified in preliminary standards for LNG use as discussed
by OM1 in referring to whether the LNG system has worked well or not:
Quote 8.14
OM1: This is, eh, I should say we made a lot of risk assessments, HAZOPs for
some systems and together with all these stakeholders […] I think that’s why
it has been working so nice and in fact it will be a, a international standard.
ISO-organisation has been on-board […] It’s quite interesting that we in Finland,
Sweden, Åland, we have produced a completely new standard [...] Quite nice.”

These quotes indicate that regulation and risk analyses seemed to
address the same and/or related issues with completely different requirements for labour, with analysis as a pre-stage of regulation and rules.
Therefore, seen from the angle of complexity management, regulation
was a readily available means of storing complexity as it enabled the
developers to avoid assessment of, for example, risks and feasibility102,
reduce development time and mitigate uncertainty concerning how to do
things in the project. As these remarks indicate, regulation clearly was not
something that was simply imposed on the development project externally by the state or classification societies, but a distilled form of previous
resource combinations103.
However, there are still open questions in regards to how the resource

102
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See also Teece (1986) and the challenges of regulation for first movers in innovation.
In presenting my research in one of the Cruise and Ferry Steering Group meetings (see
Methods), a professor of ship structural engineering remarked that regulation imposed by
classification societies also has a political dimension (i.e. what aspects are emphasised
in classification rules), supporting the view of regulation as an active device in shipbuilding (FN, 200416).
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combinations were developed in the Viking Grace project. One of the obvious questions is related to the unfolding of the development events (see
Chapter 7): how was the shipyard able to determine a price for the ship
at contract, when only an estimated 1% of the design work is generally
ready at that point? This issue is discussed next under the topic of reference objects.

8.4

Reference objects
Reference objects emerged from the data analysis as a distinct way in
which uncertainty was reduced in the Viking Grace development project
and were often cited as a controlling factor in architectural design work.
Reference objects were objects and concrete entities developed prior to or
within the Viking Grace project that were used as CMDs in the development process. As such, reference objects are a very literal example of how
past resource combinations influence the development of new ones. In
previous theory, reference objects correspond to Nightingale’s (2000) suggestion of reusing old designs to avoid costly iteration in the development
of complex products. In design literature, prototyping can be considered
as a specific activity targeting the creation of reference objects within
projects (see e.g. Brown, 2008; Jones, 1992) that aim to reduce uncertainty in development over, for example, manufacturing, assembly, usability
or ergonomics. Also, the use of inspirational visual material (Keller et al.,
2006; Muller and Pasman, 1996; Pasman, 2003) is an example of a practice where reference objects support the development of new drawings
and visualisations in particular.
In this dissertation, I have previously mentioned the use of a reference
ship, which was the single most prominent and influential reference object
CMD employed in the development process of Viking Grace (and which is
used in shipbuilding in general). The reference ship was utilised specifically by the shipyard, for which it provided a crucial foundation for quickly
initiating sales processes and later a contractual tool in setting the price
and quality level. As a shipyard architectural designer (SAD1) and manager (SM3) discussed:
Quote 8.15*
SAD1: “If you think about what a reference means in that sense, as I probably
have mentioned it, at the start of a project before the specifications, is that it
speeds up and helps the start of the design work. It’s intellectual capital that’s
difficult not to use because it’s the basis for all of our know-how and shipbuilding work. […] A reference is a way to show quality/price level that helps define
the ship specifications. A reference can change according to the area or space in
question, but usually this kind of reference-based thinking speeds up and helps
the definitions considerably. A reference doesn’t mean that the new ship must
be built to look exactly like the reference, but it’s more a question of how much
it’ll cost. If you didn’t use references to agree on things, you’d have to define
everything separately and the differentiation would balloon to huge proportions
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and would take a lot of time to draft. If something deviates from the reference,
it’ll be mentioned separately.”

Quote 8.16*
SM3: “The reference [ship] does tie things together with the materials and keeps
the cost target under control.”

In shipbuilding practice, the reference ship is a previously developed
ship of roughly the same volume and overall function as the new ship
under development (used primarily by shipyards). The selected reference
ship provides a foundation for development activities, where it is modified
and tailored for the needs of the specific buyer and route. The reference
can vary depending on different ship spaces, areas and features. Importantly, as the price of the reference ship is known, using reference ships
and spaces facilitates the drawing up of product specifications and price
estimates by the shipyard (and hence, reduces risk in the project). In this
respect, the use of a reference ship and references in defining the overall
quality level of ship spaces also provides the developers with data on how
changes in parameters influence cost (along with other data models used
in shipyards).
As a CMD, the reference ship was a very comprehensive means to
reduce the uncertainty related to both the inputs and outputs of the new
ship. The power of the reference ship in reducing uncertainty and managing complexity is based on its character as a concrete example of a
ship (known outputs) that can be produced within the network (known
inputs) at a reasonable price (a price which enables the shipyard to make
a profit104). Moreover, as the above quote illustrates, the reference ship
was specifically a means to avoid facing all open development questions
in the project. The use of the reference ship also partially circumvented
the problem that creating prototypes of entire ships is not possible (ships
are typically one-off designs, apart from sister ships105).
A concrete example of how the reference ship influenced architectural design was through cost complexity negotiations (CC) that create the
foundation for interior architectural design. CC negotiations were held
between the architectural designers, turnkey actors, owner and shipyard.
In the negotiations, the emerging architectural design for the new ship
is compared with the reference level and reference ship, with turnkey
operators monitoring the cost and feasibility of the solution. Material
use is a typical point of negotiation, as materials define much of the price
and weight of the interior sections. From the perspective of CMDs, CC
negotiations were an interaction process between drawings, calculations,
regulation and the reference ship. In this work, the reference ship formed
a baseline for cost and quality into which new architectural design and
emerging development solutions were embedded.
104
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In one of the Cruise and Ferry steering group meetings I attended during the research process a shipyard manager made a general remark that the shipbuilding process is a relatively
stable material process compared to civil engineering projects because of the tendency to
use the same network and processes (FN, 260914). This reflects the wider network context of
the reference ship and its use in providing stability in development.
Sister ships are typically nearly identical to each other and considered far easier to
develop (as discussed by e.g. OM1 and in Stampehl, 2013).
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The use of the reference ship did also lead to certain development
challenges in the project, especially in regards to the interior architectural
design. One of the specific challenges was extensive LED use in the ship,
which required extra budgeting:
Quote 8.17*
CAD3: “The problem there was mainly that, that you of course have certain
budgets you can’t go over and that ships are always built according to references
or bought with references in mind. I think we succeeded very well in forcing
through the LED lights, the LED lights that replaced the old halogen spotlights
on the ship, without raising the costs too much. I think that was really a big
achievement.”

Thus, the limitations of the reference ship were imposed on the
emerging design primarily through cost. This was well underscored in
interviews with turnkey developers for whom cost management was a
key task (specifically TKM1, TKM2, also TKD1). Overall, the difficulties
of using LED in the ship also indicate the limitations of using a reference
ship in steering development. Given the prominent role of LED lighting
in creating the mood of the ship106, the reference ship was a clear obstacle in the way of developing an innovative interior for the ship where
light is a central element of style and experience. Overall, the use of a
reference ship can be considered to hinder innovation in some respects.
As the CEO of Viking Line discussed in an article (Sjöström, 2013), the
goal in the Grace project was to develop something innovative, and not
merely adjust a shipyard reference vessel.
Although prototyping the entire ship was generally impossible,
individual parts or development solutions were prototyped during the
process, especially in translating interior architectural design to final
solutions107 (as discussed by TKM1, TKM2, TKD1, CADM1, CAD4). In a
very simple way, material samples served as reference objects to assess
the look and feel of the emerging architectural design (discussed e.g. by
CAD4). For turnkey companies, prototyping helped manage complexity
in building and installing certain furniture elements in the ship, and in
some cases functional and feasible prototypes were used in the final
ship. Also, the cabin manufacturer built detailed and exhaustive cabin model areas with full likeness to the final cabins, which served not
only to schedule and manage their own work but also as a contractual
element. Individual material installations were also prototyped when
they were new or unknown to the developers, as discussed by a turnkey
company technical designer (TKD1):

106
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The interior architectural designers (specifically CAD3) referred to strong attention to
lighting as part of the identity of the office.
Larger areas can also be prototyped in shipbuilding projects. For example, a shipyard
architectural designer referred to prototyping the spacing and size of promenades in a
previous project in full scale with the help of cardboard models and existing objects
(FN, 310512; also FN, 220113 and FN, 100415 discuss the general importance of prototyping
and physical prototyping in particular).
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Quote 8.18*
TKD1: “[Barrisol] was a completely new and unknown [material for us] and so it
was something we looked at and examined how it could be used. It wasn’t used
as widely as the architect would’ve initially wanted, [to use it] for the whole ceiling. We ended up with the kind of solution that we got to use quite a lot of it in
the conference room. We made these kind of ceiling lighting systems and left the
panels on the ceiling to have all the technology in the ceiling and used Barrisol
for these kind of pure light ceiling areas that had no sprinklers. I think it turned
out quite nice. So in a way we were able to meet the architect half-way. First
the shipyard firmly prohibited us from using it because it was so new, [because]
nobody had experiences of how it works. But [a manager] from our side said
that we can take a bit of a risk and try it out.”

Seen from an alternative perspective, the remark in the quote above
about the lack of a reference object underscores the important role that
reference objects had in the project as CMDs. A discussion about LED
use on Grace with a turnkey manager similarly illustrates the challenges
posed by the lack of reference objects:
Quote 8.19*
TKM2: “Yes, [using LEDs] did require some [extra work]. It was required because
in the end the LED technology is so new that in an environment where the ship is
rocking, LED manufacturers still aren’t able to give an answer as to how they’ll
hold up when they’re asked about having a three-year guarantee and putting [the
LEDs] on a ship that’s rocking every now and then and, because of the mechanical
generators producing energy, where there may be some currency blips no matter
how many equalisers and whatnot you have and the hertz levels may vary.”

Finally, some remarks were made about reference objects that were
more conceptual in character, or existed as concepts. For example, an
architectural designer in the shipyard referred to an optimal ship general
arrangement and structural design (SAD1 discussed similar issues):
Quote 8.20*
SAD2: “We’ll, it’s a structural blob that … I mean that all ships are pretty much
the same at a glance. It’s kind of like with passenger aeroplanes that the optimal
level has been reached. When you think about any more complex device, there’s
a certain optimal level. If you started making big, conceptually big changes like
moving the public spaces from one place to another, cabins vertically from one
place to another, or moving some elements horizontally ... Those kind of things
are done every once in a while, but they often have such big problems that they
aren’t worth it … We have rapidly developed layout proposals like that here as
well, probably from the early stage where you’ve put these facilities in totally
different places.”
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Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 5, the interior architectural
designers’ concept of changing the mood of the ship with light had been
previously explored in a research and development project (see Tekes,
2012). Thus, conceptual reference objects also steered and helped manage
complexity in the design and development process.
Overall, the existence of reference objects was a highly influential way
of managing complexity in the project, as they provided concrete examples of solved development challenges that could be transferred or translated to the emerging design. Hence, reference objects answered a broad
and significant question in the process about input and outcome uncertainty in combining resources (i.e. is this possible?).

8.5

Complexity management devices in new
resource combination development and
architectural design
I have shown in this chapter how a number of different CMDs were
utilised in developing new resource combinations in the Viking Grace
project. The CMDs were important means of managing complexity and
uncertainty in the development process. This chapter is not an exhaustive
description of the full spectrum of all potential CMDs, but rather a contextualised description of CMDs that centrally influenced architectural design
in the Viking Grace project. Even so, the conceptualisation of CMDs can
provide relevant insights for the study and practice of product development of various levels of complexity (although it is more relevant in high
complexity contexts).
The discussed four CMDs helped to reduce uncertainty, manage complexity and structure the development process thanks to their capability
to store knowledge and development decisions. In all cases, the CMDs
were concrete in the sense that they could be displayed to and evaluated
by other developers and be subjected to scrutiny by different professions
and actors in the network. The CMDs often addressed complementary
and/or different kinds of complex issues in development, as none of the
individual CMDs was suitable for managing all of the development issues
in the project. For example, drawings were useful in displaying and evaluating how different ship spaces relate to each other, calculations helped
in evaluating how the shape of the ship bottom influences wave formation
and fuel use, regulation helped in limiting the scope of possible materials
to use and reference objects helped the developers in avoiding exhaustive
specification of all the potential minute details of the ship. Complementarity of the CMDs also meant that they were used interactively as the
emerging ship design was subjected to modification and revision. For
instance, in developing the general arrangement, the drawing of different
layout options and the making of numerical floor space comparisons were
important development tools, with regulations imposing fire safety issues
to consider and the reference ship providing cost limitations to adhere to.
Conflict was also part of the interaction, as, for instance, the extensive
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use of glass visualised in the interior architectural drawings shot past the
limits in weight calculations and the cost limitations imposed by the reference ship controlled what materials and furniture could be used in the
ship. Specifically when used in collaboration, the CMD reflects the characteristics of design artefacts discussed in Perry and Sanderson (1998) or
boundary negotiating artefacts discussed in Lee (2007).
The existence of various CMDs calls for a critical evaluation of the devices that architectural designers used in the project to manage complexity – and what devices design in general holds for managing complexity.
As discussed, drawings and visualisations were the CMD commonly used
by architectural designers (and by designers in general), which were important tools in connecting with the passengers’ wishes, conceptualising
the mood on the ship and what it would look like. In this respect, architectural design had an important role in ensuring that the ship would
fulfil its mission as a passenger ship. Furthermore, very few press releases
or news articles about the ship prior to its delivery did not contain a
CAD rendering or visualisation of the ship, while calculations were rarely
present. Hence, architectural design played an important role in marketing and displaying something that did not exist yet, both for the shipyard
and Viking Line.
However, even if drawings and visualisations can be powerful means
for envisioning what could be and visualising alternative solutions and
concepts for various problems, realisation of the ideas did not follow
from design ideas and intentions only. For example, the existence of
solar cells and sails for ships and the presentation of such technologies
in visualisations did not solve challenges in power output and scheduling
(which were attended to by calculation).
The conceptualisation of CMDs should not be taken as a mechanistic
view of the development process in which actors subjected to a division
of labour interact with the help of various CMDs. After all, there were
instances in the Grace project in which the power of CMDs was overruled
by risk taking (see Quote 8.18), determination (see Quote 8.17) and strategic framing of development solutions (see Quote 6.14). For example, it
can be hypothesised that the interior architectural designers in the project
were able to sell their interior space concept – in which LED lights set the
ambience by changing colour – with the help of the general sustainability
drivers in the project, the aim to reduce operational costs, the goals of
efficient space use, the desire to create something new and the capability
to leverage the complementary skills of light design specialists to solve
cost and technical issues with LED use (see Laakso, 2013). Moreover, the
framing of the different CMDs is not exclusive of other uses or interpretations of a particular device (such as a boundary object). For example,
visualisation is a powerful tool for exploring different ship architectural
options and generally a potent tool in architectural innovation (on architectural innovation, see Henderson and Clark, 1990). I therefore emphasise that the conceptualisation of CMDs focuses on the different means
of managing input and output complexity in ship design and building,
and not on what building blocks can be put together to form a new ship
or any other complex product or system. Hence, goals, drivers and ideas
in the project are still important contributors to the final results, even
if they need to be discovered and change during the course of complex
product development projects (Hobday et al., 2000).
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The relevance of goals, requirements and specifications in product
development leads to an obvious question: what does not count as a
CMD? There are indeed other concrete tools, means and devices in complex product development as well that help to reduce uncertainty (such
as schedules, product specifications and contracts, which are discussed
as procedural artefacts in Perry and Sanderson, 1998; also Chiu, 2002;
Mayfield et al., 2012). The exclusion of such means is based on my focus
on resource combinations and the complexity inherent in the product.
From this perspective, schedules help manage complexity by facilitating
development, rather than the development tasks themselves. Also, I have
excluded product development specifications and criteria from the CMDs
as they are more representative of the desired ends of product development, and do not, as such, reduce uncertainty over how to develop complex products. This limitation of specifications is displayed in discussion
on the lack of regulation in LNG use (see Quote 8.13), where sustainability
and the use of LNG represent specifications or targets that are difficult to
realise due to the lack of regulation on how they can or cannot be done.
Yet, the close relationship between, for instance, schedules and drawings
in shipbuilding and the general role of specifications in knowledge creation (see Vincenti, 1990) does indicate possibilities for future research in
the intersection of CMDs and other facilitative means of reducing product development complexity (work facilitation improvements have been
discussed also in many previous meetings with shipbuilding professionals,
e.g. FN, 090115)(see also Perry and Sanderson, 1998).
The main theoretical contribution of this chapter is in reconceptualising drawing, calculation, regulation and past resource combinations
under a common denominator of the CMD, which bridges theories in
design, complex product development and networks. As such, the chapter
adds a specific new angle to discussion on how different artefacts mediate collaboration in design (e.g. Henderson, 1999; Perry and Sanderson,
1998; Lee, 2007). For the theory and practice of design management and
integration, the idea of CMDs contributes to discussion on the role and
competence of design (e.g. Perks et al., 2005) and can help in situating design competence within complex product development as well as assessing
how design and design artefacts are best combined with other product
development functions and competences. The CMD perspective is also relevant for environmentally sustainable design as it points to certain deeply
problematic challenges in carrying out sustainable design as it may be
recommended in the literature (see e.g. Blizzard and Klotz, 2012). While
there may be more CMDs to be discovered by research, the CMDs described
here can be considered to provide an accurate picture of how resource
combining was carried out in the Viking Grace project. In framing CMDs
as having both enabling and limiting properties, this chapter further
argues that regulation and reference objects are not merely a hindrance to
novel and innovative design; in fact, they also serve as fundamental tools
with generative properties and as something that designers must – instead
of trying to avoid using – weave into new solutions in products, services
and systems as integral parts.
Taken together, the discussed four CMDs were important means for facilitating and structuring progressive boundary development in the Viking
Grace development process (as discussed in Chapter 7). For example, the
reference ship was an important aid in determining the overall quality
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level, cost and general arrangement as part of the ship contract, but its
use did not require the developers to make final decisions on, for instance,
interior style and materials. This way, the developers were able to avoid
having to solve a great number of open development issues (see e.g. Quote
8.15) and thereby speeded up the development process. Figure 8.1 builds
on Figure 7.10 displayed in the previous chapter and presents a rudimentary illustration of how CMDs can potentially shape the boundaries in
complex and networked product development by reducing the amount of
open development issues in different phases of the project. As displayed in
the figure, the relevance and impact of different CMDs can vary depending
on the phases of a project. For example, a reference ship and calculations
associated with defining overall ship parameters would be more relevant
in shipbuilding prior to contract, as they play a key role in, for instance,
setting the cost of the ship, while drawings are (as was also the case in
the Viking Grace project) perhaps the most important means for achieving cumulation and monitoring progress during the detailed design and
manufacturing phases. Also, following the argument in Chapter 7 that the
issues set in each phase are different, the use of CMDs also varies depending on phase. For instance, calculation is perhaps more relevant in the
early phases for determining the overall characteristics of the ship (e.g.
speed, volume and length) while in the later phases it becomes a useful
tool for monitoring the process (e.g. cost and weight). Figure 8.1 further
suggests that the CMDs studied in this chapter do not solve all of the issues
in an issue set, reflecting the risk and ambiguity inherent in development
projects (see e.g. Quote 8.18 on how the testing of a new material reduced
risk, but did not eliminate it altogether).
The study of CMDs also provides insights into how prolonged design
integration can be achieved in a complex and networked product development project that is characterised by progressive boundary development.
In the Viking Grace project, any architectural design activities that were
incompatible with regulation or reference objects (especially the reference
ship) had to fight an uphill battle to become implemented in the final ship
(as was the case with LED usage, for instance). Viewed from the perspective of progressive boundary development, prolonged participation of
designers would then mean that they are involved in development projects
and processes at those moments when the different CMDs are being used.
What follows from this conclusion is that the optimal time for design
integration – and the way that prolonged participation of design can be
achieved – can vary significantly depending on what kinds of CMDs are
used in different industries and product development contexts.
Finally, the conceptualisation of CMDs does not rule out the possibility to develop complex products in the early phases of projects prior to
manufacturing through drawing (or through craft skills), without relying
on any calculation, regulation or past objects as reference. However, as
has been discussed in this chapter, that is not necessarily a wise strategy in
commercial development of complex products, as it essentially weakens
the competitive position of manufacturers in particular (see Quote 8.15).
Hence, CMDs have practical relevance for complex and networked product development and its management.
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Conclusion: designing complex
products in networks

9

In this concluding chapter, I summarise the findings of this dissertation and
return to the research questions set for it. Additionally, I outline the theoretical contributions of the thesis and what implications the limited applicability of design integration premises in the context of shipbuilding – and complex and networked product development – holds for design management,
environmentally sustainable design and shipbuilding. Finally, I discuss the
limitations of the work and outline avenues for future research on the topic.
In this dissertation, I have studied the integration of architectural
designers in the development process of the Viking Grace passenger
ship in responding to the main question of the thesis: how does the
complex and networked product development context (shipbuilding in
particular) influence design integration? Furthermore, three sub-questions have been presented to better understand design in complex and
networked product development and how it contributes to environmental sustainability:
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1)

2)
3)

What role does design play in complex and networked product development? That is to say, how is design integrated into the activities of complex
and networked product development (Q1)?
How is design integrated into the process of complex and networked product development (Q2)?
How do the common premises of design integration hold in complex and
networked product development (Q3)?

To answer these questions, I started by outlining what role design can
play in product development and identifying the basic premises behind
design integration in the literature of design management and environmentally sustainable design. One of the common themes that emerged
from previous literature was the central role of envisioning future products and solutions through design. As was discovered, design integration
often hinges on two premises: the use of design in an extended role and
the integration of design into the early phases of product development.
However, it was discovered that the premises of design integration are
not entirely unproblematic when viewed from the perspective of complex
product development and business network literatures, which highlight
the uncertainty of development processes and specialisation as central
characteristics influencing design and development activities. A single case
study on the work of architectural designers in the Viking Grace development project was carried out to study how the complex and networked
product development context influences design integration. The case study
showed that the basic premises behind design integration do not necessarily hold in a complex and networked product development context. As
such, the study presents findings relevant for better understanding design
management and integration in complex and networked product development. Additionally, the strong focus on improving environmental sustainability in the Viking Grace project makes the studied case relevant from
the perspective of environmentally sustainable design, specifically in terms
of what role designers play in improving environmental sustainability in
complex and networked product development.

9.1

Architectural design in the Viking Grace
project
In response to the first research question about the role of design in complex and networked product development (Q1), architectural designers in
the Viking Grace project operated in a fairly traditional design role, focusing on development issues from a passenger-centred and visually driven
perspective. The architectural designers primarily concerned themselves
with ship appearance and overall experience broadly in the project – and
by doing so helped strategically differentiate the Viking Grace from other
cruise ferries through form and function. The architectural designers were
not shy about putting forward radically new ideas and concepts relating
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to the wider business or environmental context. For example, the architectural designers engaged in the development of service concepts that – had
they been realised – would have resulted in significant changes in business
strategy and operations. Hence, the overall operating mode and use of
architectural designers in the project is well in line with the discussion on
the extended role of design, where design is meant to serve the strategic
goals of companies (e.g. Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005; Stevens and Moultrie, 2011). Overall, the choice of architectural designers, especially for the
interior, is consistent with general recommendations on the use of internal
vs. external designers and the challenges involved in doing so (e.g. Bruce
and Morris, 1994; Von Stamm, 1998), although externality was more
associated with being external to the network and industry rather than
an individual company in the network (corresponding with findings in
Linder, 2014 about the role of designers in industry)(see also Chapter 6).
Additionally, in one way or another, most of the architectural designers
had actively addressed environmental sustainability in their work. As with
their ideas and concepts in general, architectural design activities targeting
environmental sustainability improvements were broad and systemic in
scope. Hence, the architectural designers operated in a role that can be
seen to echo recommendations in literature to actively consider environmental issues on a systemic level (e.g. Margolin, 1998; Lewis et al., 2001;
Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008a). In cases where the technicalities of environmental sustainability were beyond the control of the architectural designers, they often engaged in radical concept design, as also recommended in
previous literature on environmentally sustainable design (e.g. Sherwin,
2004; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b; Haemmerle et al., 2012). Additionally,
although bringing the archipelago closer to the passengers and incorporating it as part of the Viking Grace experience did not improve ship-level
environmental sustainability in any way, it was considered to relate to the
overall profiling of the ship as more environmentally sustainable. Based
on previous studies, such an approach can be worthwhile in supporting
the generation of affective relationships between people and the environment (Saito, 2008; Zelenski et al., 2015). Thus, while the architectural
designers worked primarily in a fairly traditional design role, they demonstrated willingness and ability to seek innovation and influence a wider set
of issues – such as business strategy, energy provision or appreciation for
the environment – in the project and beyond the product, and they did so
in line with recommendations surfacing from previous studies and theory.
In response to the second research question on how design was integrated
into the development process of complex and networked product development (Q2), my study shows that architectural designers were not integrated
into the project at a single point in time. Instead, multiple points of entry
were discovered from the documents and interviews reporting on the project. Furthermore, the different activities of architectural design (i.e. exterior,
public interior and cabins) were not synchronised in the project but rather
proceeded in different timeframes. For example, in the Turku shipyard, architectural designers became involved in the project during sales in P1 before
the signing of the contract and were concerned primarily with exterior and
overall concept design, while interior architectural designers entered after
the contract was made in P2 to design the interior spaces of the ship. Thus,
there was no single and unified “early phase” in which all the architectural
design activities in the project would or even could have been initiated. Still,
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in all instances, architectural design took place prior to the manufacturing
and building of the different areas or sections in the ship.
In response to the third research question about how the common
premises of design integration hold in the complex and networked product development context (Q3), the visions of what will be or what could
be, put forward primarily through visual means by architectural designers,
had a variable impact in the development of Viking Grace. Based on the
studied case, the main innovations where architectural design was centrally important were the increase in passenger exposure to the archipelago
and radical delineation of the ship interior from previous ships (supported by general project-level targets to do so). At the same time, many
other ideas and concepts envisioned by the architectural designers, such
as new service formats or different technological solutions to improve
sustainability, were not realised in the final ship. Hence, the possibility of
architectural design to operate in an extended role in the project was not
given, even in cases where the architectural designers were integrated into
the project early and prior to manufacturing and building. A key reason
behind the seemingly confined role of architectural design was the nature
of the development process, which reflected the development context and
its complexity. Different development issues in the process – such as price
and weight limitations of interior materials and the final choice of materials – were attended to at different times and by different actors even when
addressing them simultaneously would have been beneficial from the perspectives of architectural design, overall cost and project management (see
e.g. Quote 7.21, Quote 8.8 and Quote 8.17; also e.g. Ulrich and Eppinger,
2000, p. 244 for the importance of cost estimation of materials in product
development). These findings further deepen understanding on the role of
architectural design in the process by displaying how certain development
issues were beyond the direct influence of architectural designers either
because of their assigned roles and division of labour and/or division of
tasks across the development process.
The issues outlined above can be partially explained on the basis of
past studies and writing in shipbuilding, complex product development,
business networks and innovation. Shipbuilding and naval architecture
literature emphasises collaboration as an integral component of the development process due to high knowledge requirements (e.g. Gale, 2003;
Lamb, 2003; Karikoski, 2000). Consequently, individual contributions in
shipbuilding are limited in scope and influence. High knowledge requirements and limited resources of individual organisations make specialist
roles common not only in complex product development (Hobday, 1998;
Stoyell et al., 2001), but also in the wider organisational network in which
complex products are generally developed (Ford et al., 2011; Möller et al.,
2004). Even when specialist roles are not necessarily needed, focus and
specialisation can yield efficiency when paired with effective division of
labour (Möller et al., 2004; Ståhl and Waluszewski, 2007). Furthermore,
while design can be generally considered as an extended and integrative activity (e.g. Borja de Mozota, 2006; Svengren Holm, 2011; Walsh and Roy,
1985), it was naval architects and managers – typically with an engineering
background – who led and integrated various specialist streams in the development process given their training and capability to do so, as literature
on both shipbuilding (e.g. Lamb, 2003) and complex product development
(e.g. Hobday, 1998) indicate. The relatively confined role of architectural
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designers in the Viking Grace project can therefore be explained by the
common characteristics of the development context.
Studies on innovation and development processes in business networks
further explain why architectural design was brought to the project gradually. As discussed by Van de Ven et al. (2008), Håkansson and Waluszewski
(2002) and Baraldi et al. (2011), it may be difficult to know how ongoing
innovation and business network processes will play out in the future – and
what knowledge from the past might be embedded in future developments
(Hyysalo, 2010). In complex product development processes, feedback
loops from later phases to earlier ones are required in the process to fill in
missing information (Hobday, 1998). Such changes typically have implications for what interests are brought into development in its different phases.
Additionally, as previous research holds, innovation and development
processes in networks are inherently complex and complicated, even
messy (Van de Ven et al., 2008; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002).
Part of the complexity is the difficulty of knowing how ongoing processes will play out in the future – and what insights from the past might
become embedded in future developments. In complex product development, feedback loops from later phases to earlier ones are required in the
process to fill in missing information (Hobday, 1998). As a result, actors
in networked development projects may be replaced by others over the
course of the process as project parameters and requirements evolve (e.g.
Baraldi et al., 2011). Such changes typically have implications for what
interests are brought into development in its different phases. Hence, there
are both technical and organisational obstacles to envisioning optimal
products in the early phases and engineering towards that vision – and
why design needs to be integrated gradually into development processes.
As this discussion shows, there are details in the Viking Grace development project that both concur with and contradict the premises of design
integration in previous literature. If the project outcomes are unknown,
the project could be easily judged as a failure in the light of design management and environmentally sustainable design literature. However, as
discussed in Chapter 5, Viking Grace has been successful on commercial,
environmental and architectural design grounds. Therefore, in the next
section where I discuss the theoretical contributions of the dissertation, I
focus on drawing links between the conflicting theoretical premises discussed in Chapter 3 and reconciling them with the help of the empirical
findings of the case study to build a better understanding of design management and integration in complex and networked product development.

9.2

Contribution to the theory of design
management, environmentally
sustainable design and shipbuilding
Complexity, networks and how designers operate within such settings have
been addressed to a certain extent in previous literature on design (e.g. Capaldo, 2007; Hakatie and Ryynänen, 2007; Simon, 1996; Buchanan, 1992;
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Bergema, 2015) and design management (e.g. Tombesi and Whyte, 2011;
Tannen, 2012; Siegel, 2012). However, thorough understanding of how
complexity and networks influence design management, environmentally
sustainable design and the work of specific groups or types of designers
has not been developed. The following theoretical and practical contributions of this dissertation stem from the examination of how architectural
designers worked in the Viking Grace project and what kinds of possibilities and limitations influenced their activities in the process.
First, much literature in design management (e.g. Ravasi and Lojacono,
2005; Moultrie et al., 2007), product development management (e.g. Veryzer,
2005) and environmentally sustainable design (e.g. Lewis et al., 2001; Sherwin and Bhamra, 2000) is concerned with when design should be integrated
into product development (and other company) processes. This discussion is
closely related to discussion on different development process conceptualisations and models in design management (e.g. Lockwood, 2011; Cooper and
Junginger, 2011b) and product development (e.g. MacCormack et al., 2001;
Cooper, 1994) research. In this thesis, the main contribution made to these
streams of literature is the conceptualisation of the complex and networked
product development process as progressive boundary development – which
also supports responding to research questions concerning the suitability of
existing design integration premises in (Q3) and integration of design into the
process of (Q2) complex and networked product development. In progressive
boundary development, the use of boundaries as the focus of design enables
designers and product developers to cumulatively build on previous activities
in a project while leaving sufficient room for consolidation and the making
of more informed design decisions in the later phases (see also MacCormack
et al., 2001; Bhattacharya et al., 1998). Therefore, in progressive boundary
development, “the early phase” and its influence in fact proliferate to many
different phases and settings, some of which occur before a project begins,
others at project initiation and yet others in detailed design phases. For example, in the Viking Grace project, environmental targets regarding the interior
and hotel functions were addressed only after the contract was signed, whereas a long-time interior architectural design partner of Viking Line was left out
of the project in favour of a fresh-to-the-industry office because of changes in
project targets. Thus, early-phase integration into the project did not guarantee a central role or influence in all aspects or later phases of development.
Based on previous studies on design (e.g. Veryzer, 2005; Bruce and
Bessant, 2002; Botero and Hyysalo, 2013; Hyysalo, 2010; Johnson et al.,
2014) and networks (e.g. Baraldi et al., 2011) and the conceptualisation of
progressive boundary development, prolonged participation of designers in
projects is proposed as a preferable design integration strategy for making
best use of design in complex and networked product development. As discussed in Chapter 7, prolonged participation does not necessarily mean the
integration of the same designers from start to finish in a project. Instead,
prolonged participation of design is more concerned with need-based and
periodic integration of designers when boundaries in the project are formed
and issue sets in different product development phases are opened for
solving. Furthermore, as development networks (Baraldi et al., 2011) and
product development team composition (Van de Ven et al., 2008; Walsh et
al., 1992) may require changes over time, prolonged participation of design
should be viewed as – not only a matter of time – but also as one of the
ways in which boundaries are formed in progressive boundary development.
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Second, as part of the discussion on the role of design, the skills,
competences and contribution of designers have received much attention
in literatures of design management (e.g. Borja de Mozota, 2006; Bruce
and Bessant, 2002), product development management (e.g. Perks et al.,
2005; Valencia et al., 2013) and environmentally sustainable design (e.g.
Haemmerle et al., 2012; Lofthouse, 2004, 2006). In this dissertation, I
extend that discussion by analysing design in complex and networked
product development and outlining how different complexity management devices (CMDs) were interactively used for reducing uncertainty
and structuring the development process of Viking Grace. Discussion
on CMDs further adds to understanding on the role of design (Q1) and
why common design integration premises are not fully functional (Q3) in
complex and networked product development. As the reduction of uncertainty and complexity are central challenges in complex and networked
product development, research in design management and environmentally sustainable design need to acknowledge the capabilities and limitations of envisioning-driven design approaches – and the CMDs used by
design – in managing the complexity involved in development. This is
especially so when developing design strategies and recommendations for
the use of design that aim to influence a wider set of issues or advance
the design capabilities of organisations (following the new paradigm of
design management research discussed in Cooper and Junginger, 2011a).
For instance, although drawings are a powerful and even central tool in
product development (Henderson, 1999), the Viking Grace study shows
how other CMDs – calculation, regulation and reference objects – also
played key roles in ensuring cumulation and consolidation (i.e. taking the
project from ideas to reality).
Additionally, it is suggested that CMDs facilitate and structure progressive boundary development, which helps explain how prolonged participation of design can be achieved in complex and networked product
development. For example, in shipbuilding, a dimensioned line drawing of
a ship cabin (within the ship general arrangement) enables the designers
to decide on the final style and colour of ship interior spaces later and
match them closer to the taste of the passengers when the ship launches, while simultaneously keeping the size of the cabins (and ship) under
control. In a more extreme form, the use of reference objects (particularly
a reference ship in shipbuilding) helps developers avoid having to address
a great number of potential issues in their development work, limiting the
combinatorial problems involved in complex product development – and
enables them to avoid making certain decisions altogether as they have
already been made in past projects or regulation. From this perspective,
prolonged participation of design can be achieved by integrating designers
at times when CMDs are used in projects and processes to set development
boundaries. The important role of CMDs in progressive boundary development further implies that the accumulation of product development
knowledge, decisions and capabilities over the long run (as discussed by
e.g. Hyysalo, 2010; Pollock and Williams, 2008; Johnson et al., 2014;
Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002) is something that cannot be easily
circumvented by designing on a clean sheet or developing radical and ideal visions in the early phases of projects – if it can be circumvented at all.
Third, the use of internal or external design expertise has been a reoccurring topic in design management literature during the past decades
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(e.g. Lockwood, 2011; Linder, 2014; Best, 2006; Kristensen and Lojacono, 2002; Bruce and Morris, 1994; Von Stamm, 1998). By studying
design from a network perspective, this dissertation suggests that while
the general macro-roles of internal and external designers in networks
are similar to those presented in past research in design management,
being internal or external to an organisation seems less relevant as a reference point than being internal or external to the network under study.
For example, hiring interior architectural designers who are new-to-thenetwork and industry (over long-standing design partners and industry
specialists) enabled the bringing in of new ideas to the project, but was
associated with challenges of consolidating those ideas with marine
industry rules and regulation. Thus, when studying design in the network
context, being internal or external to a network and/or industry seems
to play a key role as a reference point for deciding on whom to integrate
into development projects. Furthermore, the example above shows that
while long-term partnerships with external companies and designers are
generally considered beneficial in network (e.g. Ford et al., 2011) and
design management literature (e.g. Jevnaker and Bruce, 1998; Bruce and
Morris, 1994), it is also associated with a trade-off between innovativeness of the designers as they become increasingly familiar with industry
conventions and essentially, partially internalised (or “marinated” in the
words of the ship architectural designers in the case study)(for similar
findings on furniture design, see Kristensen and Lojacono, 2002). These
findings help respond to the question on the role of design presented in
this thesis (Q1) and add to recent discussion on the use of designers in
companies, where new topics and issues such as geographical influences
(Linder, 2014) and the growing importance of in-house design capability
(Lockwood, 2011; Von Stamm, 2011) have been raised.
Fourth, previous literature in shipbuilding acknowledges passenger satisfaction and experience as the primary “mission” and business
foundation of passenger ships (e.g. Levander, 2004). Yet, the role and
activities of architectural design and designers are seldom discussed in
academic writing about shipbuilding – although the role exists in the
real world in shipbuilding practice. By explicitly recognising architectural design, and how it is situated in reference to design and shipbuilding theory and practice, this study contributes to a stronger theoretical
framing of design within the shipbuilding literature (and as such, helps
respond to the overall research question of the thesis). Indeed, it can
be argued that one factor behind the lack of integration between architectural design and technical design in shipbuilding may well be that
architectural design has not surfaced as a distinct topic in textbooks or
theoretical literature108 but has rather been blended in as part of naval
architecture. In many cases, such neglect can be attributed to the important role of warship and cargo ship development in naval architecture literature, where concerns other than architectural design top the
priority list. However, in passenger ship design there is much room for
strategic and prominent use of architectural design, provided that it does
not happen at the expense of sound naval architecture.

108

There are also major technical issues, such as regarding CAD systems, which is another
interesting topic of further study and development.
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9.3

Discussion and implications
The findings and contributions of the thesis point to a number of further
implications and discussion points for design management and environmentally sustainable design in complex and networked development projects.
The conceptualisations of progressive boundary development and CMDs
imply that the use of design as a strategic asset in complex and networked
product development does not hinge solely on the “early” integration of
design in a prominent role into organisations and projects. Instead, as complex and networked product development is associated with high uncertainty and potential changes in development networks, the strategic integration
of design could be better framed as the ability to connect with and leverage
resources of others in the network – not necessarily through integrative
design leadership or design capabilities but also on a more operational
level. There is a nuanced difference between this notion and discussions on
the integrative role in various different streams of design literature (see e.g.
Svengren Holm, 2011; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008b; Soini, 2015; Verganti,
2009; Bergema, 2015) because it suggests that the integrative role of design
is not universal or necessarily associated with leading projects through
design (see also Valencia et al., 2013). This is particularly so in complex
product development where integration requires deep skills in technical
domains of knowledge (e.g. naval architecture)(see Hobday, 2000).
In practice, the approach of leveraging resources in the network discussed above could mean staying close to production, those who control
complementary assets in the organisation and network (as in Teece,
1986) and CMDs on the level of product development. For example, in
the Viking Grace project, although the head of the interior architectural
design office presented themselves simply as giving “fire commands” to
the builders to act upon, they employed a far more strategic approach
in development, especially in terms of LED use where they negotiated
prices and made use of light design specialists to push for the introduction of LED on Viking Grace. Also, the development of 1) a stronger
understanding of specific contexts of design (e.g. different product types
and industries), and 2) managerial, financial and technical skills relevant
in those industries (as discussed in Keinonen, 2008; Perks et al., 2005)
in design research and education could serve the better integration of
design at large. For instance, references by architectural designers and/
or managers in this study to an optimal technical ship architecture
(Quote 8.20), the need to understand manufacturability considerations
(Quote 6.16) or the challenges caused by using a new-to-the-industry
interior architectural design office in the project (Quote 8.12) further
speak on behalf of such a strategy. Cross-disciplinary education where
close proximity to industry and other product development professions
provides practical insights on the challenges associated with design
could partially fulfil such needs. This implication is particularly relevant
in the context of the present study (i.e. Finland), where design education
occurs primarily in schools of art and design.
Additionally, although design may have a limited role in directly addressing the full scope of technical complexity in products, the capability
to visualise could be used to support complex product development and
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management by making the development network and complex projects
visible from different perspectives (discussed previously in Hyvärinen et
al., 2015; Keinonen, 2008; Mayfield et al., 2012; Chiu, 2002). As discussed in literature on business networks, network pictures109 are central
to managing within networks and understanding them may help in understanding network dynamics (Abrahamsen et al., 2012; Ford et al., 2011).
Hence, a practical task and role for design and design research in helping
coordinate network activities would be to visualise complex product
development networks from a variety of different perspectives in order to
facilitate more fluent development processes. In this role, design should be
situated in close collaboration with industry and complex product development networks and operates in a design research mode, where the focus
of research is on the product development context and in supporting the
management of design and product development. From this angle, the
facilitative and integrative mode of design would be highly relevant from
an operational perspective in the complex and networked product development context. During the Viking Grace project, the tasks performed
in the Innovations and Network project (see FIMECC, 2014, specifically
the “Cruise Ship Architecture Forum” task) resembled such an approach,
albeit in a relatively explorative way and with a limited scope.

9.4

Limitations and suggestions for further
research
Following general discussion on the study of networks (Halinen and Törnroos, 2005; Easton, 1995; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002) the scope
and complexity of networks – and the limitations of time and resources
in research to study them – suggest that there remain a number of interesting avenues of research to pursue on design in complex and networked
product development. In this final section of the dissertation, I discuss the
limitations inherent in the present study and propose further avenues for
research for better understanding the use of design in industry.
First, the concepts of progressive boundary development and CMDs
put forward in this study are based on analysing the particular case of
architectural design use in the Viking Grace development process. Future
research on design in shipbuilding processes would be useful in detailing
and testing both concepts to increase their validity in the shipbuilding
context. In practice, a more ethnographic approach over a long time
span, punctuated by explicit collection of retrospective data (Hyysalo,
2010), could be used to add detail to boundary formation within and
across shipbuilding projects, to examine how CMDs structure boundary
formation and to understand progressive boundary development from
different temporal perspectives. Such an approach could also help deal

109

Network pictures correspond to the beliefs or views of managers and network members on how
the network operates, which are typically partial and subjective.
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with the limitations inherent in setting temporal boundaries in process research (Dubois and Gadde, 2002; Pettigrew, 1990). Additionally, through
research from different disciplinary perspectives (with potentially different epistemological, ontological and methodological approaches) and a
programmatic research approach110 (see Bizzi and Langley, 2012; Halinen
and Törnroos, 2005), understanding on both concepts could be enriched
to improve the use of design – and other disciplines – in shipbuilding. For
instance, from a project management research perspective, the documentation that is used for tracking progress in shipbuilding projects could
provide an interesting pool of naturally occurring data for testing the
propositions of progressive boundary development and CMDs.
Second, the results of this study can be considered to hold relevant
insights for complex and networked product development in general because ships well represent complex products and systems (Hobday, 1998),
large-made-to-order products (Stoyell et al., 2001), made-to-order products (Hills, 1995), physically large and complex systems (Andrews, 2011)
and networked product development (Gale, 2003; Ford et al., 2011). Yet,
testing of the concepts put forward in this dissertation in other kinds of
product development contexts (e.g. in terms of degree of complexity and
business context) would be beneficial for advancing the understanding on
design and product development processes in general. In this vein, connecting the concepts with recent research in design management processes
(Lockwood, 2011) and complexity (Mayfield et al., 2012) may provide
an interesting direction to pursue. Also, as this research has been situated more closely in the design management paradigm (as in Cooper and
Junginger, 2011a), there are parallels to be drawn with research and approaches that pursue a better understanding of design as a capability and
management approach (in specific, the relation of prolonged participation
of design as discussed in this thesis to design thinking approaches).
Finally, the picture of design management and environmentally sustainable design I had when I began the research journey was heavily
influenced by theory and expectations of the role of design. My initial
case study protocol simply asked how ecodesign had been facilitated in
the Viking Grace project, oblivious to the possibility that it may not have
been facilitated even remotely as theory would suggest. Yet, already in the
first interviews it became obvious that my expectations were not in line
with what was happening in the field. In the study, a systematic combining approach (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) and a focus on the specifics of
architectural design enabled me to scrutinise my own assumptions and expectations and see the problems inherent in my own perspective on design
and environmental sustainability. At the same time, the research approach
of this study is certainly not the only possible choice in studies on complex and networked product development. For example, mixed-methods
studies could broaden the analytical scope of the research, comparative
studies probing in greater breadth (instead of depth) could facilitate wider
generalisations and studies leaning towards the more positivistic end of
the research spectrum could add a layer of research directly compatible
110

An example of such programmatic research is reported in Van de Ven et al. (2008), where
more than 30 researchers in 14 research units studied innovation processes for 17 years.
See also Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) for an interesting piece on programmatic research
in networks.
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with the general techno-economical focus adopted in much complex
product development. When complemented with studies that focus on
constructing the picture of the process from an interpretive perspective, a
more holistic and nuanced view on design, complex product development
and networks can be achieved – a view which is essential if design is to
seriously contribute to solving development and sustainability problems
in contemporary society.
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10.1

Appendix A.
Original interview protocol.

interview protocol2.xlsx

#

Question

1
2

Background
How long have you worked in your organisation?
What is your position, what do you do?
The shipbuilding process (of Grace)

3

How and when did the Grace-project start on your behalf?

4

Who was involved in the project at that time and what were
your tasks?

5

Who have you worked with in the project?

6

7

What were the design drivers behind the project? Where did
they come from?
Environmental drivers
Where did the strong environmental driver come from? Was it
there in the beginning?

8

How was the requirement met?

9

How did the strong environmental focus affect your work?

How was it to handle these environmental issues, easy or
difficult? Did it require new skills from you?
11 Has the EU-funding process affected your work somehow?
10

Reflections
12 How does Grace compare to other ships you've worked with?
13 How do you think passengers will react to it?
14 How and will the ship influence your company?
15 How does the process go on from here? Is your work done?
How do you see the future of ship design and cruising? How
16
will ships and the experience change?

Probes

_ front-end vs. back-end
_ lock-in in later stages
_ main stakeholders
_ project group
_ interfaces
_ relation to other
stakeholders

_ salience of eco
_ idea structure
_ new vs. old
_ source: individual,
company, client, regulation

_ opinion leadership
_ adoption decision
_ecodesign strategies
_adoption decision
_need of new skills?
_need for new contacts?
_compatibility
_difficulties
_ innovation or not?
_ trialability
_external influences

_ relative advantage
_ innovation attributes
_ experience projection
_ value opportunities
_ experience projection
_ value opportunities
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10.2

Appendix B.
Translated quotes in original language.
10.2.1
Chapter 6
Quote 6.2
SAD4: ”Lähettiin ideointiin hakee ideoita ja ihan niinku tietysti varustamon puolelta oli jotain juttui ja... Ja sitte tota, niin niin. Yhdessä lähettiin
pyörittelee sitä hommaa ja sit me lähettii hakee semmosta niinku, tämmöst monitorointii vähän niinku ideoita, et meidän niinku muotoilijoiden
puolelta me nyt lähetään jonkinnäkösii viitteitä, ideoita ympäri. Niit on
sit arkkitehtuurista, laivadesigninsta yleensä ja muuten ja sit vähän sitä
fiilistä sinne ja tehtiin tällasii tyylikollaaseja muun muassa.”
Quote 6.3.
CAD4: “Kyl se, kyl se on sen, sanotaan sen maailman, tyylimaailman
löytäminen. Se on oikeestaan se kaikista hankalin, keksii se idea et se
miellyttää asiakasta ja on sen tarkotuksen mukainen mitä ne on ajatelleet.
Et sen kaivaminen sieltä esille, ihmiset puhuu tietysti asioita ja sit miten
niitä tulkitaan et saaks sielä ulos sen ja sit ku sä toteat et se onki tällanen
ni sit se lähtee eteen päinkin jo niinku kelaamaan aika hyvinkin.”
Quote 6.4.
CAD3: “No sehän lähti ylipäätään sillai että siinä oli periaatteessa
koko toimisto aluks mukana, projektissa. Se tota, vedettiin tämmösiä
brainstorming-pajoja sen osalta ja jaettiin tietyt alueet, tietyille ryhmille. Ja niistä karsittiin aluks niinku sitä pääsuuntaa mihin lähetään
menemään, tai mihin pyritään menemään.”
Quote 6.5.
CAD4: “…tää oli yks valtti et pystyy nopeesti visualisoimaan asioita ja
esittämään ne ymmärrettävästi”
Quote 6.6.
SAD2: “Koitetaan houkutella hyvillä ideoilla ja hyvillä kuvilla asiakasta
heti alusta asti.”
Quote 6.8.
SAD4: “Et monenlaisissa projekteissa [ollut mukana], tietysti totaniin
enemmän nyt vaan siinä muotoilu ja siinä näkyvällä alueella ollu vaikuttamassa, et ei niinkään paljon siihen tekniikkaan itse ja niihin juttuihin.”
Quote 6.9.
TKM2: “No meil sit on puhtaasti niin et meil on tavallaan se, vois sanoo
tekninen suunnittelu. Et arkkitehti antaa kyl ne, ne pääideat kyl jo niin
pitkälle et miten kaikki ulkonäkö ja muu on, et sit tää meidän suun-
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nitelu vaan lyö sen tekniseen muotoon, et se kaluste saadaan oikean
rakenteiseks ja se pystytään valmistamaan ja sit et se saadaan kiinnitettyy tonne hyttiin.”
Quote 6.10
TKD1: “Et mäkin olen joskus aikanaan istunut suunnittelutoimistossa,
mä olin 5 vuotta suunnittelijana ihan puhtaasti niinkun suunnittelu
toimistossa. Ni siellähän suunnittelija, meil tulee se työ, me piirretään
ne kuvat ja sen jälkeen ku ne kuvat lähtee meiltä ni se on niinku
valmis. Sit saatto joku soittaa joskus et, on joku pikku juttu et joku ei
mahdu tai voiks korjata, mut useimmiten se oli siinä. Sit sä vaan siirryt
piirtää seuraavaa et sä saat etees arkkitehtikuvat ja lähet tekee. Sit ku
on tääl KT:ssa mukana, ni välillä tuntuu et pitäis niinku joka asiasta
tietää. Pitää tietää mattojen asennuksesta, pitää tietää lasien asennuksesta ja hirveesti niinku... niin, hirveesti on asioita mis pitää olla
mukana ja sit se ei lopu siihen ku ne kuvat on valmiit.”
Quote 6.11
SAD2: “No tää liittyy enemmän taas siihen reittiin, että kahdella
[laivalla] joutuu ramppaamaan aika kovalla vauhdilla, ni tää on sit ollu
aika villi ehdotus et pudottaaks suosiolla vauhtia ja ois kolme pienem
pää ja se aikataulu menis ihan suosiolla sekasin.”
Quote 6.12.
SAD4: “Ja sit jotain vähän tommosii funtsittiin näitä, mitä siel vois olla
nois lasissa et siel voi olla PV-kennoa integroitui lasiin ja varjostimia
lämmön säätelyyn just nimenomaan niinku riippuen valosuudesta ja
mitkä vaikuttaa sit taas ilmastointitarpeeseen ja sitä kautta ekologisuuteen ja myös niinku tämmösiin asioihin”
Quote 6.14
CADM1: “valaistus niin se on niin järkyttävän tärkee kuitenkin, siin
on paljon niitä ekologisia asioit, siin on paljon tavallaan sitä ihan sitä
designia meijän puolesta et se on yks tärkeimpii kuitenkin tunnelman
luojia kun puhutaan ravintoloista, yökerhoist ja muista niin nehän jutut
tehään sillä valolla”
Quote 6.15
SAD2: “No, niitten säiliöitten tuleminen tonne peräkannelle, niinku
näkyvästi on tavallaan sellanen ulkonäköasia. Mut se nyt on aika
semmosta, aika sellasta niinkun toissijasta juttuu, et ei me olla niitä
säiliöitä siellä mitenkään korostettu, et päinvastoin, piti vähän piilotella. Et ei tuu sellanen olo että ne räjähtää jotenki käsiin siellä vaikkei
se aine kuulemma oo sellasta luonteeltaan. Mut ei, ei se LNG-säiliö
näkyvästikään oo mikään asia. Mut kyl he niinkun sen hyvin käsitti että tää väli on, Turku-Tukholma-väli on luontonsa puolesta aivan
ainutlaatuinen. Ja siinä on niinkun ulkomaalaisille todella houkutteleva
sellanen kohde ja siit pitäis tehdä semmonen oikein myyntivaltti että
se näkyminen, ulospäin katsominen on olennaista tässä laivassa. Ja
sitä mietittiin paljon et minkälaisella yleisjärjestelyllä sen näkymän saa
hyväks ja millä tavalla sen sitte niinkun pystyy tuomaan matkustajalle
mielenkiintoseks.”
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Quote 6.16
SAD4: “Ja anticipate technological change [osoittaa ecodesign-ympyrää] Tää on sitä seuraamista.[…] Kyl mä mietin ainaki koko ajan näitä.
Tai siis niitä et mä voisin pienemmällä määrällä materiaa luoda sen
elämyksen tai kokemuksen siinä, et miten se fyysisesti tapahtuu. Noi
on semmosii, kyl mitä miettii. Ja sit, optimised manufacturing. Tää
on nyt sit semmonen et tää menee, enemmän sitte tonne tuotanto
tekniikan puolelle. Mut näist pitää ymmärtää kans, monella.”
Quote 6.17
CAD4: “Ei, ei se, ei siinä [ympäristöystävällisyydellä] ollu mitään vaikutusta siihen. Emmä sitä ees, tiesin tietysti miten se laiva tulee toimimaan ja se käyttää LNG:tä ja, mut ei se näissä aiheuttanu mitään...
mitään mikä olis tänne [hytteihin] heijastunu. Ei siel mitään niin sanottuu vihreetä ollu.”
Quote 6.18
CADM1: “Kyllähän se kaikista isoin, kovin juttu on se, se nestekaasu
millä se tulee kulkee. […] Et kyl tää design on kans tärkee mut ei se ny
niin kova juttu oo ku se, niinkun se et jos se pystytään oikeesti hoitamaan sillä nestekaasulla ni”
Quote 6.19
OADM1: “Inte i så hög grad utan det har främst riktat sig mot framdriften av fartygen med LNG som bränsle samt tekniska lösningar som
effektiverar energianvändningen.”
Quote 6.20
OC1: “Ja sitte me käytiin yhdessä läpi ne ja me katottiin ne osa-alueet kaikki, no okei, miten me työstetään, miten me tullaan Gracella työstämään, veden säästö, ilman päästöt, jätteen käsittely ja me
käytiin sit niinku sen rakennusporukan kanssa, niinku sen teknisen
puolen kanssa, et näin ja näin ja näin ja tämmöset vaatimukset laitetaan telakalle.”
Quote 6.21
TKM1: “Joo kyllä, kyllä itseasiassa kyllä [ympäristöasiat vaikutti
työhön]. Mehän jouduttiin tekemään yks semmonen Green Passport
tota kaavake täyttämään ja sit just katsottiin et me ei käytetä mitään
semmosia luonnonvaroja mitkä on rajallisii esimerkiks puuta mitä me
käytettiin niin et se on tämmöst kasvatettuu puuta eikä mitään, koska
niistähän löytyy omat tiedostot tiedot et mitkä on uhanalaisii ja mitkä
ei ja ehdotettiin sit jotain muuta jos oli joku semmonen puu. Esimerkiks se tanssilattia siellä mikä siel Fun Clubis on tai siel Voguessa
niin me vaihdettiin se puulaji ihan sen takia et saatiin kasvatettua
puuta siihen.”
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10.2.2
Chapter 7
Quote 7.1
SC1: “Kaikki kolme [telakan yksikköä] vähän, enemmän tai vähemmän
yhdessä ja erikseen työstivät niinkun seuraavia suunnitelmia et mitä se
vois olla. Mä olin siihen aikaan ton teknologiayksikön ja Turun puolesta
siellä ihmettelemässä asioita ja sillon ens alkuun se oli niinkun, vähän
teknisempää se käsittely et ei niin, kovin ihmeellis..., kovin kaukaa ei
katsottu sitä, kovinkaan laajasti katsottu sitä asiaa et vietiin niinkun
perinteisellä laivanrakennustyylillä asioita eteenpäin ja tehtiin erilaisia
selvityksiä ja muuta ja tietysti jotain konsepteja siitä et minkälainen se
GA:kin vois olla.”
Quote 7.5.
SM1: “Et se, tavallaan niinku meidän organisaatiossa se Raumalaisten
projekti oli eri projektinumerolla ja muutenki se oli oikeestaan kyllä
ihan eri laiva. Et se oli tavallaan tämmönen niinku Viking XPRS:sistä
lähetty jalostamaan. Mut se ei sit oikeen, se ei lähteny lentoon sitte.”
interviewer: “Tuliks sieltä kuitenkin teille jotain, niinku pohjaa tai semmosta?”
SM1: “No joo, siin oli jotain semmosia asioita sit mistä, niinkun, me tiedettiin mistä asiakas oli tykännyt. Ja mistä ei ollu tykänny. Että taval
laan siltä pohjalta sitä sitte vähän lähettiin, lähettiin tota, tekemään.”
Quote 7.6
SAD1: “…ni nopeesti vaan me tehdään tämmönen karkee piirros, tai
niinku, alueittain vaan niinku kokeillaan erilaisia layout-ratkaisuja,
mietitään tavallaan niiden palvelujen sijaintia ja flowta ja sen tyyppisiä
asioita. Ja sitte vaan useita eri ratkaisuja asiakkaalle.”
Quote 7.7.
SM1: “Ja ja, mut et sehän, öö, no me tehtiin siitä kyllä jonkunnäkönen
niinkun kokonaisuuskin, vaikkakin enemmän se oli tavallaan semmosia, ikään kuin, ideoita, semmosia osittaisia ajatuksia et mitä siel vois
olla ja ruvettiin niitä sit sille asiakkaalle tyrkyttämään [nauraa].”
Quote 7.8
OM2: “Meillähän oli alussa ihan hirveen hurjat, hurjat kuvitelmat ja
ajatukset”
Quote 7.10
SM1: “Käytännössä se tota, projekti-insinööri on se joka, yrittää täällä
telakan päässä hanskata sitä kokonaisuutta. Niin että, että tota,
projekti-insinööri ikäänkuin on se teknisesti vastuussa siitä koko projektista. Että se on, laivakonsepti toteuttamisekelpoinen.”
Quote 7.11
SM1: “Tää oli sitte, no tietysti tosta nyt näkee aika selvästi että eihän
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tämmönen tuu koskaan pysymään pystyssä tämmönen laiva ja tota,
sit tää oli niin julmetun iso, että tää oli niinku, 50% liian kallis. Mut et
tietysti niin niin, asiakasorientoituneena laivanrakentajana me laskettiin et mitä tämmönen maksais ja kerrottiin sit tietysti heille et mitä
tämmönen maksais.“
Quote 7.12
OM2: “Sit me haettiin myös sitä et miltä se laiva vois näyttää ja ihan
alussa me haettiin hirveesti sellasta niinku vähän, junan mallista
tylppäpäistä futuristista ilmettä. Et täytyyks niinku laivojen olla aina
sen näkösiä mitä ne on aina ollu. Et eiks me voitais tehdä jotain erilaista. [kertoo esityksestä, joka mulla myös hallussa]. Niin, haettiin
sitä semmosta tylppää kärkeä, ja vähän semmosta pyöreyttä. Mutta
sitte tulee nää meren kulun ja nää ihanat lait vastaan ja kaiken maailman määräykset että pitää olla tämmönen niin... se on kollisionskott
ruotsiks... tämmönen törmäysvara, tai törmäysskotti et laivan niinkun
keulassa ei saa olla tietystä määrästä taaksepäin metrejä, ni ei saa
olla yhtään ihmistä, tai ei saa asua yhtään ihmistä. Ni sittenhän jos
me rakennetaan jos laivan keula tämmöseks pyöreeks ni mehän, me
menetetään ihan hirveesti tilaa ja sitä volyymiä ja sitä gross tonnagea
[laughing] , josta me maksetaan [laughing] ja tota me ei voida käyttää
sitä hyödyks missään.“
Quote 7.13
SAD1: “Mut tämmönen konsultti niinku teki tämmösen aineiston ja
tästä sit lähettiin vähän niinku neuvottelemaan ja vääntää kättä sen
asiakkaan kanssa, että mimmonen se sit oikeesti pitäis olla sen laivan.
Että telakka sen niinku pystyy rakentaan. Kyllähän mekin tän näkösiä
juttuja ollaan joskus piirrelty, paljonki, mutta tuota ne on enemmän
sitte tämmösiä messumateriaaleja ja tämmöstä.”
Quote 7.14
OADM1: “I början jobbade jag med vårt eget team gällande alternativa
planlösningar och förslag. Även alternativa förslag till varvens förslag
gjordes, för att bättre beakta våra specifika behov. “
Quote 7.16
SAD1: “Tää on tavallaan sen ku ollaan kaupat tehty ni tän mukaan
niinku mennään, tää on tavallaan sen projektin raamattu. […] Mut
täällä ei mitään niinku, ei täällä mitään niinku sellasta taiteilijamateriaalia ole, et tää on ihan tämmöstä dataa, raakaa tietoa. Ja joku
arkkitehtiaikataulu siellä on ja vastuualueita et mistä telakaa vastaa
ja mistä asiakas vastaa. Sen tapasta juttua. En kyllä paljoa joudu
raottaa tommosta, omassa työssäni en joudu tonne kurkkaa kyllä
että.”
Quote 7.17
SM2: “Joo, koneethan ni valitaan hyvin aikasessa vaiheessa jo, et ne
on, tai nää kone, ennen kauppaa jo neuvotellaan konevalmistaijien
kanssa näistä, […] pääkoneen kauppa varmaan lyötiin lukkoon sit jo,
heti kohta, sanotaan et, ku tää perussuunnittelu alko ni muutama viikko siitä eteenpäin.”
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Quote 7.18
CAD4: “Sit toinen tietysti, pessihän [perussuunnittelu] tekee nää hyttipohjat mitkä sit varustamo hyväksyy, nehän mul niinkulähtökohtana
tietenki on siinä. Et en mä näitä lauouteja oo suunnittellu vaan se tulee
sit telakan ja Vikingin yhteistyöllä, vuodepaikat ovat nämä ja hyttityyppien määrät ovat nämä ja sijaitsevat täällä ja täällä ja. Se on se pohja,
mikä sit mullaki on lähtöaineistona.”
Quote 7.19
interviewer: “Oliks tää sellanen että alotetti ihan nollasta, tuliko Viking
Lineltä mitään mitä oltaisiin esim. telakalla tehty ennen ku te tulitte
mukaan, tuliko sieltä syötettä?”
CADM1: “No itse asiassa niinku tolta asiakkaalta ei nyt niinkun ihan
hirvvesti tullu niitä. Että ne sano, et tietenki kun siis [OADM1] Viking
Linen puolelta, niinku arkkitehti, oli tavallaan tehny ne pohja plaanit
jo et se oli GA:ssa, et se oli se general arrangementti minkä mukaan
edetään”
Quote 7.20
CAD3: “Ei me oikeestaan niihin [telakan suunnittelijoihin] hirveesti [oltu yhteydessä ], toki käytiin läpi niinku referenssiä ja sitte aika
tietosia oltiin siitä mitä aiemmissa laivoissa on tehty. Kyllä siinä
lähettiin, lähettiin siitä että tehdään uudenlaista laivaa, että pyritään
pääsemään eroon siitä mielikuvasta että siellä on ne, messinkihässäkät, kaiteet ynnä muuta, että tuodaan sellasta maapuolen hotelli
maisuutta tavallaan siihen, laivamatkustamiseen”
interviewer: “Mut et oliks esimerkiks näitten, tuliks niinku Viking Linen
tai asiakkaan puolelta nyt mitään tällasia et he ois heittäny kuvia
pöytään et jotain tän suuntasta tai?”
CAD3: “Ei tullu kyl, kyl ne anto meille tosi vapaat kädet. Kylhän niitä
tietenki paljon [projektinjohtajat 1 & 2] sitte kahlas läpi niitä Viikkarin
porukan kanssa, sitä tota skissivaihetta mikä meillä oli mitä oli tehty,
et mitä ideointia. Et kylhän siinä tietysti yhteistyössä nivottiin sitte
Viking Linen kanssa yhteen niitä ajatuksia. Mut ei tullu mitään semmosta selkeetä, et teidän pitää tehdä tämmönen koska aina ennenkin on
tehty tämmönen vaan se oli semmonen vahva niinku toisin päin että,
tuokaa jotain uutta.”
Quote 7.21
CAD4: “ja sain sieltä ne kuvat ja tottakai, he myyvät sitä ideaansa ja aluettaan ja nehän oli niinku ihan toisesta maailmasta [laughing]. Nää oli
upeita siis, tottakai, ne oli hyvin futuristisia ja sellasia tyylikkäitä ja ja,
mut eihän sellasii voinu käytännös, nehän makso hunajaa [laughing] et
nää on niinku tehny sil taval, ei se. Kyl mä katon läpi ne kans ja näin sen
ihmisenki ja hän oli sit alotuspalaveris mukana myöskin mut ni, ei me sit
kuitenkaan niitä lähdetty mitenkään toteuttamaan, se oli mahdoton.”
Quote 7.22
CADM1: “Ja nyt sitte, jos katotaan et missä nyt mennään ni nyt ollaan
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niinku täällä, projekti, manageeraus, et kylhän täs on ollu valtavasti
sitä, kysymyksiä vaik meidän viimeiset lataukset niinku on ollu helmikuun alussa tänä vuonna [2012]. Et periaattees niinku, et silti me
ollaan kuitenkin ihan päivittäin, niinku, siellä tulee kysymyksiä ja
ongelmia ja haasteita ja sitte niinku, huomattu se että niinku, näihin
pitää reagoida saman tien että tota, saadaan se visio toteutettua.”

10.2.3
Chapter 8
Quote 8.2
TKM2: “Eli sen pohjalta mitä siin mallis sit oli sovittu ni siitä ruvetiin
lyömään suunnitteluosastolla joka ikist hyttityyppii ne samat asiat,
ruvettiin suunnittelee ja piirtää ja tekemään komponenttikuvii.”
Quote 8.3
CAD4: “Et näähän ei oo mitenkään tarkkoja, et muut tekee sit tarkemmat kuvat. Ja ei oo tarkoituskaan tehdä.“
Quote 8.4
TKM1: “Joo ja sit on tämmösiä muita, muita tota, missä sitten näytetään myöskin on tämmönen havainnekuva esimerkiks täs näkyy aika
hyvin miltä se sitten valmiina näyttää eli voidaan tota niin havainnoida
niitä sitten vähän tarkemmin. […] Eli tämmösiä me tehdään nykyään
aika paljon. Se auttaa tuotantoa huomattavasti kun he näkee kaikki
tämän kuin se tulee sitten loppujen lopuks tehtäväks.”
Quote 8.5
SC1: “Kyl mä siinä myyntiprosessivaiheessa muutenkin olin hiukan
tekemässä sitte jotain pinta-alavertailuja ja muuta et verrattiin sitte
heidän muihin, muihin alustyyppeihin ja katottiin et kuinka paljon
sieltä niinku yht tyyppistä, alaa on. Et onks niitä siellä sitte asiakkaan
mielestä sopivasti.”
Quote 8.6
CAD4: “Hän [telakan sisustuskoordinaattori] oli myöski sit se toimeksiantaja et hän kävi tääl muutaman, pariin otteeseen kattomassa et
mitä mä tein sillon niitä ensimmäisii luonnoksii. Mut sit ku mä pääsin
siihen käsitykseen mitä tehdään ni hän lopetti sen käymisen, et hän oli
sit vähän käyny ja siirty taka-alalle siinä.”
interviewer: “Millanen rooli hänellä oli et kattoo et menee referenssiin
sopivaks?”
CAD4: “Kyl hän siin katso sitä rahaa. Hän ei mitenkään muuten siihen osallistunu, että hän kävi vaan varmistamassa et tehdään semmosta (laughing)
et mitä ovat sopineet Vikingin kanssa ettei se mene överiks. Et ei hän suunnitteluun osallistunu mitenkään. Eikä tietenkään ollu tarkotuskaan.”
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Quote 8.7
TKM1: “No täs on just tää tärkeä eli meil tulee tämmönen sitten just
niin ku mä näytinkin täs on tämmönen tässä niin ku sanottukin niin se
on Penalty eli sielt tulee sitten sakot jos pläjäytät ne ohitte rajojen, eli
se suunnittelu laskee ne painot.”
Quote 8.8
TKD1: “Siel [sopimusmapissa] on alustavasti just sovittu kaikkii tämmösii isoi asioita ni siel on aina annettu niinku alueen neliö, paljon se
saa neliöllä painaa. Ja sitte jossain about puoles välissä projektii ruvetaan tekee sitä, painolaskelmaa, tai sit jos on jo niinku alussa vaaraa
et tietää et nyt meil tulee sen kans ongelmii ni tietysti sit lähdetään
jo aikasemmin sitä tutkimaan et voidaaks me käyttää esimerkiks näin
paljon sitä lasii.”
Quote 8.11
CAD3: “No tota... [Ympäristöystävällisyys] Ei nyt, erityisemmin (ole
vaikuttanut työhöni]. Et kyl me nyt niinku kumminki pyritään valitsemaan, yleensä materiaaleista semmoset jotka on jo, tai täyttää
ympäristönormeja, niinku lattioissa ynnä muissa. Mutta tietenkin,
laivapuoli on siitä ongelmallinen ku siellä on palomääräykset ja muut
niin valtavan tiukat, ni se vähän rajoittaa sit sitä materiaali, mahdollisia valittavia materiaaleja ku pitää olla kaikissa ne IMO-luokitukset ja
kaikilla, kaikilla tuotteilla niitä ei ole välttämättä”
Quote 8.12
OADM1: “Projektet avviker eftersom vi här anlitade en inredningsarkitektbyrå, som inte tidigare har erfarenhet av fartygsplanering. Det
betyder att man kanske ser saker på ett annat sätt och vill testa nya
material, utrustning och inredningsdetaljer, som kanske inte automatiskt är passlig ombord utan måste modifieras. Detta har gett i viss
mån merarbete för mig och vårt team, men gör ju också att skillnaden
mellan t ex ett hotell i land och Viking Grace blir mindre.”
Quote 8.13
SM1: “Tavallaan niinku nyt koko LNG:n käyttämisen osalta me eletään
melkosta murrosvaihetta täs laivanrakennuksessa että tota, tässähän ei
oo vielä varsinaisesti olemassa semmosta kunnollista säännöstä IMOn
taholta. Täs on ollu tota, tämmönen niinkun, interim guidelinesit, jonka
pohjalta tää Grace on suunniteltu.[…] Tietysti ni tavallaan laivanrakennuksessahan me ollaan perinteisesti totuttu siihen et meil on joku säännöstä
joka sanoo et tee näin ja näin ja näin ni sillon tää homma on niinku
lapasessa. Ja nyt niinkun, tavallaan, joka asiaan on liittyny julmettu määrä
riskianalyysiä ja niitten veivaamista edestakas ja sitte ku nekin on kaikki
niinki riskianalyysit on enemmän vähemmän toistensa kanssa tekemisissä ni tavallaan se ei niinkun, öö, se ei tämmöstä niinku, laivaprojektin
hektisyys ei oikein tue tämmöstä riskianalyysin tekemistä. Et tavallaan niinku täs nyt vähän niinkun tietyllä lailla odotellaan ja toivotaan et saatais
tää kansainvälinen säännöstä jollain lailla kondikseen että tota, et siinä
vaiheessa ku laivakauppaa tehdään et ostaja tietäis mitä hän on ostamassa ja myyjä tietää mitä hän on myymässä, eikä käy niin että tavallaan
(laughing) tuleeks sitte kauheesti yllätyksiä siinä projektin edetessä”
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Quote 8.15
SAD1: “Jos ajattelee mitä referenssiä siinä mielessä minä sen se ehkä
mainitsin ja mitä se ihan projektin alkuvaiheessa tarkoittaa ennen
erittelyä, niin se nopeuttaa ja helpottaa suunnittelutyön aloittamista.
Se on henkistä pääomaa jota on vaikea olla käyttämättä koska siihenhän koko tietotaito ja meidän laivanrakennus perustuu.[…] Referenssi
on laivan erittelyssä määrittelyä helpottava tapa osoittaa sovittu laatu
/ hintataso. Referenssi voi vaihdella tiloittain ja alueittain mutta yleisesti tällainen referenssiajattelu helpottaa ja nopeuttaa huomattavasti
määrittelyä. Referenssi ei tarkoita sitä että uusi laiva täytyy rakentaa
täysin referenssin näköiseksi ja kaltaiseksi vaan kysymys on enemmän siitä paljonko tekeminen maksaa. Jos asioista ei sovittaisi referensseillä, ihan kaikki täytyisi määritellä erikseen ja erittely paisuisi
valtavan kokoiseksi ja sen laatiminen veisi paljon aikaa. Jos jokin asia
poikkeaa referenssistä se mainitaan erikseen.”
Quote 8.16
SM3: “Referenssi sitoo kuitenkin aika hyvin asiat materiaaleihin ja
pitää kustannustavoitteen hallinnassa”
Quote 8.17
CAD3: “Siinä oli lähinnä ongelmana se että ku, tietenki ku on tietyt
budjetit missä pitää pysyä ja sitte ku, laivat aina tehdään aina referenssikohteiden mukaan tai ne ostetaan referenssikohteisiin viitaten ni,
siinä mun mielestä onnistuttiin todella hyvin että me saatiin runnottua
se ledivalo, ledivalo sinne laivaan, että niiden vanhojen halogeenispottien tilalle ja pysyttiin suunnilleen vielä niinku samoissa kustannuksissa. Et se on kyl tota, iso, iso onnistuminen mun mielestä.”
Quote 8.18
TKD1: “[Barrisol] oli ihan uus ja tuntematon [materiaali], et siihen me
sit tutustuttiin ja sitä tutkittiin et miten sitä voitais käyttää. Sitä ei
käytetty niin laajalti mitä arkkitehti alunperin ois halunnu, niitä koko
kattoon […] Päädyttiin semmosiin ratkaisuihin et sitä käytettiin niinku,
me saatiin sitä täällä konffassa aika hyvin käytettyy, et me tehtiin
sellaset valokattosysteemit et jätettiin paneeli kattoon niiltä osin et pystyttiin kaikki tekniikka sijottaa paneelikattoon ja sitte ne Barrisolit jäi
semmosiks puhtais valokattoalueiks mihin ei tullu mitään sprinklereitä
eikä et, niist tuli mun mielestä tosi kivat. Et siin me tavallaan pystyttiin menee vastaan sit arkkitehtii. Ensiks telakka kielsi jyrkästi niinku
sen, et ei sitä laiteta ku se on ihan uus, ei oo kokemuksia et miten se
nyt toimii. Mut meiltä sit toi [henkilön nimi] sillonhan sitä, sano et me
voidaan ottaa vähän niinku riskiä et kokeillaan.”
Quote 8.19
TKM2: “ Kyl se [LEDien käyttö] vaati [ylimääräistä työtä]. Kyl se vaati
koska se on kuitenki niin uutta se leditekniikka vielä et tommosessakin miljöössä ku se tärisee se laiva ni esimerkiks ledivalmistajat ni
ei ne pysty vielä antaa ihan sellasta vastausta ku kysytään et ku sul on
täs 3 vuoden takuu ja se menee laivaan ja se laiva vähän värisee sillon
tällöin ja laivas on mekaaniset generaattorit jotka tuottaa sähköö, et
siel saattaa vähän virtapiikkei vaik siel ois kuin tasaajia ja muuta ni
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siel saattaa hertsit ja muut vähän heilahdella, et miten nää siel sit
kestää.
Quote 8.20
SAD2: ” Et sehän on semmonen rakenteellinen pötikkä että... siis
laivathan on äkkiä katottuna päällisin puolin samanlaisia. Se on vähän
samanlainen ku matkustajalentokoneessa että ne on jossain vaiheessa
löytäny sellasen tietynlaisen optimin. Et ku ajatellaan vähän monimutkasempi laite ni siinä on olemassa sellanen tietynlainen optimi.
Jos siellä lähetään tekemään isoja, konseptimielessä isoja muutoksia,
että yleisiä tiloja vaihetaan kokonaan paikasta toiseen, hytit kokonaan
paikasta toiseen ja pituussuunnassa, korkeussuunnassa vaihetaan
elementtejä. Kyllä niitä aina sillon tällöin tehdään, mutta, mut niistä
helposti löytyy oikeen sellasia isoja ongelmia, et ei haluta sitä... Että...
Kyl täältäkin löytyy semmosia layout-ehdotuksia jossa tota, tää voi olla
ihan sitä alkuvaihetta missä on vaiheltu näiden kaikkien tilojen paikkoja aika vauhdilla.”
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10.3
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X
X
X

X

Blog post

EN, 280812

X

X

X

Blog post

EX, 040512

X

X

X

Blog post

EX, 051012

X

Blog post

EX, 081013

Blog post

EX, 090113

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

Blog post

EX, 111012

X

X

EX, 130912

X

X

Blog post

EX, 180612

X

Blog post

EX, 181012

X

X

Blog post

EX, 190912

X

Blog post

EX, 191012

X

Blog post

EX, 230312

X

Blog post

EX, 231112

X

Blog post

EX, 250612

X

Blog post

EX, 260112

Blog post

EX, 270412

X

X

Blog post

EX, 271211c

X

X

X

Blog post

PR, 011211

X

X

X

Blog post

PR, 170212

X

X

X

Blog post

TE, 011012

Blog post

TE, 011211c

Blog post

TE, 090712

Blog post

TE, 100113

X
X

X

X

Blog post

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

General

Sustainability
discussion

Insight type

General

Cabin

Document

Annual report

Exterior

Document type

Interior

Design focus

X

X
X

X

X
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X

Blog post

TE, 210113

Blog post

TE, 290212

Blog post

TE, 300312

Brochure

STX Finland, NDa

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Brochure

STX Finland, NDb

X

X

X

X

X

Brochure

STX Finland, NDc

X

X

X

X

X

X

Brochure

STX Finland, NDd

X

X

X

Brochure

Viking Line, 2012b

X

X

X

Brochure

Viking Line, 2014a

X

X

X

X

Brochure

Viking Line, NDa

X

X

X

X

X

Environmental brochure

Viking Line, 2014e

X

Environmental brochure

Viking Line, 2016a

X

X
X

Feature

Meriteollisuus, 2013a & b

X

X

Feature

Punter, 2013

X

X
X

Feature

Shippax, 2013

X

Magazine article

Anteroinen, 2012

X

Magazine article

Cruise and Ferry Interiors, 2014

X

Magazine article

Finland of Networks, 2012

X

Magazine article

Gibson, 2013

X

Magazine article

Kihl and Mononen, 2013

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Kortelainen, 2013

X

X

X

X

X

Laakso, 2013

X

X

X

X

X

Magazine article

Lamminsivu, 2013

X

X

X

X

Magazine article

Martiala, 2012

X

Magazine article

Navigator, 2011

X

Magazine article

Pagni, 2011

X

Magazine article

Pagni, 2013a

X

X

Magazine article

Cruise Business Review, 2/2013

X

X

X

Segercrantz, 2012
Sjöström, 2009b

Magazine article

Sjöström, 2013

Magazine article

Sundholm, 2012

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Magazine article

Takala, 2012

X

X

X

X

Magazine article

Takala, 2013

X

X

X

X

Magazine article

World Cruise Industry Review, 2013

X

X

X

Newspaper article

Blomstrand, 2012

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

Magazine article

Magazine article

X

X

Magazine article

Magazine article

Architectural design

TE, 191212

General

Blog post

X

Outcome discussion

X

Process insights

X

TE, 191112

General information

TE, 160812

Blog post

Sustainability
discussion

Insight type

General

Document

Blog post

Cabin

Document type

Exterior

Interior

Design focus

X

X
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X

X

X
X

X

Newspaper article

Pöppönen, 2013a

X

Pöppönen, 2013b

X

Partner communication

Barner-Rasmussen, 2013

X

Partner communication

Pietilä, 2012

Partner communication

Tillberg Design, 2013

Partner communication

Wärtsilä, 2012

Presentation

Enlund and Eklund, 2012

X

X

X

Presentation

Granberg, 2014

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Presentation

Jantunen, 2012

Presentation

STX and Viking Line, 2011

X

X

X

Press release

Viking Line, 2013c

X

X

Press release

Viking Line, 2014c

Press release

Viking Line, 2014d

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

FIMECC, 2014

X

X

X

Säilä, 2011

X

X

X

Report

Tekes, 2012

X

X

X

Video

Yleisradio, 2011

X

X

X

X

54

88

57

76

18

25

X

X

Report

97

X

X

X

Report

Total

X

X

X
X

X

34

Architectural design

X

X

X

General

X
X

Newspaper article

X

Outcome discussion

Process insights

General information

Pöppönen, 2010

Sustainability
discussion

Insight type

General

Kaseva, 2013

Newspaper article

Cabin

Document

Newspaper article

Exterior

Document type

Interior

Design focus

40

14
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